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ABSTRACT
Having employees who are willing to request employer-sponsored disability accommodations
and employers who are willing to grant them is a necessary prerequisite for the successful
provision of needed accommodations. This research examines the predictors of accommodation
requesting and granting among adult workers with disabilities using data collected from 5,418
respondents to a Statistics Canada post 2006 census survey called the Participation and Activity
Limitation Survey. Using a rational choice perspective that focuses on maximizing personal
utility, I test a series of hypotheses about individual, organizational, and institutional variables
that predict willingness to both request and grant needed disability-related workplace
accommodations. One key finding is that different predictors are significant for different types
of accommodations, highlighting the need to avoid generalizing from one type of
accommodation to another. Another important finding is that, as a category, individual variables
directly related to disability explained a greater amount of variance in both accommodation
requesting and granting than other aspects of personal identity, organizational factors, or
institutional variables. While there was some evidence of decision-making based on fear of
stigmatization (when requesting), and discrimination (when granting), the data suggests that
industry and occupational specific logics are highly salient influencers for decisions related to
accommodations. Prior experiences of discrimination also seem to have a politicizing effect,
increasing the likelihood of both accommodation requesting and, surprisingly, granting.
Meanwhile institutional forces meant to act as behavioural controls, such as legislation and union
protection, do not seem to be having the intended positive influence on accommodation
provision in the workplace. This finding suggests that other forms of intervention, such as
iii

community education, may be required to encourage greater access to workplace
accommodations.

Keywords: Disability accommodation in the workplace, disability accommodation requesting,
employer-sponsored disability accommodation granting, workplace diversity, theory of planned
behaviour, stereotyping, stigmatization, perceived organizational support, institutional logics.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Contemporary western industrial nations generally attempt, albeit imperfectly, to make
equal rights for all citizens a national priority. Equal access to the labour force has therefore
received a great deal of attention, particularly for the groups most likely to experience workplace
discrimination and marginalization. One such group is people with disabilities. Among
employed workers, people with disabilities are more likely to be unemployed (Burkhauser, Daly,
Hottenville, 2000; Yeager, Kaye, Reed, & Doe, 2006; Schur, 2002; Schur, Kruse, & Blanck,
2005) or underemployed such that their skills and education aren’t fully utilized (Jones, 2007;
Kaye, 2009). They are also more likely to experience turnover (Schur, 2002), work part time
hours (Bruyère, Erickson, & VanLooy, 2000; Schur, Kruse, Blasi, & Blanck, 2009), be in entry
level jobs (Kaye, 2009), and experience job insecurity (Cunningham, James, & Dibben, 2004;
Kaye, 2009; Schur et al., 2009).
Two-thirds of people with disabilities want to and can work (Barrett, 2008). Employer
provided accommodations can assist those individuals in their efforts to maximize their
participation in the labour force. For example receipt of accommodations has been associated
with job retention in both competitive and supported employment contexts (Campolieti, 2005;
Campolieti, 2009; Fabian and Waterworth; Cook et al., 2007). The provision of
accommodations has also been associated with increased morale, productivity, and ability to
complete job related tasks (Schartz et al, 2006; Yeager et al, 2006).
This relatively new focus on accommodation is part of a wider evolution in the way people
with disabilities are perceived in broader society. In the 19th and 20th centuries biomedical and
economic models dominated our understanding of disability issues. These models focused on
the characteristics of the disability itself (biomedical) and associated limitations to productive
1

capacity (economic). As such workers with disabilities were perceived as being in need of either
rehabilitation to make them fully contributing members of the workforce or, alternately, in need
of protected, often segregated workspaces to provide a small measure of economic integration
(Lynk, 2008). In the 1970s an alternative model emerged known as the socio-political model.
“This model understands disability as a form of social injustice attributable to the stigmatizing
attitudes and discriminatory practices in the larger society. It criticizes the biomedical and
economic models because they locate disablement solely within the realm of the person with a
disability, and ignore the significant role played by society in constructing unnecessary and
mutable barriers in the workplace and other environments. Disablement, it maintains, is not a
deviation from an individual bodily norm as much as it is a naturally occurring and enduring
feature in every society, however reviled it has historically been. The socio-political model has
since become part of the new human rights paradigm in Canadian legal thinking on disability”
(Lynk, 2008, p.191). This change in perceptions about disability was part of a larger rightsbased movement that included calls for greater government oversight and enforcement of basic
human rights.
It is not surprising that in the past three decades, as perspectives on disability have
evolved, numerous political resources have been devoted to maximizing rates of labour force
participation and the provision of employer-sponsored accommodations among workers with
disabilities as one component of reaching equity goals. Examples of legislation enacted to
improve labour force participation of persons with disabilities include the Disability
Discrimination Act in the UK, the Americans with Disabilities Act in the U.S. The Employment
Equity Act in Canada, and the European Community Directive prohibiting discrimination on the
2

basis of disability. The Canadian version, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, was enacted in
1982. It guarantees equality rights and equal protection under the law to individuals regardless
of “race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age, or mental or physical impairment”,
(Government of Canada, 2010). The charter regulates the relationships between provinces and
individuals however provinces and territories also enact their own bills of rights. In 1985 the
charter was supplemented with the Canadian Human Rights Act, which extended the laws that
proscribe discrimination. The Human Rights Act explicitly prohibits employment discrimination
for many groups, including people with disabilities. It also mandates accommodation to the
point of undue hardship when “considering health, safety, and cost” (Justice Canada, 2012, p.5).
These federal Acts are further supplemented by provincial ones, for example Ontario passed the
Ontarians with Disability Act (1997), which was updated most recently under Bill 125 with royal
assent granted December 14, 2001 (Government of Ontario, 2010). This Act is enforced by
Ontario Human Rights Commission. The original purpose of the Bill was to achieve a barrierfree Ontario for persons with disabilities. Compliance requires the timely removal of barriers
when this can be accomplished within reasonable cost parameters. The Act applies to
employment, public transit, education, and provincial and municipal government service settings.
The Human Rights Commission is able to award damages for non-compliance but the
Commission works primarily within a paradigm of reform through education, mediation, and
accommodation (Lynk, 2008; Government of Ontario, 2010).
The legal definition of disability used when enforcing rules related to the Ontarians with
Disabilities Act comes from section 10(1) of the Ontario Human Rights Code, although other
provinces have very similar definitions. Disability means:
3

(a) Any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation, or disfigurement that is caused by
bodily injury, birth defect or illness and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
includes diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, a brain injury, any degree of paralysis, amputation, lack
of physical coordination, blindness or visual impediment, deafness or hearing impediment,
muteness or speech impediment, or physical reliance on a guide dog or other animal or on a
wheelchair or other remedial appliance or device,
(b) a condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability,
(c) a learning disability, or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in
understanding or using symbols or spoken language,
(d) a mental disorder, or
(e) an injury or disability for which benefits were claimed or received under the insurance plan
established under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997.

In addition to the Canadian Human Rights Act and the Ontarians with Disabilities Act,
some Canadian employees are also regulated under the Employment Equity Act of 1986. This
Act seeks to increase the participation of minorities, including disabled persons, in the
workforce. It covers private sector employers in regulated industries (e.g. banking,
transportation, and telecommunications) with 100 or more employees, including federal crown
corporations. In 1996 it was revised to include public sector employers. Under this Act
employers have “duty to accommodate”. Exceptions to the “duty to accommodate” include
situations in which doing so creates undue hardship or when Bona Fide Occupational
Requirements (BFOR) are unable to be fulfilled. The latter means that the position cannot be
modified without creating genuine safety risk.
The case of the Alberta Dairy Pool versus the Alberta Human Rights Commission (1990,
2.S.C.R. 489) established the criteria for undue hardship used to determine if an employer is
required to provide a specific accommodation. This definition has since been used more broadly
in courts across the country (Lynk, 2008). The conditions for undue hardship include the
following:
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Excessive expenses will be incurred.
It will disrupt existing collective agreements.
It will create morale problems with other employees.
The employer has highly interchangeable work force/facilities.
The employer has a very small operation.
The employer has legitimate safety concerns.

The rules and regulations regarding the provision of accommodations for workers with
disabilities are only useful, however, if employees are willing to reveal their disabilities and
actually request accommodations from their employers. No legislation can enforce the provision
of accommodations that are never requested; therefore it is of paramount importance to
understand both what predicts willingness to formally request accommodations from employers
and what predicts the subsequent provision of those accommodations. Our current
understanding of accommodation requesting is particularly limited. Prior studies have focused
largely on the need for accommodations or the provision of accommodations without explicitly
assessing whether or not employees are actually requesting their needed accommodations (i.e.
Campolieti, 2004; Campolieti, 2009; Rumrill, Schuyler, & Longden, 1997). The only studies that
do address accommodation requesting rather than accommodation needing/granting used small
samples representing only one type of disability or one intervention (i.e. Allaire et al., 2003;
Cook et al., 2007; Baldridge and Swift, 2011). Baldridge and Veiga (2001) proposed a
framework of accommodation requesting in which attributes associated with the requester (such
as disability severity), attributes associated with the accommodation (such as cost), and work
context influence accommodation requesting patterns. Only small components of this
framework, notably the monetary costs of the accommodation and perceived imposition on
others, have been empirically validated however, and even then only in the context of requests
for assistance that re-occur regularly (Baldridge and Veiga, 2006).
5

Data about needing and granting accommodations, while more readily available, is
insufficient to understand accommodation requesting because there are many reasons people
with disabilities may feel inhibited from requesting the accommodations that they need. These
reasons include concerns about direct costs to the employer (Yeager et al., 2006), fears about
identifying oneself as disabled when employers were not previously aware of limitations, and
fears of marginalization due to a general lack of acceptance of diversity in the organization
(Spataro, 2005; Schur, Kruse, & Blanck, 2005). Furthermore measuring usage of
accommodations does not provide a full picture either. Usage of an accommodation does not
mean that the accommodation was provided by the employer. Some employees may be quietly
paying for their own accommodations. This study therefore makes a unique and important
contribution because it assesses predictors of formal workplace accommodation requesting,
filling a major gap in the literature. It also assesses predictors of accommodation granting,
making a further contribution by assessing a broader range of variables than have been
considered before in individual studies and by related those variables to a psychological process
theory, the theory of planned behaviour.

2.0 ACCOMODATION REQUESTING AND GRANTING TODAY
2.1 Current Rates of Accommodation Granting
It is difficult to get meaningful numbers about current rates of accommodation granting
because researchers do not have accurate baseline estimates of how many employees both need
and request accommodations. The issue of how many people need accommodations compared to
how many actually request them will be discussed in much more detail later in this dissertation.
In the meantime, with the data currently available, the best indicator of problems with
6

accommodation provision can be seen in status reports regarding the impact of disability
legislation and the sheer volume of workplace disability related lawsuits going through the
courts.
Lawmakers in the USA implemented the American with Disabilities Act in 1990. It
endorses equal opportunities for individuals with disabilities and seeks the removal of
environmental barriers and impediments to employment, including imposing a duty to
accommodate as long as requested accommodations are deemed reasonable. Lawsuits related to
non-compliance with ADA legislation are common. Researchers examining all disability related
claims in Ohio between 1985 and 2006 (N= 10,197) noted that discrimination lawsuits due to
refusal to provide accommodations increased after ADA legislation was implemented (Wendt &
Slonaker, 2007). This statistic is difficult to interpret. The increase may or may not represent a
proportional increase in accommodation denial. On a percentage basis more people that request
accommodations may be receiving them than before ADA legislation, however there may be a
greater absolute number of requests since people feel more protected and comfortable pursuing
their rights. The researchers speculated, however, that early US Supreme Court decisions
stemming from ADA created confusion around the definition of disability, actually reducing
likelihood of accommodation provision (Wendt & Slonaker, 2007).
Other American researchers have reported that between the years of 1992-2005 over
189,000 disability-related discrimination complaints were filed with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, although not all necessarily related to accommodation provision
directly. Some, for example, focused on hiring discrimination. 60.6% of the 189,000 complaints
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were dismissed by Commission staff however the remainder were considered valid enough to
continue the process (Wooten & James, 2005).
Canadian reports and studies suggest that persons with disabilities continue to experience
challenges in obtaining employer-sponsored accommodations.

The Human Rights Commission

formally evaluated the impact of the Employment Equity Act in 2005. The people on the
Commission observed that persons with disabilities have made the least amount of progress of
the four equality seeking groups (Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2006). A
comprehensive survey conducted in Canada found that 43% of unemployed people with
disabilities were prevented from looking for work because of environmental barriers including
lack of transportation, need for job redesign, or the need for modified work hours (Living with
Disability in Canada supra note 20 as cited in Lynk, 2008).
Finally court cases in Canada also suggest that people with disabilities experience
challenges in receiving accommodations. In 2005 fully fifty percent of all complaints filed with
the Canadian Human Rights Commission alleged discrimination on the basis of disability.
Seventy-five percent of those complaints arose from employment related issues (Lynk, 2008).
Putting these two statistics together indicates that work-related disability claims continue to form
the largest single number of complaints by source. Meanwhile the Ontario Human Rights
Commission has reported that in 2005–2006 disability was named as the basis for discrimination
in fifty-four percent of all complaints, by far the largest category. Work-related disability claims
formed the largest single number of complaints (Lynk, 2008).

All of these studies, taken

together, provide evidence that workers with disabilities still face challenges accessing
employer-sponsored accommodations.
8

2.2 Benefits Associated with Receiving Accommodations
Provision of accommodations has been associated with positive outcomes in several
studies. Schartz, Hendricks, and Blanck surveyed 379 employers who had provided
accommodations to employees (2006). 87.1% of them reported that the accommodation allowed
them to retain a valued employee. 73.8% of the employers noted productivity improvements
associated with the accommodation and 50.5% reported reduced absenteeism.

Another study of

500 accommodations granted within one company led to similar findings: accommodations
increased productivity and worker effectiveness (Annenberg Washington Program, 1994). This is
compatible with Yeager and Kaye’s study. They surveyed 1,507 disabled people who used
Independent Living Center services (308 of them were employed). There was a positively
association between accommodation granting and self-reported productivity (2006). Meanwhile
Rumrill, Schuyler, and Longden’s case study of 5 blind workers linked accommodations with
improved ability to perform essential job functions (1997).
Accommodations have also been associated with direct financial benefits. Returning to
the Schartz et al. study 95 of the employers surveyed reported financial benefits due to improved
performance and morale. The median direct benefit was $1,000 although the range went from
$0-$116,000 (2006). A meta-analysis of 8 studies also reported moderate evidence for direct
financial benefits associated with accommodation provision, although the unsuccessful
interventions were removed from the sample prior to analysis which probably skewed results
(Tompa, de Oliviera, & Dolinshi , 2008). Another limitation of all the studies about financial
9

and productivity impacts is that they relied on either self-reported productivity or the subjective
impressions of managers and executives. As such they may be vulnerable to social desirability
biases or expectancy effects.
There is little direct evidence of the impact of accommodation granting on job
satisfaction. One study using a sample of 59 workers with multiple sclerosis found that
elimination of disability related barriers was positively associated with job satisfaction (Rumrill
et al., 2004). Modified work hours are a frequently requested accommodation since working
part-time is a common coping strategy for workers with disabilities (Schur, 2003; Schur, 2002).
The ability to work modified part-time hours has been linked to higher rates of job satisfaction
among the disabled population (Pagan, 2007). More research on the impact of accommodation
granting is clearly needed, particularly studies that use objective measures of performance and
productivity across a broader range of workers and disability types. Early findings, however, do
strongly suggest that accommodation granting can positively influence productivity,
performance, and satisfaction.

3.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Decision-making related to accommodation requesting (by the person with a disability)
and accommodation granting (by managerial decision-makers) are complex phenomena since
each assessment involves multiple layers of analysis. At the individual level the characteristics
of the person with a disability and the way they are perceived by the frontline decision maker
(the one determining whether they get the accommodation) are likely to influence both
accommodation requesting and granting patterns. For example people with heavily stigmatized
10

disabilities may avoid requesting needed accommodations from managers whom they perceive
as having prejudicial attitudes. Managers may also be consciously or unconsciously influenced
by stereotypes or personal attributes when making accommodation granting decisions.
At another layer of analysis the frontline decision maker is also constrained by
organizational policies, practices, and culture. The organization practices are informed, at least
partially, by institutional forces such as legislation, industry norms, and by labour market
conditions. Given the complex intermingling of relevant factors numerous theories are needed to
explain trends in accommodation requesting and granting. There are 4 perspectives in the
organizational behaviour and social psychology literature that will inform our understanding for
this study: rational choice theory, social identity and related theories of stigmatization, perceived
organizational support (POS), and institutional theory.

Figure A: Layers of Analysis and Theoretical Linkages

Worker with a disability

Decision-maker

Rational choice to request
accommodations informed by:

Rational choice to grant
accommodations informed by:

1. Social identity theory & stigmatization
(do I expect to be stigmatized?)
2. Perceived organizational support
(does this organization generally support me?)
3. Institutionalism
(do rules mandate accommodation?)

1. Social identity theory & stigmatization
(do I make positive attributions about them?)
2. Perceived organizational support
(are they a type of worker who gets support?)
3. Institutionalism
(do rules mandate accommodation? How
about logics of appropriateness?)

3.1 Rational Choice Theory
11

Rational choice theory originated in economic models which assume rational behaviour.
These models have dominated economic theorizing since its inception, although not without
debate (e.g. Simon, 1945; Simon, 1976; Fox, 2009a; Fox, 2009b; MacKenzie & Milo, 2003).
Rational choice theory states that people’s decisions are based on their perceptions of what is
advantageous to them. People assess the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in a given
behaviour and act in the way that maximizes their interests as they perceive them (Coleman,
1990). Rational choice theory has received extensive attention across a range of disciplines
includes economics, sociology, psychology, political science, and business (e.g. Ruzavin, 2004;
Brennan, 2008; Gandhi, 2006; Kalandrakis, 2009; Matiaske, 2004). Early evidence suggests it is
an appropriate way to analyze disability accommodation decisions. For example researchers
presented 53 managers with fictional scenarios representing requests for alternative work
arrangements (Powell & Mainiero, 1999). Regression weights from the cues in the scenarios
were used to assess the reasons behind their decisions. Decision-making was influenced by the
perceived disruption caused by the arrangement, the criticality of the requestor’s tasks and skills,
and the reason offered. All of these findings suggest that managerial decisions are being
influenced by the manager’s short term best interests.
Expectancy-value theory extends our understanding of rational choice by further
illuminating the process by which individuals determine what is rational. Since rationality is
defined as their perception of what is advantageous to them the perceived probability of a given
behaviour resulting in positive returns is highly salient in predicting attitudes towards that
behaviour. According to expectancy-value theory, behavior is a function two factors: the
expectations one has and the value of the goal toward which one is working. When more than
12

one behaviour is possible the behaviour chosen will be the one with the largest combination of
expected success and value. Using this approach attitudes towards a given behaviour are seen as
a function of “(1) expectancy (or belief) – the perceived probability that an object possesses a
particular attribute or that a behaviour will have a particular consequence; and (2) evaluation –
the degree of affect, positive or negative, toward an attribute or behavioural outcome”
(Palmgreen, 1984).
The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) is an extension of expectancy-value theory which
states that an individual’s behaviour is influenced by their behavioural intention, which is in turn
influenced by their attitude toward the behaviour and subjective norm (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980;
Fishbein & Ajzen 1975). Attitude toward the behaviour is defined as beliefs about the
consequences of performing the behavior influenced by the individual’s valuation of these
consequences. Subjective norm is how the individuals believe others who are important to them
will perceive the target behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975). In the context of human resource
management professional cultural norms fostering inclusiveness are an example of a subjective
norm that may influence decisions related to accommodation granting. TRA has been used as a
basis for hundreds of studies and has proven helpful in explaining behaviour and behavioural
intentions across a variety of disciplines including ethics, psychology, information technology,
and organizational behaviour (e.g.Thompson & Panayiotopoulos, 1999; Shih 2004; Bagozzi,
Lee, & Van Looy, 2001; Chang 1998; Brinberg & Durand 1983). It does not, however, address
cases where behaviour is not fully under the individual’s control. These types of scenarios are
addressed with the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen 1991; Ajzen 1985).
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Like TRA, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) states that behavioural intention will
be influenced by attitude towards the behaviour and subjective norm. However, in TPB a third
factor is added: perceived behavioural control. Perceived behavioural control is defined as how
easy or difficult it is to perform the behaviour. The addition of this factor acknowledges that
while someone may be motivated to perform a given behaviour, various external factors
influence their ability to do so. In the context of accommodation granting legislation mandating
accommodation provision or union contracts would be excellent examples of behavioural
controls. TPB is widely accepted and has been used across various disciplines and contexts,
including business, health, organizational behaviour, information technology, and social
psychology (e.g. van Gelderen, Brand, M., van Pragg, & Bodewes, 2008; Giles, McClenahan,
Carins, & Mallet, 2004; Puffer & Rashidian 2004; Hardgrave & Johnson 2003). A review
conducted by Ajzen (1991) indicated that the three factors instrumental to this theory (attitude
toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control) consistently explain a
minimum of 0.43 and a maximum of 0.94 of the variance in intention to perform a given action
across multiple contexts and disciplines.
These findings supporting TPB suggest that assessments of decision-making in the
context of accommodation requesting and granting can be usefully informed by rational choice
theory. People will assess the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in a given behaviour
and act in the way that maximizes their interests (Coleman, 1990). Using “maximizing one’s
own interests” as our standard the following definitions of a “rational decision” emerge:



In the context of workplace accommodations for people with disabilities
requesting an accommodation would only be a rational choice if the requestor
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anticipated receiving their accommodation and felt that the benefits of the
accommodation would outweigh any negative consequences associated with
making the request. Beliefs about anticipated gains in productivity and ease of
task completion would need to be evaluated against anticipated negative
consequences associated with making a request, such as increased vulnerability to
marginalization and stereotyping.

So what, then, constitutes a rational accommodation granting decision for a
manager/decision-maker? Ultimately most managers are responsible for ensuring that operations
run smoothly and cost effectiveness is maximized. Ensuring adequate employee satisfaction is
generally considered an important part of maintaining operational effectiveness since poor job
satisfaction can negatively impact organizational commitment, job performance, and
organizational citizenship behaviours (Carmeli & Freund, 2004). Spending money appropriately
and responsibly is also a key part of the managerial role, however, and one that can conflict with
the goal of maximizing employee satisfaction since programs that support employees are a cost
centre. This tension between being supportive and being fiscally responsible helps us define
what is meant by a “rational decision” in the context of disability accommodation granting.



A rational decision is a decision that fulfills a need or resolves a problem that the
manager perceives as hampering the job performance of an employee with a
disability and that is also directly related to functional limitations associated with
the employee’s disability such that the same need or limitation is not present
among employees without a disability who are completing the same tasks. Ideally
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the accommodation should enable the worker’s performance such that both
subjective and objective measures of performance are improved, although the
ability to collect reliable data will vary with the job type and nature of the
accommodation granted.

Using this definition of rational decision making it becomes clear that, in order for an
accommodation to be provided, the manager must perceive that the worker is indeed disabled,
that their disability inhibits job performance, and that provision of the accommodation will
improve job performance. Unfortunately perception and attribution errors, particularly those
associated with stereotypes and subconscious discrimination can interfere with the accuracy of
these perceptions.
In addition to perceptual errors related to stereotyping, rational decision making about
accommodation granting is also constrained by organizational and institutional factors. For
example managerial decision-making is constrained by organizational policies, practices, and
culture. The organization practices are informed, at least partially, by institutional forces such as
legislation, industry norms, and labour market conditions. These organizational and institutional
forces act as a subjective norms and behavioural controls as outlined in the Theory of Planned
Behaviour.

3.2a. Limitations to Rationality: Social Identity Theory and Stigmatization
Social identity theory is a psychological theory of the social self, intergroup relations, and
group processes. It was originally developed by Tajfel and Turner (1979). The basic premise is
that social category membership defines the individual, at least in part. People can belong to
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many social categories that vary in importance to them (e.g. ethnic, professional, religious,
special interest), and each comes with norms defining how one should think, feel and behave.
When an individual has taken on a particular identity in response to their social context they self
regulate to insure compliance with in-group norms (Turner & Tajfel, 1986; Brewer & Gardner,
1996). Since social identities are evaluative there is a profound need for the individual to feel
that their in-goup(s) are superior to the relevant out-group(s). Out-group members are
depersonalized to maximize the difference between in-group members and out-group members.
Thus social identities encourage the type of categorization and self-enhancement that lead to
stereotyping, feelings of superiority, competition, and favoritism (Hogg, Terry, & White, 1995).
Tajfel and Turner (1979) identified three variables that contribute to the emergence of ingroup favoritism. These variables included the extent to which individuals internalize group
membership in a given group as an aspect of their self-concept, the extent to which comparisons
between groups occur, and the perceived relevance of the comparison group. Individuals are
likely to display favoritism when an in-group is central to their self-definition and a given
comparison is meaningful or the outcome is contestable. In a series of laboratory studies Turner
and Tajfel (1986) demonstrated that the mere act of categorizing oneself as a group member was
sufficient to lead to displays of in-group favoritism.
Social identity theory helps explain the process of stigmatization. Stigmatization refers
to negative reactions to attributes that are both part of one’s social identity and deeply
discrediting (Goffman, 1963). Stigma is therefore the result of a co-occurrence of labeling,
stereotyping, separation, status loss, and discrimination (Link & Phelan, 2001). Crocker (1999)
observed that stigmatization has a situational component, suggesting that workplaces may
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present some unique challenges related to the prevention of stigmatization. Stigmatization and
associated discrimination can take place on a conscious or unconscious level.
The existence of stigmatization has been broadly acknowledged in the diversity literature.
More recently researchers have begun to consider the cumulative impact of experiencing stigma
associated with multiple identities, each of which tend to be discredited (e.g. immigrant and
disabled). In order to appreciate the contribution of these studies we first need to consider the
effect of stereotyping since interactions between social identity effects and stereotypes help to
foster prejudice and discrimination.

3.2b: Stereotyping
Stereotypes have been variously defined as “a generalization made about a group
concerning a trait attribution which is considered to be unjustified by an observer” (Brigham,
1971, p.29); “highly organized social categories that have properties of cognitive schemata”
(Andersen, Klatzky, and Murray, 1990, p.192); and “qualities perceived to be associated with
particular groups or categories of people” (Schneider, 2004, p.24). For the purposes of this
research stereotypes are defined as attributions about groups of people that are based strictly on
membership in the group and are derived from unsupported generalizations about that group’s
values, attitudes, behaviours, and/or abilities.
Stereotypes are often automatically triggered and operate on a subconscious level
(Devine, 1989). The degree of stereotyping people engage in can be impacted by anything that
alters how carefully they process information including mood (Mackie, 1996), the goals of the
interaction (Snyder & Haugen, 1995), degree to which they are mentally taxed at the time
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(Gundykunst, 1998), blood glucose levels (Gailliot, Peruche, Plant, & Baumeister, 2009), and
social anxiety (Amodio, 2009). Ironically people are more likely to stereotype when they make a
conscious, deliberate decision not to, and this phenomenon is known as the rebound effect
(Bodenhausen & Macrae, 1996). The rebound effect can happen to anyone, but occurs more
frequently among prejudiced individuals (Monteith, Sherman, &

Devine, 1998) because

processing of information is “biased in the direction of maintaining pre-existing belief
systems…resulting in processes that produce cognitive confirmation of one’s stereotypic beliefs”
(Hamilton, Sherman, & Ruvolo, 1992, p.138). That said, familiarity with a given individual can
be an effective moderator, significantly reducing the degree of stereotyping (Schneider, 1994).
Common features of stereotypes include attributing traits, attitudes and behaviours to
specific groups or categories. Most people, including persons with disabilities, will fall into
multiple categories such as hearing impaired, engineer, and single parent. Initially researchers
examined which category was the most relevant for individual attribution purposes in various
situations (e.g. Hampton, 1987). Basically Hampton asked “if I am a single parent who is
hearing impaired and an engineer will colleagues in the workplace see me as primarily having
attributes associated with single parents, the hearing impaired, or engineers?”
Unfortunately there is no currently way to predict which category will take precedence.
Studies conducted with small samples of students under controlled laboratory conditions indicate
that the primary perceived category will be the one that is the most relevant to one or both of the
constituents given the context of the interaction (Hampton, 1987; Hampton, 1997). This finding
implies that in a professional situation the professional identity would be most relevant and other
identities would be perceived as less salient. Attributions can also be impacted by dominance
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effects. Dominance effects occur when one identity is perceived as dominating all others,
therefore becoming the primary focus for trait attribution. In an extreme example used for
illustrative purposes if a recruiter heard someone was a convicted fraudster the fact that they
were also a regular attendee at church and contributor to charity would be unlikely to ameliorate
perceptions of their attributes when asked to evaluate their suitability for employment.
Attribution-related dominance effects documented in laboratory studies include gay athletes,
whose gay component tends to inform stereotypes more than the athlete component, or female
engineers whose trait attributions tend to focus on engineer (Hampton, 1997).
Other studies have documented that numerical minorities are especially likely to be
perceived in terms of the category that makes them a minority (e.g. Schneider, 2004), while
“token” individuals are often seen as having extreme personalities which personify the
stereotypes of their group even if those traits are irrelevant to the task/context at hand (Taylor,
Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman 1978; Kanter, 1977).

Token persons differ from numerical

minorities because tokens are usually the sole representative of a group and are perceived as
being included simply so that the broader group can claim they are unbiased. Numerical
minorities, by contrast, are simply people from a group which has less representation than other
groups. For example if a board of directors consisted of 11 members with only one female that
female may be considered a token individual if her presence is attributed solely to institutional
pressures to have female representation on boards. If the same board attributed her presence to
her abilities and/or had several female directors they would be numerical minorities. Interviews
with board members and CEOs suggest that once a group is represented by 3 members tokenism
effects are minimized (Konrad, Kramer, & Erkut, 2008).
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People with disabilities may be vulnerable to tokenism effects, particularly in industries
in which their representation in the workforce is mandated by legislation. The existence of
equity legislation may increase the probability that they will be perceived as being hired for their
status as a person with a disability rather than their qualifications.

In addition there are

proportionately fewer people with disabilities in the workplace, meaning that the probability of
having coworkers who also have disabilities is low. Finally it should be noted that tokenismbased stereotyping effects are largest for less powerful groups in occupations that are both
nontraditional for that group and granted high prestige (Yoder, 1991).

This dynamic implies

that workers with disabilities working in high prestige occupations, such as the professions, may
be more vulnerable to being attributed stereotypical qualities related to their disability status,
resulting in increased levels of prejudice and discrimination.
The majority of people focus on “meta-contrast”, or the social categories that indicate
difference rather than similarity (Turner, 1991). The strongest impact categories are the ones
involving readily apparent differences that fall into dichotomous categories such as gender
(Stangor & Lange, 1994). This perceptual issue has the potential to impact people with visible
disabilities or hidden disabilities that are disclosed.

The distinction between people with

disabilities and people without disabilities may appear dichotomous to coworkers and managers
despite the fact that this is a poor reflection of reality (disability is a continuum rather than a
binary either/or grouping). These all suggest that attributions related to disability are more likely
to dominate perceptions of and behavior toward workers with disabilities as compared to
attributions related to occupation or work qualifications.
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3.2c: Consequences of Social Identity Effects and Stereotyping: Prejudice and
Discrimination
As mentioned previously, social identity effects tend to result in out-group devaluation
and stigmatization due to the desire to enhance the status of the in-group over that of the outgroup. This effect can be compounded by negative stereotypes about out-group members. This
unfortunate reality is one reason that attitudes towards out-groups have been studied extensively
by researchers interested in explaining discrimination and prejudice. Prejudice refers to
prejudgment, a tendency to evaluate without complete information or, on occasion, without any
information at all (Schneider, 2004). Prejudice is therefore the cognitive process while
discrimination is the outcome. Discrimination occurs when a group is systematically
disadvantaged or treated differently as a result of prejudice (Slattery, 2002). Another common
term, marginalization, refers to the end result of having experienced group-based discrimination
and being subsequently disadvantaged and generally devalued and discounted within broader
society (Moosa-Mither, 2005; Young, 2000).
A host of contextual and personal variables predicting prejudice have been identified in
lab experiments. Significant predictors of prejudicial attitudes include the perceiver’s level of
anxiety (Amodio, 2009), physical and mental fatigue (Gailliot, Peruche, Plant, & Baumeister,
2009; Muraven & Baumeister, 2000), and cognitive load (Bodenhausen & Lichtenstein; Park,
Glaser, & Knowles, 2008). The perceived threat associated with out-group members also
contributes to prejudice in lab studies (Martin et al., 1999; Stephan et al., 1998; Stephan &
Stephan, 2000), as does the amount and nature of the perceiver’s prior contact with the out-group
in question (Pettigrew, 1998; Stephan, 1987).
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Personality variables that influence discriminatory behaviours include both certainty
orientation and social dominance orientation (Hodson & Sorrentino, 2001), which are both
associated with increased levels of prejudice. Personal motivation to control prejudice is
negatively associated with discrimination (Glaser & Knowles, 2008; Hausmann & Ryan, 2004;
Park, Glaser & Knowles, 2008). Explicit instructions from authority figures and organizational
cultures that encourage racial bias have also been associated with discrimination in the
laboratory (Peterson & Dietz, 2005; Brief, Dietz, Cohen, Pugh, & Vaslow, 2000; Ziegart &
Hanges, 2005) and the field (e.g. Spataro, 2005). Finally role congruence has been explored as a
mediator between attitudes towards an out-group and discriminatory behaviours. There is a vast
literature in gender studies supporting the notion that people in roles incongruent with
stereotypes attributed to their group are more likely to experience discrimination (e.g. Eagly &
Karan, 2002; Rudman & Glick, 1999; Alter & Seta, 2005).
Stephan and Stephan (2000) reviewed the literature about attitudes towards out-groups
and derived the following model:

Figure B: Stephan and Stephan’s Threat Model of Prejudice (2000, p.214)
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In addition to social identity effects, the antecedents Stephan and Stephan (2000)
identified include the relevance of the outgroup member to the in-group members. An out-group
that is perceived as irrelevant is less likely to experience discrimination. Positive contact and
knowledge increase one’s familiarity with an out-group, and also lessens the probability of
prejudical behaviours. Intergroup conflict, meanwhile, is likely to lead to negative attitudes.
Finally perceivers are likely to have negative attitudes toward groups with low status . This last
variable is strongly associated with negative stereotypes. Studies have consistently
demonstrated that stereotypes consisting of negative characteristics are positively associated with
prejudice (Eagly & Mladinic, 1989; Esses, Haddock, & Zanna, 1993; Stephan & Stephan, 1993).
Other mediators identified by Stephan and Stephan (2000) include anxiety, symbolic
perceived threat and realistic perceived threat. The latter two refer to subjective perceptions of
threat and not an objective measure of the actual threat presented by a given outgroup. The
relevance of symbolic threat has been explored extensively in the modern racism literature,
which has posited that stigmatized groups are thought to violate the values of the dominant group
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(Kinder & Sears, 1981; McConahay, 1986; Sears, 1988). Since the dominant group tend to hold
egalitarian attitudes this leads to ambivalence about out-groups (Katz, Wackenhut & Glass,
1988). The Stephan and Stephan model, although derived from the results of lab experiments,
has not be tested in its entirety. It does, however, provide a useful and concise summary of
several decades of research.
The Stephan and Stephan (2000) model of prejudice helps to explain some of the
individual variation in decision-makers’ “rational” accommodation decisions. Their perception
of the need for an accommodation will be informed in part by their own internal prejudices,
which will be informed by the degree of personal contact they’ve had with people with
disabilities, their prior experiences, and the personal relevance of the particular disability to
them. For example a hearing person born to parents who are deaf may be less likely to
discriminate against deaf people since they have had extensive contact and (presumably) positive
past experience with this group.

3.2 d: The Role of Conscious Thought in Prejudice and Discrimination
Discrimination can be pervasive even when individuals attempt to avoid prejudice and
group norms do not support it. The evaluative process associated with social identities operates
below the level of awareness once perceived in-group and out-group traits become so familiar as
to be automatically triggered or primed by external cues (Brewer & Gardner, 1996). At that
point the evaluation takes place unconsciously in milliseconds (Bargh, Chaiken, Raymond, &
Hymes, 1996). Automatic evaluation occurring in the context of social groups can therefore
cause people to behave in discriminatory ways against their own volition and without conscious
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endorsement (Park & Glaser, 2008). This behaviour occurs because our implicit attitudes and
values can differ significantly from our explicit attitudes and values (Wilson & Dunn, 2004).
Implicit attitudes are especially likely to dominate behaviour under conditions of high cognitive
load, such as a busy workplace, because people have finite attentional resources (Muraven &
Baumeister, 2000; Muraven & Slessareva, 2003).
Social identity theory has been used to help explain why unconscious discrimination can
be prevalent even when explicit values and attitudes mitigate against it. Individuals define their
social identity based on perceived similarity (Tajfel, 1982). Having demographic similarity
fosters a positive attitude towards peers which leads to improved communication, trust and
reciprocal behaviours (Liao, Joshi, & Chuang, 2004; Tajfel, 1982). Dissimilarity predicts
negative attitudes towards workgroups (Tsui , Egan, & O’Reilly, 1992), negative attitudes
towards supervisors and peers (Schaubroeck & Lam, 2002), poor social integration and lack of
peer support (Tsui & O’Reilly, 1989), tension and animosity towards group members (Randel,
2002), and incivility spirals (Andersen & Pearson, 1999). These negative attitudes can result in
the demographically dissimilar being excluded from social interactions within their organization
(Mehra, Kilduff, & Brass, 1998). One study confirmed this social exclusion when the
researchers collected survey data from individuals belonging to 98 distinct workgroups within a
large insurance company (N=1154). Racial and ethnic based dissimilarity were more strongly
negatively associated with work group cohesion, work group performance and work group
commitment than age and tenure based dissimilarity (Riordan & Shore, 1997).
The automaticity of implicit attitudes related to social roles does not imply that we
completely lack control over then. For individuals whose explicit attitudes support
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egalitarianism, the realization that they have behaved in prejudicial ways can be distressing.
This leads to a new motivation – the motivation to control prejudice. Motivation to control
prejudice can operate implicitly or explicitly (Hausmann & Ryan, 2004; Glaser & Knowles,
2008). In either case it acts as a regulatory device preventing discriminatory behaviours that
arise as a result of social identity biases. This effect has been documented in studies of race (e.g.
Park, Glaser, & Knowles, 2008; Glaser & Knowles, 2008; Ziegart & Hanges, 2005), ethnicity
(e.g. Hausmann & Ryan, 2004), and prejudice against the overweight and obese (e.g. Brochu &
Morrison, 2007).
As we have seen, prejudice and discrimination are complex phenomena with many
contributing factors that interact in ways that can be difficult to predict. Stereotypes, however,
are important components influencing the cognitive processes that lead to discrimination. As
such it is informative to review common stereotypes associated with people with disabilities and
outline the evidence that there is disability related discrimination in the workforce.

3.2e: Common Stereotypes Associated with People with Disabilities
Numerous researchers have outlined the preponderance of negative stereotypes about
people with disabilities and the relationship between those stereotypes and marginalization (e.g.
Reel & Bucciere, 2010; Bucciere & Reel, 2009; Gallagher, 1995; Dahl, 1993; Crawford &
Ostrove, 2003; Hunt & Hunt, 2004; Klie, 2010). Stereotypes that are cited over and over again
in these reviews include the following: that disabled people are unable to perform physical tasks,
are generally less capable, defective, incompetent, passive, dependent, infantile, likely to be
absent when needed, and likely to cause social disruptions. Other more positive stereotypes were
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also observed including the “wounded hero” who commands respect through past personal
sacrifice (Dahl, 1993) and the “super-capable” disabled woman who contributes despite
challenges, demonstrating personal fortitude and nobility (Crawford & Ostrove, 2003).
Evidence from field studies that were conducted in business environments, while more
limited, supports the previously cited research. For example semi-structured interviews with 38
American executives across a range of industries found that most held stereotypical beliefs about
disability that lead to a lack of proactive efforts to hire such individuals (Lengnick-Hall, Gaunt,
& Kulkarni, 2008). The table seen below, extracted from their study, outlines the most
commonly cited concerns that had been influenced by stereotypes.

Table A: Employer Concerns about Hiring People with Disabilities (Lengnick-Hall et al.,
2008, p.259)
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Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, and Xu (2002) conducted a series of surveys related to stereotypes
and prejudice in the lab with university students. They used evolving versions of the survey
throughout the process to respond to emerging findings. Ultimately longer versions of the
survey were administered to 4 samples and shorter versions were administered to 5 samples (Ns
range from 31-73). Overall their findings suggested that stereotypes of many types can be
meaningfully presented on a two by two matrix along the dimensions of competence and
warmth. Where an identity group fall within this matrix predicts the type of prejudice its
members are most likely to face, as can be seen in the table below.

Table B: Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu’s Matrix of Prejudice (2002, p.881)

In one of the Fiske et al. samples (N= 31) people who were defined to respondents as
“disabled”, “blind”, and “retarded” were clustered together as a group and categorized as high
warmth and low competence. This finding suggests they would be vulnerable to paternalistic
prejudice which is defined by expressions of pity and sympathy but also involves assumptions
that the target persons are less capable.
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The picture is neither simple nor straight forward, however. Stereotypes related to
disabilities have been demonstrated to vary by social context (e.g. Bowman, 1987; Yuker, 1983;
Grand Bernier & Strohmer, 1982) and disability type (Jones et al., 1984). National EEOC data is
maintained to monitor compliance with the ADA and other employment discrimination
legislation. The proportionately high number of complaints from people with spinal cord injuries
and neurological impairments suggests that these disabilities are particularly likely to result in
negative stereotypes that impact perceived employability (Lowman, West, & McMohan, 2005;
McMahon, Shaw, West, & Waid-Ebbs, 2005). Workers with mental impairments also
experience more prejudice than people with other types of disabilities (Beck et al., 1998).
These findings suggest that disability type will be an important variable to consider when
assessing accommodation patterns to seek evidence of discrimination. Disability type may have
a particularly strong influence on accommodation granting patterns since stereotypes related to
particular types of disability may influence the perceived need for accommodations and the
perceived impact such accommodations will have. Social context can also be expected to vary
by industry and occupational type because industry-specific and occupation specific norms and
subcultures are common. Those subcultures may have differing stereotypes related to people
with disabilities. For example special education teachers are likely to respond differently to a
colleague with a learning impairment than miners or assembly line workers simply because they
have greater knowledge about learning impairments and their occupational culture fosters norms
of accommodation since they are encouraged to adjust their teaching style to their students’
needs. Industry and occupation should therefore influence any accommodation granting patterns
observed.
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3.2 f: Evidence of Workplace Discrimination against People with Disabilities
There is strong evidence that suggests that workplace prejudice and discrimination are
problems for people with disabilities. The challenges faced by people with disabilities trying to
achieve employment have been well documented (e.g. Rusch et al., 2009; Shier, Graham, &
Jones, 2009; Schur, Kruse, & Blanck, 2005). Data from the Current Population Survey of 1998
indicated that only 34% of men and 30% percent of women with disabilities were employed as
compared to 95% of men and 85% of women without disabilities (Burkhauser, Daly, &
Houtenville, 2000). More recently large scale surveys of more than 800 and 400 HR
professionals respectively indicated that workers with disabilities continue to experience poor
employment outcomes despite attempts to control the problem with legislation such as the
Americans with Disabilities Act (Bruyere, Erickson, & VanLooy, 2006; Bruyere, Erickson &
VanLooy, 2000). National survey data from the US demonstrated that workers with disabilities
are disproportionately represented in entry level jobs (Kaye, 2009).
Others have noted that particular disabilities, such as vision or psychiatric disabilities,
make achieving full employment particularly challenging (e.g. Dunn, Wewiorski, & Rogers,
2008; Gamble, Dowler & Hirsch, 2004). A recent American study based on census data found
that there was a 40.3% employment gap between those with disabilities and those without
(Policy and Practice of Public Human Services, 2008). This represented a gap increase of .6%
from the previous year. Older US census results have shown similar gaps. For example in 2002
28.6% of working age people reporting a limitation were employed as compared to 76.6% of
those not reporting a work related disability (Schur, Kruse, & Blanck, 2005).
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Walls et al. (2002) interviewed a sample of 17 people that included both disability
professionals and people with disabilities from 12 countries. He found that the overwhelming
majority of people in his sample had either observed or directly experienced employment
barriers due to lack of appropriate resources/assistive devices and negative attitudes towards
workers with disabilities. In the meantime a study of 1,507 people using Independent Living
Centers found that disability itself was the biggest barrier to employment, however employer
attitudes and lack of access to assistive technology also posed significant barriers (Yeager, Kaye,
Reed, & Doe, 2006). Psychosocial concerns regarding peer reactions posed a barrier to
returning to work among a sample of 154 individuals with burn injuries (Esselman et al., 2007).
Numerous studies with smaller, more homogeneous samples have found that those with vision,
psychiatric and/or co-occurring disabilities face even greater challenges finding and maintaining
employment than people with other forms of disability and/or only one limitation (Gamble,
Denetta, & Hirsh, 2004; Dunn, Wewiorski, & Rogers, 2008; Scheid, 2005; Sanderson &
Andrews, 2006; Cook et al., 2007). A large scale study (N= 2,154) based on Canada’s
Workplace Employer Data Survey found that some disability types were not a statistically
significant predictor of employment status, however mobility impairments were positively
associated with underemployment. Disability severity was also positively associated with
underemployment (Moore, Konrad, Ng, Doherty, and Breward, 2012).
Some specific industries and occupations have documented particularly poor rates of
inclusion when examining industry-wide statistics. These include the hotel industry (Groschl,
2005) and automated manufacturing (Haynes, Shackelford, & Black, 2007). One study
evaluating program effectiveness in a single federal workplace also demonstrated that despite
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special programs designed to aid in the recruitment of people with disabilities, their
representation remained low over time (Kennedy & Harris, 2005). People with disabilities
experience job turnover more frequently than their non-disabled counterparts, further
contributing to higher unemployment rates (Schur, 2002). A study using a representative sample
from the Canadian Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics found that people with disabilities
are more likely to leave jobs voluntarily due to any of three factors. These 3 factors were carerelated needs, poor pay, and leaving to take a different job (Magee, 2004).
In addition to unemployment, underemployment is also a well documented problem for
workers with disabilities (e.g. Kaye, 2009; Markel & Barclay, 2009; Rusch et al., 2009; Schur,
2002; Dunn, Wewiorski, & Rogers, 2008). One study used data from the Current Population
Survey and the Survey of Income and Participation. The data were collected between 19902001. The researcher discovered that 44% of workers with disabilities were in non-standard (i.e.
temporary, contract, part-time) jobs compared with 22% of workers without disabilities (Schur,
2002). These results do not in and of themselves indicate employment discrimination. Many
people with disabilities work part-time or on contract by choice because part-time work allows
them flexibility to manage other aspects of their lives including health related needs and family
obligations (Schur, 2003; Pagan, 2007). This means that working time preferences are more
accurate measures for determining underemployment than hours actually worked (Wooden,
Warren, & Drago, 2009). That said many of the people in Schur’s sample who had non-standard
employment stated preferences for standard employment (Schur, 2002). They were significantly
more likely to prefer standard arrangements than a comparison sample of non-disabled part-time,
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contract and temporary workers, which suggests the existence of discriminatory barriers to such
employment.
Underemployment can also be considered in the context of promotion potential. Recall
that recent National Survey data indicated that people with disabilities were over-represented in
entry level jobs (Kaye, 2009). The same study reported that disability was negatively associated
with both the amount of prior work experience needed to obtain a job and occupational
requirements for information management and communication skills (Kaye, 2009). These
findings meant that people with disabilities were most likely to be found in jobs that that required
less experience and did not use as many communication or information management skills.
Scheid (2005) found that people with psychiatric disabilities face similar biases and were likely
to be perceived as inappropriate candidates for occupations involving high level of interaction
with others and stressful, cognitively demanding work.

3.2g: The Intersectional Approach to Diversity Research
There has been a broad call in the diversity literature to ground research in an
intersectional approach to “enable a deep understanding of mechanisms that underpin the
resilient nature of inequalities” (Healy, 2009, p.88). The intersectional approach brings together
micro and macro levels of analysis, enabling the researcher to take into account complex interrelationships between context, setting, situated activity, and the self (Styhre & ErikssonZetterquist, 2010; Layder, 1993). As such this study is firmly rooted in the intersectional
tradition. The United Nations defines intersectionality as an “attempt to capture the
consequences of the interaction between two or more forms of subordination…and address the
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manner in which systems create inequalities that structure the relative position of persons” (UN,
2001). This approach allows for a much richer and more complex understanding of contributors
to individual and group outcomes (Ahmad, Modood, & Lissenburgh., 2003; Holgate, Hebson, &
McBride, 2006; Styhre & Eriksson-Zetterquist, 2010).
This intersectional approach requires acknowledgement that no identity group is
homogeneous and the complex intersections of multiple identity statuses including gender, race,
religion, sexual orientation, and ethnicity require careful attention (Cronin & King, 2010;
Radacic, 2008; Zarrehparvar, 2007).

This dynamic has been empirically demonstrated. A

study by Bradley and Healy (2008) found a gendered ethnic employment gap that was not
adequately explained by considering either race or gender in isolation. Syed (2007) studied 5
years worth of formal complaints filed under Australia’s federal legislation and noted distinctly
increased rates of disadvantage for minority women as compared to Caucasian women.
Baldridge and Swift (2011) surveyed 279 people with hearing impairments and found that
accommodation request withholding rates varied by gender and age, with disability severity
moderating both main effects. Meanwhile 85 hours of observation combined with focus groups
at the Dutch police force demonstrated “how inequality resulting from intersecting social
identities is produced in daily organizational interactions which are shaped at once by the
organizational structure and individuals’ agency, related in a mutually constitutive relationship”
(Boogaard & Roggeband, 2010, p.54). Interviews with 33 women over 50 participating in the
UK labour market found that disadvantage often took the form of occupational and sectoral
segregation. This discrimination was influenced by interactions among aspects of their identity
including gender, age, social class, and race (Moore, 2009).
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Given all this evidence of intersectional effects it is clear that outcomes for disabled
women, visible minorities, and immigrants (and various combinations thereof) must be examined
as distinct from the experiences of domestic Caucasian males with disabilities. This study is able
to make a unique contribution in that regard since it uses data from a representative sample large
enough to enable analysis surrounding multiple, compounded aspects of social identity.

3.3 Perceived organizational support
Moving away from the prejudice and discrimination research, norms surrounding
organizational supportiveness provide another cue used by employers and employees when
deciding whether or not to request / grant disability accommodations. Research into
psychological contracts in workplace contexts has indicated that employees use specific cues to
determine whether their employer intends to be supportive (Lester and Kickul, 2001; Lopez and
Griffin, 2008; Kelly et al, 2008). One cue is being offered paid training (Johlke, Stamper, and
Shoemaker, 2002; Gaskell and Rubenson, 2004), which assures workers that their employer is
willing to invest in them and plans to retain them. At the other extreme being offered no training
and only temporary employment sends a strong signal to workers that their employer is not
making a long-term commitment to them. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that employees
who have do not have “commitment signals” from their employer may anticipate that their lack
of supportiveness would extend to disability accommodations, thereby inhibiting requesting.
From the employer’s perspective norms and attendant logics of appropriateness (which
will be defined shortly) are likely to be very salient in determining expectations for
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supportiveness, particularly in contexts that are likely to be less familiar to individual decisionmakers such as a request for a disability accommodation. Currently the well-established norm in
North America is to provide increased support for permanent and fulltime workers. The worklife balance research provides many studies indicating that full-time and permanent employees
are more likely to have access to a broad range of employer sponsored benefits when compared
to temporary and part-time workers (Galarneau, 2005; Marshall, 2003; Gaskell and Rubenson,
2004; Zeytinoglu et al, 2009). Fulltime and permanent status has been positively associated with
disability accommodation provision (Zwerling et al., 2003; Balser 2007). Furthermore it is in
employer’s best interest to protect the tacit knowledge developed by experienced employees. As
such there are also norms of greater support for employees who have received training and
employees who are long-tenured (Shore et al, 2008). This has been evidenced in studies that
show a positive relationship between tenure and accommodation granting (Campolieti, 2009;
Gundersn and Hyatt, 1996; Thun, 2007).
3.4 Institutionalism
Institutionalism provides us with a completely different lens through which to examine
the issue of accommodation requesting and granting. Institutional theory ignores need at the
individual level and argues that institutional level needs, particularly the needs for survival and
legitimacy, dominate decision-making. This perspective makes the characteristics of the
individual involved in the decision largely irrelevant.
Institutional theory at its simplest examines the ways in which organizations interact and
affect society. Institutional theory was first developed by economists and macro-level
sociologists, who argued that institutions are deeply embedded in, and heavily influenced by, the
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cultural, social, economic, and political environment (e.g. Veblen, 1904; Common, 1924;
Hamilton, 1919). Proponents of “new” institutionalism, which emerged in the 1980s, refined
these ideas. They argued that institutions are defined as “comprising cognitive, normative, and
regulative environmental factors that provide stability and meaning to social life” (Scott, 2000,
p.48). Cognitive factors refer to shared conceptions of objects, actors, situations, and actions
while normative factors refer to values, norms, roles, and internalized controls. Regulative
factors include laws, rules, and sanctions. Institutionalization leads to homogenization of
organizational forms and practices (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). This homogenization occurs
because the main goal of the organization is to survive and survival is accomplished by
establishing legitimacy within the institutional environment. That legitimacy is established in
large part via isomorphism, or having similar structures and practices as other institutions
(Berger and Luckman, 1966; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Powell, 2007). Organizations that are
perceived as legitimate receive greater support (Dacin, 1997).
Cognitive institutions are relevant in the context of accommodation granting because they
help establish legitimacy in the form of what is culturally supported (Scott, 2001).
“Compliance occurs in many circumstances because other types of behaviour are inconceivable;
routines are followed because they are taken for granted as the ‘way we do things’”, (Scott,
2001, p.57). Individual decision-makers select actions, therefore, that will maximize conformity
and lessen the possibility of punishment. They do this by applying shared logics. Logics are
defined as broad cultural beliefs and rules that guide decision-making (Ocasio, 1997).
Institutional logics are dominated by the “logic of appropriateness” (Meyer & Rowan, 1977).
These logics focus decision-makers on a set of issues and solutions that reinforce organizational
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identities and strategies (Thorton, 2002; Ocasio, 1997). What emerges from this process are
structures and practices that are reflections of the conventions of the institutional environment
(Powell, 2007). In the case of accommodation granting cognitive institutions may influence
decision-making in many different ways. For example established practice can influence
perceptions about how tasks can be performed. The routine “way it is done” may prevent people
from perceiving alternate ways to complete tasks that would enable people with disabilities to
complete them in a novel fashion using appropriate accommodations. This could lead to denial
of accommodations because the accommodations are not perceived as having potential to be
effective. Alternately culturally supported beliefs about perceived fault for certain disability
types, such as addictions, may make it seem appropriate to deny accommodations to those
individuals but not people who have other disabilities. Since stereotypes are an aspect of culture
it is not surprising that stereotypes may inform institutional logics.
Normative institutions are also relevant in the context of accommodation granting
because they help establish legitimacy in the form of what is morally authorized (Scott, 2001,
Powell, 2007), often by formal roles and long established norms. Many organizations have
human resource management professionals working on accommodation granting programs. The
existence of such programs reflects a well-known norm among human resource professionals
that supports equality in the organization, including equal opportunities for people with
disabilities. That norm has been institutionalized across a broad range of organization types.
The human resource professional therefore act as an internal control supporting the normative
institution because decision-makers may be reluctant to deny accommodations, knowing that
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doing so would violate established human resource management practices, potentially causing
them problems.
Regulative institutions are relevant in the context of accommodation granting because
they help establish legitimacy in the form of what is legally sanctioned (Scott, 2001, Powell,
2007). Some relevant legislation, notably Employment Equity, only applies to some industries
and not others. This legislation creates a strong motive for accommodation granting among
decision-makers in affected industries since they know they may be legally liable if they do not
comply.
Organizations operating in different institutional environments face different pressures,
exerting fundamental influences on human resource management practices (Rosenzweig &
Singh, 1991; Zaheer, 1995). It is probable that accommodation granting will be heavily
influenced by cognitive, normative, and regulative institutional factors, including perceptions
about what other organizations within the same institutional environment are doing for their
employees with disabilities, and applicable legislation. This idea is supported by an American
study demonstrating that institutional pressures and attendant logics have been associated with
managerial attitudes towards non-standard benefits such as employer-sponsored childcare
(Kossek, Dass, & DeMarr, 1994). In Canada a study based on data from the Workplace and
Employer Data Survey (WES) showed that access to flexible scheduling was associated with
industry sector, occupation, and union status rather than the things that would predict individual
need such as having dependent children and use of childcare (Zeytinoglu, Cooke, & Mann,
2009). These findings suggest that different policies regarding accommodation may also
dominate practices depending on the institutional environment the organization operates in.
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4.0 HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Note: In order to minimize confusion all hypotheses related to accommodation requesting begin
with R (R1, R2, etc.) while all hypotheses related to accommodation granting begin with G (G1,
G2, etc.).
Disability Type
In their study of workers with cerebral palsy, AIDS and stroke, McLaughlin and
colleagues (McLaughlin et al., 2004) found that disability type is associated with acceptance in
the workplace, with degree of stigmatization mediating the strength of that association. The
proportionately high number of complaints from people with spinal cord injuries and
neurological impairments suggests that these disabilities are particularly likely to result in
negative stereotypes that impact perceived employability (Lowman, West, & McMohan, 2005;
McMahon, Shaw, West, & Waid-Ebbs, 2005). Workers with invisible disabilities, most notably
mental and psychiatric impairments, also experience more employment related prejudice than
people with other types of disabilities (Beck et al., 1998; Scheid, 2005; Cook et al., 2007; Dunn,
Wewiorski, & Rogers, 2008; Sanderson & Andrews, 2006).
These findings suggest that people with invisible mental impairments may be justified in
fearing stigmatization. The fear of stigmatization associated with identifying oneself as disabled,
especially when people were not previously aware of a worker’s disability due to its invisible
nature, may inhibit accommodation requesting. Pain impairments, while not a mental
impairment per se, are also invisible and can be perceived as being “all in their head”, so people
with pain impairments may be vulnerable to the same stereotyping and associated inhibitions
related to requesting accommodations as people with mental impairments. People with mobility
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impairments also have reason to believe that their needs will be perceived as difficult to
accommodate. Agility impairments are difficult for the layperson to distinguish from mobility
impairments since they often present similar symptoms and require similar supports. It would
therefore be rational for people with mental, pain, mobility, and agility impairments to feel
inhibited from accommodation requesting due to the perceived decreased probability of success
and perceived increased risk of stigmatization.

R1a: Hearing impairment is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
R1b: Seeing impairment is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
R1c: Communication impairment is positively associated with accommodation
requesting.
R2a: Pain impairment is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
R2b: Mobility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
R2c: Agility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
R2d: Mental impairments (including memory, learning, developmental, and emotional
impairments) are negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
Supervisor attitudes towards accommodations also differ by disability type, partially due
to the same stereotype-related prejudice that influences accommodation requesting patterns, and
partially due to perceived ease of accommodation. Unger and Kregel (2003) found that
managers were most confident identifying and developing accommodations for people with
communication-based disabilities. Lee (1996) found that managers perceived mobility
impairment to be the most difficult to accommodate. Some supervisors also perceive greater
complexity involved with accommodating workers with mental and learning impairments
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because needs are more specific to the individual due to task complexity and the overall learning
process (Towns & Moore, 2005).

G1a: Hearing impairment is positively associated with accommodation granting.
G1b: Seeing impairment is positively associated with accommodation granting.
G1c: Communication impairment is positively associated with accommodation granting.
G2a: Pain impairment is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
G2b: Mobility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
G2c: Agility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
G2d: Mental impairments (including memory, learning, developmental, and emotional
impairments) are negatively associated with accommodation granting.

Disability Severity
A rational approach to accommodation requesting would suggest that people with very
mild or very severe disabilities may be less likely to request accommodations. The people with
very mild disabilities are more likely to be able to perform well without accommodations,
making the potential to experience stigmatization a major disincentive to requesting
accommodations. The most severely disabled may also feel inhibited from requesting despite
their increased need, however, precisely because they are the most likely to be stigmatized in
employment contexts (Jones, 2008). In addition, accommodations for severe disabilities are
more likely to be perceived as by management as costly and disruptive to the workplace,
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diminishing the perceived and actual likelihood of a favorable decision (Jackson et al., 2000;
Powell and Mainiero, 1999; Unger and Kregel, 2003).

R3: Disability severity exhibits a curvilinear relationship with accommodation requesting
such that people with mild and severe impairments are less likely to request
accommodations than people with a moderate level of impairment.
G3: Disability severity exhibits a curvilinear relationship with accommodation granting
such that people with mild and severe impairments are less likely to be granted
accommodations than people with a moderate level of impairment.
Age at onset of Disability
Age at onset of disability may be relevant to accommodation requesting and granting for
numerous reasons. There is some limited evidence that people who acquired their disabilities in
childhood experience increased workplace marginalization when compared to people who
acquired their disabilities later in life. The people with childhood onset earn less (Hollenbeck &
Kimmel, 2008). A larger number of studies however, have shown the opposite, demonstrating
greater labour market impacts for people who became disabled as adults (Wilkins, 2004; Jones,
2008; Brown & Emery, 2010). This suggests that people who acquire their disabilities later in
life may be more likely to be denied workplace accommodations. Adult onset has also been
associated with decreased self-esteem and increased anxiety (Kessler & Milligan) which may
negatively impact accommodation requesting.

R4: Age of disability onset is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
G4: Age of disability onset is negatively associated with accommodation granting.

Intersectional Aspects of Identity
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The intersectional approach requires acknowledgement that no identity group is homogeneous
and the complex intersections of multiple identity statuses require careful attention (Cronin &
King, 2010; Radacic, 2008; Zarrehparvar, 2007).

The expectation of experiencing workplace

stigmatization among disabled workers may be heavily influenced by other aspects of their
identity, particularly if they reflect identities that are frequently marginalized.

This may further

inhibit accommodation requesting among individuals who anticipate experiencing multiple
forms of discrimination. It may also influence managerial decision-making due to deliberate or
non-conscious prejudice. The additive role of ethnicity, immigration status, age, and gender
should be therefore be assessed since all of these variables have extremely well documented
associations with various forms of workplace discounting and discrimination (Mai Le & Kleiner,
2000; Sargeant, 2006; Eagly and Carli, 2007; Roos, 2009; Kustec & Xu, 2009; Krahn et al.,
2000) . Again this is where this study is able to make a unique contribution since it uses data
from a representative sample large enough to enable analysis surrounding multiple, compounded
aspects of social identity. (Although not specifically hypothesized identity combinations were
analyzed to identify more complex intersectional effects. All possible identity combinations,
such as “female X visible minority X immigrant” were analyzed in a separate series of
regressions run for that purpose).

R5a: Among people with disabilities, gender will be associated with requesting needed
accommodations such that women will be less likely to request needed accommodations
than men.
R5b: Among people with disabilities, immigration status will be associated with
requesting needed accommodations such that immigrants will be less likely to request
needed accommodations than domestic born workers.
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R5c: Among people with disabilities, visible minority status will be associated with
requesting needed accommodations such that visible minorities will be less likely to
request needed accommodations than white Caucasian workers.
R5d: Among people with disabilities, age will be associated with requesting needed
accommodations such that older workers will be less likely to request needed
accommodations than younger workers.
G5a: Among people with disabilities, gender will be associated with receiving requested
accommodations such that women will be less likely to be granted accommodations than
men.
G5b: Among people with disabilities, immigration status will be associated with
receiving requested accommodations such that immigrants will be less likely to be
granted accommodations than domestic born workers.
G5c: Among people with disabilities, visible minority status will be associated with
receiving requested accommodations such that visible minorities will be less likely to be
granted accommodations than white Caucasian workers.
G5d: Among people with disabilities, age will be associated with receiving requested
accommodations such that older workers will be less likely to be granted
accommodations than younger workers.

Prior Experience of Workplace Discrimination Related to Disability
It is anticipated that personal experiences with disability-related discrimination create the
expectation that similar discrimination may be experienced in the future because the way we
make sense of the world is heavily influenced by our past experiences (Weick, 1995).
Experiencing discrimination creates negative affect that has been associated with subsequent
avoidant behaviours (Richman and Leary, 2009). Prior experience of discrimination may
therefore result in a lessened probability of requesting needed accommodations.
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R6: Among people with disabilities, prior experience with disability-related
discrimination will be negatively associated with requesting needed accommodations.
Tenure
When employees are attempting to anticipate employer reactions to disability
accommodation requests their expectations may be influenced by their tenure on the job.
Workers’ commitment to their employer increases the longer they are with the organization
(Allen & Meyer, 1993). When managers perceive that employees are committed to the
organization they are more likely to reciprocate with behaviours that, in turn, demonstrate
commitment to the employee (Shore et al., 2008). There is evidence of an established norm of
greater support for employees with longer tenure because workers who returned to their previous
employers after becoming disabled were less likely to experience wage reductions than those
who changed jobs (Campolieti, 2009; Gunderson and Hyatt, 1996; Thun, 2007). Given this
norm workers with longer tenure may be more likely to both request and receive their needed
accommodations.

R7: Tenure is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
G7: Tenure is positively associated with accommodation granting.

Employer Investment in Job Training
Job training is another way that employers demonstrate commitment to developing their
employees. Receiving job training is positively associated with perceived organizational support
(Johlke, Stamper, & Shoemaker, 2002). It makes sense, therefore that employees who had
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received job training would be more likely to perceive their organization as supportive and hence
more likely to request needed accommodations. It also makes sense for employers to be more
willing to accommodate employees when they have invested time and money in their training as
a means of protecting their prior investment in the individual.

R8: Being trained in one’s job is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
G8: Being trained in one’s job is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Employment Status
There is a well established norm in many workplaces of diminished supportiveness for
temporary and part-time workers. For example full-time, permanent employees are more likely
to have access to flexible work schedules (Zeytinoglu et al., 2009), work-life balance benefits
(Galarneau, 2005), health and dental benefits (Marshall, 2003), and training (Gaskell and
Rubenson, 2004). Zwerling et al. (2003) found that full-time employees with a disability were
more likely to receive accommodations as compared to their part-time peers. Balser (2007)
found that permanent, full-time employees with mobility impairments were more likely than
temporary and part-time workers to receive needed modifications. Assuming workers are
generally aware of these differences in supportiveness it is logical that fulltime and permanent
employees would be more likely to anticipate success when asking for accommodations,
increasing the probability of making a formal request.

R9: Being a fulltime employee is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
R10: Being a permanent employee is positively associated with accommodation
requesting.
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G9: Being a fulltime employee is positively associated with accommodation granting.
G10: Being a permanent employee is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Equity Legislation
Employees who are considering making requests and employers who are considering
whether or not to grant accommodations may be aware of institutional factors that regulate
accommodation granting patterns within their organization. Institutional factors such as being in
an industry covered by equity legislation or union contracts will influence decision-makers by
acting as a behavioural control mandating the provision of accommodations; therefore people
may be more likely to request accommodations since they perceive an increased probability of
success.
Employment equity refers to Canadian legislation that encourages the removal of
discriminatory employment barriers for certain designated groups including women, people with
disabilities, Aboriginal peoples, and visible minorities (Canadian Human Rights Commission,
2011). The Employment Equity Act is federal legislation, and as such, applies only to certain
industries that are regulated under the Canadian constitution (although the Canadian Human
Rights Act, which also mandates accommodation but in less specific terms, does apply to all
industries). Under this Act employers have “duty to accommodate” workers with disabilities. It
seems highly probable that people who fall under equity legislation will be more likely to request
and receive accommodations since the legislation serves as a behavioural control mandating
action by their employer.

R11: Being in an industry regulated by employment equity legislation is positively
associated with requesting accommodations.
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G11: Being in an industry regulated by employment equity legislation is positively
associated with accommodation granting.
Union Membership
The second institutional variable of interest is whether or not the individual is part of a
union. The explicit goal of unions is worker protection, as such it is anticipated that most union
contracts would include provisions related to the accommodation of disabled workers.
Unionization is generally associated with increased access to formal benefits (Glass & Fujimoto,
1995, Renaud, 1998). That said the focus on formal rules, regulations, and process may inhibit
the provision of disability accommodations since regulations can constrain behaviour and
encourage a focus on compliance rather than a focus on people (Renaud, 1998). For example
one study of 186 healthcare workers in Ontario found that being a union member was positively
associated with having employer-sponsored disability case management, however the same study
found that unionization was negatively associated with having a people oriented culture
(Williams, Westmorland, Shannon, & Amick, 2007). Overall, however, it seems more probable
that the average individual will anticipate support from their union since unions are explicitly
charged with ensuring worker’s rights. That expectation will make union members feel that they
are more likely to receive their needing accommodations, encouraging requesting. The need to
comply with union regulations, meantime, will also act as a behavioural control encouraging
accommodation granting by decision-makers.

R12: Being a member of a union is positively associated with requesting
accommodations.
G12: Being a member of a union is positively associated with accommodation granting.
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Labour Market Supply and Demand
In addition to regulations and union contracts environmental factors can also act as a
behavioural control on employers. All organizations operate within a broader labour market
which is influenced by simple supply and demand. Employers are willing to provide greater
levels of support to employees with skills that are in high demand in an effort to minimize
turnover and maintain access to their expertise (Kuttner, 1997; Challenger, 1998). In addition
people with power, including expert power, are better able to influence the decisions made by
their supervisors and managers (Ringer and Boss, 2000). Canada is currently experiencing
severe skill shortages in certain areas (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2010). Skill
shortages give increased negotiating power to the individuals who possess the rare skill, making
them more likely to both request and receive accommodations.

R13: Being in an occupational role impacted by a skill shortage is positively associated
with requesting accommodations.
G13: Being in an occupational role impacted by a skill shortage is positively associated
with accommodation granting.

5.0 METHODOLOGY
5.1 Sample
To test the hypotheses, data were drawn from the 2006 Participation and Activity
Limitation Survey (PALS), a post-census survey conducted by Statistics Canada. The PALS uses
the national census as a sampling frame to identify respondents with activity limitations. Survey
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respondents were selected on a stratified basis according to age, geographic location, and activity
limitations. The data were collected using a telephone administered survey from late 2006 to
early 2007. A sample of 22,513 respondents was determined to meet Statistics Canada’s
classification criteria of disability. For the purposes of this study, only data on adults over 18
years of age who held paid jobs at the time the survey was administered were included. Selfemployed persons and individuals who had not reported needing at least one workplace
accommodation were excluded from the analysis, resulting in a total sample of 5,418 including
2,483 men and 2,935 women. 663 individuals reported being members of a visible minority
group and 444 were immigrants.

5.2 Measures
Accommodation Type Categorization: Initially the measures for “requested
accommodation” and “granted accommodation” were generated such that all accommodation
types were grouped together. Early in the analysis process it became clear that this was not a
fruitful avenue of exploration since no predictors were showing a significant relationship with
the dependent variables. Although the current literature on accommodations is insufficiently
developed for predictions, it seemed possible that requesting and granting patterns were being
influenced by the nature of the accommodation being requested. Accommodations were
therefore separated into five distinct categories. When the “requested accommodations” and
“granted accommodations” variable was recreated these categorizations were maintained such
that five separate binary variables were created indicating requests for each distinct type of
accommodation (or the granting of said accommodation). At that point significant findings
emerged. The categories used were as follows:
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a) Changes to the job: This category represents accommodations that change the job
requirements or schedule. It includes job redesign and modified work hours.
b) Material/Technical interventions: This category consists of physical items and
technology used to directly assist people with disabilities such as technical aids,
computer aids, communication aids, and special chairs.
c) Human Support: Human support is a one item category representing
accommodations involving human intervention such as a personal support worker.
d) Structural changes: This category includes accommodations that require large scale
structural changes involving construction such as accessible elevators and accessible
washrooms
e) Transportation supports: Transportation supports include appropriate parking and
accessible transport. They are categorized separately since employers may not
believe that arranging transportation to the workplace is part of their responsibilities
to their employees. As such requests of this nature may be perceived differently than
other types of accommodation requests.
Requested Accommodations: The creation of this variable is complex due to limitations
associated with the wording of the PALS questions. Respondents were not asked about
accommodation requesting directly. Instead they were asked which accommodations they
needed, which ones they had received, and the reasons that any needed accommodations were
not received. “Requested Accommodations” was therefore derived by combining data from
several PALS questions. For details and an explanatory figure please see Appendix A. The end
result of process was 5 binary variables. They represented the requesting of accommodations in
each category: changes to the job, material/tech supports, human support, structural changes, and
transportation support.
Granted (Received) Accommodations: This variable was created as part of the process
of generating the “requested accommodations” variable. Please see Appendix A for details.
Independent Variables: For analysis purposes the independent variables were grouped
into 4 distinct categories: individual variables directly related to the person’s disability,
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individual variables related to other aspects of identity (referred to as intersectional variables),
organizational variables, and institutional/environmental variables (subsequently referred to as
institutional variables for readability purposes). The individual-level disability-related variables
serving as predictors include disability type, disability severity, and age at onset. The
intersectional predictors include age, gender, immigration status, visible minority status, and
prior experience of discrimination. The organizational level predictors include being full time,
permanent, having received on-the-job training, and tenure. The institutional variables include
occupational scarcity, being in an equity industry, and union status.
Disability Type: Respondents were asked whether they had each of 10 types of
disabilities, specifically, hearing, seeing, communication, mobility, agility, pain, learning,
memory, developmental, and emotional disabilities. Having a given disability was coded as a 1
while not having it was coded as a 0. The number of people in the sample with a given disability
ranged from a minimum of 236 (developmental impairments) to a maximum of 3,737 (pain
impairments).
Disability Severity (curvilinear): In order to test the hypothesis two variables were
used, the severity score and the severity score squared. The quadratic two way interaction was
then graphed to assess the overall impact of severity. The original severity score is derived by
Statistics Canada and is reported on a four point scale with 4 indicating the highest degree of
severity. The measure takes into account both the cumulative effect of multiple disabilities and
the number, level, and frequency of difficulties associated with each individual disability. The
sample mean was 2.08 with a standard deviation of .932. For specifics on the measure see
Statistics Canada, 2006, pages 28-36.
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Age at onset: Respondents were asked to identify their age at the time they first became
disabled. The sample mean was 34.02 and the standard deviation was 29.98.
Age: Respondents provided their age at the time the survey was taken. The sample mean
was 42.56 and the standard deviation was 11.44.
Gender: Females were coded as 2 (n= 2,935) while males were coded as 1 (n=2,483).
Immigration status: Respondents were asked whether they were born in Canada. Being
born in Canada was coded as a 0 (n=4,958) while not being born in Canada was coded as a 1
(n=444).
Visible minority status: Respondents were asked whether they were members of a
visible minority group. Visible minorities were coded as 1 (n=663) while Caucasians were
coded as 0 (n=4,738).
Prior experience of discrimination: The index measuring prior experience of workplace
discrimination included 8 items. It is a perceived measure. Respondents provided yes or no
answers indicating whether they perceived experiencing the following forms of disability related
discrimination in the past five years: 1) being refused a job interview, 2) being refused a job, 3)
being refused a job promotion, 4) being given less responsibility than their coworkers, 5) being
denied a workplace accommodation, 6) being paid less than other workers in similar jobs, 7)
being denied other work-related benefits, 8) being exposed to some other kind of discrimination,
because of their disability. Our measure of prior experience with discrimination took the average
score on these 8 items and indicated the proportion of “yes” responses reported by each
participant (Kuder-Richardson reliability measure = .73).
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Permanent: Respondents were asked whether their employment was permanent.
Permanent employees were coded as a 1 (n=4,689), temporary and casual employees were coded
as a 0 (n=728).
Fulltime: Fulltime employment was defined as working 30 hours per week or more.
Respondents were categorized into fulltime and part-time based on their self-reported “usual”
number of hours worked per week. Fulltime employees were coded as 1 (n=4,266), while part
time employees were coded as 0 (n=1,135).
Trained in the job: Respondents were asked whether they had received job-related
training in the past 12 months. Respondents who had received job-specific training in the past
year were categorized as 1 (n=1,817), those who had not were categorized as 0 (n=3,584)
Tenure: Respondents were asked what date they started their job. Tenure in months was
derived from this date, rounded up to the nearest month.
Equity Industry: Respondents who reported working in industries covered by Canada’s
Employment Equity Act were coded as a 1 (n=460), while those not covered by Employment
Equity were coded as a 0 (n=4,941).
Union Member: Respondents who reported being members of a union were coded as a 1
(n=1,699), while those who were not members of a union were coded as a 0 (n=3,702)
Scarce Occupation: Respondents who reported working in an occupation that was
experiencing scarcity were coded as 1 (n=131) while all others were coded as 0 (n=5,270). The
occupations were categorized into “scarce” and “not scarce” based on province-specific lists of
scarce occupations. These lists (based on NOC codes) were published between 2005-2007 under
the Temporary Worker Program, a provincial program that is distinct from the mainstream
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federal immigration program. The lists were developed and used by the provinces for immigrant
selection purposes in order to fast-track candidates who had the occupational credentials that
were needed most urgently. Since PALS respondents identified the province they worked in
when submitting their questionnaires each individual could be properly categorized using
occupation scarcity information that reflects the local labour market at the time that the PALs
survey was administered.

Control Variables: all taken from responses to the PALs survey:
 Industry type: eight groupings based on NAICS codes - agriculture, natural
resources, manufacturing, trade, business services, professional services, tourism,
and personal services. The n for industries ranged from 75 (agriculture) to 1,194
(professional services).
 Occupation type: seven groups based on NOC-S codes – management,
professional, technical, clerical, sales/service, trades, and labourers. The n for
occupations ranged from 266 (managers) to 1,440 (sales/service).

5.3 Analysis Method
Logistic regression was used to test the hypotheses. Logistical regression allows the
prediction of binary outcomes, such as group membership, from a set of independent variables
that may include both continuous and indicator variables. One can determine the significance of
a logistic regression model by looking at the model chi-square. This indicates whether the
overall model is significant. Independent variables are then assessed using the Wald statistic
which tests the hypothesis that the coefficient of the independent variable = 0.
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Since the Wald statistic is very hard to interpret, researchers use the odds ratio. The odds
ratio represents the change in the likelihood of membership in a target group of a one unit change
in the predictor variable. Odds ratios less than one indicate a negative association, or lowered
likelihood of group membership. Odds ratios greater than one indicate a positive association, or
increased likelihood of membership (Agresti, 1996). For example, suppose we are trying to
predict whether a person is male or female where males are coded = 0 and females are coded = 1.
An odds ratio of 2.0 for an independent variable indicates that as this independent variable
increases by one unit the person is twice as likely to be female. An odds ratio of .25 would
indicate that as the independent variable increased by one unit the person would be .25 as likely
to be female (or equivalently 4 times more likely to be male).
For ease of comprehension, researchers frequently do not present the Wald statistics in their
output, preferring instead to show the more interpretable odds ratio (labeled ExpB). After
presenting the odds ratio in the tables associated with this dissertation I indicate the significance
– which is really the statement that the variables’ coefficient is significantly different from zero.
For example, the statement: “Hearing impairments were positively associated with being
granted job changes (ExpB 1.764, p <.001)” indicates that the independent variable, job changes,
was significantly different from zero using the Wald test. It also indicates that having a hearing
impairment makes it 1.764 times more likely that the person received a job change.
In addition to being able to assess the impact of independent variables there are also
measures of overall model fit. One measure of model fit is the Nagelkerke R2. This is a pseudoR2 measure that indicates the strength of the relationship between the predictors and the
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dependent variable. Unlike OLS regression it is not a measure of variance explained but rather
an assessment of how well the model fits. The larger the Nagelkerke the better the model fit.
Regressions were run separately for each of the five categories of accommodation. The
control variables (industry and occupation) were entered in the first step of the regression. The
second step controlled for three of the four types of predictors being considered (disability
related, intersectional, organizational, and institutional). The third step included the predictor
variables that were not controlled for in the second step. This process enabled a comparison of
the goodness of fit added by each category of predictor. (Note that when running the regressions
for “requested accommodation” the sample included only those respondents who reported
needing said accommodation. For “granted accommodation” the sample selected included only
those individuals who reported requesting said accommodation.)
In order to interpret the results of the series of hierarchical binary logistical regressions
predicting “requesting accommodations”, some further comments on the meaning of Nagelkerke
R2 statistics are required. The Nagelkerke score is a pseudo-R2 measure that indicates the
strength of the relationship between predictors and the dependent variable. It represents “an
improvement from null model to fitted model. The denominator of the ratio can be thought of as
the sum of squared errors from the null model - a model predicting the dependent variable
without any independent variables. In the null model, each y value is predicted to be the mean of
the y values. The numerator of the ratio would then be the sum of squared errors of the fitted
model. The ratio is indicative of the degree to which the model parameters improve upon the
prediction of the null model. The smaller this ratio, the greater the improvement and the higher
the R-squared.” (UCLA, 2012) "While pseudo R 2s cannot be interpreted independently or
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compared across datasets, they are valid and useful in evaluating multiple models predicting the
same outcome on the same dataset. In other words, a pseudo R2 statistic without context has little
meaning. A pseudo R2 only has meaning when compared to another pseudo R2 of the same type,
on the same data, predicting the same outcome. In this situation, the higher pseudo R2 indicates
which model better predicts the outcome." (UCLA, 2011, p.2) As such, while Nagelkerke R²
values for each regression model are reported the truly salient findings are the changes in the
Nagelkerke values that occur as additional variables are added to each model, representing the
improvement in model fit.
To comply with Statistics Canada’s requirements the regressions were weighted so that
results accurately reflect the population. The sampling weights are calculated using a three
phase process that takes into account sampling design, non-response rates, and post-stratification
(which in turn takes into account province, gender, age, and disability severity). For details on
the sampling weights see Statistics Canada, 2007. To guard against the possibility of inflating
the degrees of freedom in the regression analysis, fractional weights (i.e., sampling weight for
the individual ÷ average of all sampling weights) were used. Unweighted analyses showed that
the weighting had no effect on the primary conclusions of the study.

6.0 RESULTS
Note: For readability purposes the results associated with “requested accommodations” are
presented first in their entirety, followed by the results for “granted accommodations”. Full
results tables can be found in Appendix B.
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6.1a Summary of the Overall Model Predicting “Requested Accommodations”
Overall there were substantive differences in model fit based on the inclusion of
particular categories of variable (disability related, intersectional, organizational, and
institutional). Usage of individual variables directly related to disability resulted in the best
model fit while institutional variables were either non-significant or contributed minimally to
enhancing model fit. Intersectional variables enhanced model fit for all accommodation types
while organizational variables were only significant for job changes and technical interventions.
It is worth emphasizing that different patterns were observed for each type of accommodation.
The degree of enhancement to model fit contributed by each category of variable changed
between accommodation types. Also some variables, notably the organizational ones, were
significant for certain accommodation types but not others. For detailed information on the
Nagelkerke scores for each category of variable and accommodation type please see Table C in
Appendix B. Significant predictors that were associated with requesting each type of
accommodation can be seen on Table F, Appendix B.

6.1b Details of the Overall Model Predicting “Requesting Accommodations”
When reporting results I first examined the model chi-square fit. When that proved
significant (as it did for every model presented here) I then noted whether the Nagelkerke was
also significant and how much improvement in model fit occurred when new variables were
added to the regression. Table C in Appendix B outlines the fit of the full model and the
improvement in fit by each category of predictor (disability-related, intersectional,
organizational, and institutional). For the regression predicting “requesting job changes” refer to
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column 2 in Table C. The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of
.186. The institutional factors were not a statistically significant predictor of accommodation
requesting. When all other factors in the model were controlled, individual factors directly
related to disability improved model fit by a measure of .076 while individual factors related to
intersectional identities further enhanced fit by a measure of .022. Organizational variables
explained an additional .03 of the model fit statistic above and beyond all other factors in the
model. Significant predictors that were positively associated with “requesting job changes”
included having a hearing or seeing impairment, disability severity, age at the onset of disability,
having prior experience with discrimination, working full-time, being trained in the job, and
tenure with the organization. Significant predictors that were negatively associated with
“requesting job changes” included having an emotional, pain, developmental, or agility
impairment, the curvilinear severity measure, age, and having a permanent job.
For the regression predicting “requesting technical interventions” see column 3 in Table
C. The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of .256. Each of the 4
categories of variables were statistically significant predictors of accommodation requesting.
Institutional variables explained .002 of the model fit for accommodation requesting above and
beyond the other categories of predictors, while individual factors directly related to disability
explained an additional .089, individual factors related to intersectional identities explained
another .016, and organizational variables explained .009. Significant predictors that were
positively associated with “requesting technical interventions” included working in natural
resources, manufacturing, trade, professional services, tourism, or personal services industries.
Others include being in sales/service or trade occupations, having a communication impairment,
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having prior experience with discrimination, and tenure with the organization. Significant
predictors that were negatively associated with “requesting technical interventions” included
being in a managerial, professional, or clerical occupation, having a pain or agility impairment,
being female, having a permanent job, working full-time, being trained in the job, and being part
of a union.
For the regression predicting “requesting human support” see column 4 in Table C.
There is a significantly smaller sample size for this category (N= 210) than for the others so
results should be considered with caution. The overall model including control variables had a
Nagelkerke score of .331. Among the 4 categories of variables, both the institutional and
organizational factors were not statistically significant predictors of accommodation requesting.
Individual factors directly related to disability explained .155 of the model fit related to
accommodation requesting above and beyond all other factors, while individual factors related to
intersectional identities explained an additional .028. Significant predictors that were positively
associated with “requesting human support” included having emotional or pain-related
impairments, prior experience with discrimination, and working full-time. Significant predictors
that were negatively associated with “requesting human support” included having a learning or
developmental impairment and disability severity.
For the regression predicting “requesting structural changes” see column 5 in Table C.
The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of .213. Among the 4
categories of variables, both the institutional and organizational factors were not statistically
significant predictors of accommodation requesting. Individual factors directly related to
disability explained .108 of the model fit in accommodation requesting above and beyond that
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explained by other predictors while individual factors related to intersectional identities
explained an additional .013. Significant predictors that were positively associated with
“requesting structural changes” included having hearing, seeing, and emotional impairments and
having prior experience with discrimination. Agility and mobility impairments were negatively
associated with “requesting structural changes”, as was age at onset of the disability.
For the regression predicting “requesting transportation related accommodations” see
column 6 in Table C. The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of
.213. Both the institutional and organizational factors were not statistically significant predictors
of accommodation requesting. Individual factors directly related to disability explained .138 of
the model fit in accommodation requesting above and beyond that explained by other factors
while individual factors related to intersectional identities explained an additional .013.
Significant predictors that were positively associated with “requesting transportation related
accommodations” included being in the tourism industry or a trade occupation, having a hearing
or emotional impairment, disability severity, prior experience with discrimination, and tenure
with the organization. Significant predictors that were negatively associated with “requesting
transportation related accommodations” included having a developmental or mobility
impairment and age at onset of the disability.
6.1c Hypotheses Results for Requesting Accommodations
A note on vocabulary: The term “partial support” is being used when some
accommodation types (i.e. job changes, human support) show the anticipated relationship with a
predictor but others are not significantly related to the predictor. The term “mixed support” is
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being used when some accommodation types show the anticipated relationship with a predictor
but others show the opposite relationship.

Disability-related Hypotheses
R1a: Hearing impairment is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
Hearing impairments were positively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB
1.621, p <.001), structural changes (ExpB 1.700, p<.05), and transportation assistance (ExpB
2.558, p<.001). The odds ratios indicate that workers with hearing impairments were 1.621
times more likely to request needed job changes than workers without hearing impairments.
They were 1.7 times more likely to request structural changes and 2.558 times more likely to
request transportation assistance, providing partial support for hypothesis R1a.

R1b: Seeing impairment is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
Seeing impairments were positively associated with requesting both job (ExpB 1.245,
p<.05), and structural changes (ExpB 1.830, p<01). The odds ratios indicate that workers with
seeing impairments were 1.245 times more likely to request needed job changes than workers
without seeing impairments. They were 1.830 times more likely to request structural changes,
providing partial support for hypothesis R1b.

R1c: Communication impairment is positively associated with accommodation
requesting.
Communication impairments were positively associated with requesting technical
interventions (ExpB 1.402, p<.05). The odds ratios indicate that workers with communication
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impairments were 1.402 times more likely to request needed technical interventions than workers
without communication impairments, providing partial support for hypothesis R1c.

R2a: Pain impairment is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
Pain impairments were positively associated with requesting human support (ExpB
2.039, p<.01), but negatively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB .746, p<.01) and
technical interventions (ExpB .484, p<.001). Hypothesis R2c therefore received mixed support
since the odds ratio indicate that workers with pain impairments were 2.039 times more likely to
request human support than workers without pain impairments but they were also 1.34 times less
likely to request job changes and 2.066 times less likely to request technical interventions.

R2b: Mobility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
Mobility impairments were negatively associated with requesting structural changes
(ExpB .409, p<.001), and transportation (ExpB .426, p<.001), providing partial support for R2a.
Workers with mobility impairments were 2.444 times less likely to request structural changes
and 2.347 times less likely to request transportation assistance than workers without mobility
impairments.

R2c: Agility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
Agility impairments were negatively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB .777,
p<.01), technical interventions (Exp .506, p<.001), and structural changes (ExpB .588, p<.01),
providing partial support for R2b. Workers with agility impairments were 1.287 times less likely
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to request job changes, 1.976 times less likely to request technical interventions, and 1.7 times
less likely to request transportation assistance than workers without agility impairments.

R2d: Mental impairments (including memory, learning, developmental, and emotional
impairments) are negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
Memory impairments were not significantly associated with accommodation requesting.
Learning impairments were negatively associated with requesting human support (ExpB .548,
p<.05), with learning impaired workers being 1.824 times less likely to ask for human support.
Developmental impairments were negatively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB .656,
p<.01), human support (ExpB .285, p<.001), and transportation assistance (ExpB .537, p<.05),
meaning these workers are 1.524, 3.508, and 1.862 times less likely to request these
accommodations than employees without developmental impairments. Emotional impairments
were negatively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB .768, p<.01) but positively
associated with requesting human support (ExpB 2.246, p<.01), structural changes (ExpB 2.140,
p<.001), or transportation (ExpB 3.300, p<.001), indicating that these workers are 1.302 times
less likely to request job changes than their colleagues without emotional impairments but they
are 2.246 times more likely to ask for needed human support, 2.140 times more likely to ask for
structural changes, and 3.3 times more likely to ask for transportation accommodations. The
results provide mixed support for R2d, although when emotional impairments are excluded the
hypothesis received partial support.
The results for emotional impairments are counter-intuitive since psychiatric impairments
are generally the most misunderstood and heavily stigmatized of all disabilities (Hinshaw, 2007;
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O’Mahoney and Donnelly, 2007). The strong positive associations between emotional
impairments and requesting certain types of accommodations are therefore difficult to explain. If
stigmatization were salient in accommodation requesting, we would expect to see strong
negative associations between these impairments and requesting, the opposite of the pattern
actually observed. While this finding may indicate a lack of support for the rational choice
perspective, other explanations are possible. Please see the discussion section under
“explanation of divergent findings” for more information on interpretation of this finding.

R3: Disability severity exhibits a curvilinear relationship with accommodation requesting
such that people with mild and severe impairments are less likely to request
accommodations than people with a moderate level of impairment.
Disability severity itself was positively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB
2.862, p<.001) and requesting transportation assistance (ExpB 3.413, p<.01). The curvilinear
severity measure was negatively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB .862, p<.01).
These results did not fully support H3. The quadratic effect was significant, indicating that the
rate of increase in accommodation requesting decreases as disability severity goes up. This is
exactly what was hypothesized. Graphing of the job changes data (see Appendix C, graph A),
however, demonstrated that the people most likely to request job changes were those with the
highest score on severity, the anticipated downward curve as severity increases is not visible,
instead the curve appears to flatten. This suggests that the difference in requesting between
workers with medium and severe disabilities is unlikely to be substantive, even if it is significant.

R4: Age at disability onset is negatively associated with accommodation requesting.
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Age at onset of disability was positively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB
1.017, p<.001) and negatively associated with requesting human support (ExpB .987, p<.001),
structural changes (ExpB .986, p<.05), and transportation (ExpB .985, p<.01). This set of
findings provided mixed support for the hypothesis, showing that early onset does inhibit
requesting of some types of accommodations but not others. Results indicate that each one year
increase in age results in a 1.017 increase in the likelihood of requesting needed job changes.
For the other accommodation types each one year increase in age decreases the likelihood of
requesting by 1.013, 1.014, and 1.015 times respectively.

Intersectional Hypotheses
R5a: Among people with disabilities, gender will be associated with requesting needed
accommodations such that women will be less likely to request needed accommodations
than men.
Being female was negatively associated with requesting technical interventions (ExpB
.660, p<.001), providing partial support for the hypothesis, because it indicates that women are
1.52 times less likely to request technical interventions then men.

R5b: Among people with disabilities, immigration status will be associated with
requesting needed accommodations such that immigrants will be less likely to request
needed accommodations than domestic born workers.
Immigration status was not a statistically significant predictor of accommodation
requesting so this hypothesis was not supported.

R5c: Among people with disabilities, visible minority status will be associated with
requesting needed accommodations such that visible minorities will be less likely to
request needed accommodations than white Caucasian workers.
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Visible minority status was not a statistically significant predictor of accommodation
requesting so this hypothesis was not supported.

R5d: Among people with disabilities, age will be associated with requesting needed
accommodations such that older workers will be less likely to request needed
accommodations than younger workers.
Age was negatively associated with requesting job changes (.991, p<.05) so this
hypothesis was partially supported. Results indicate that older workers are less likely to request
job changes than younger workers, although the likelihood increases by only 1.009 times per
year.

All possible combinations of identity variables were also used as predictors of requesting
accommodations in a separate series of regressions run for that purpose. It is important to
include all possible combinations in the analysis since it is the only way to understand how
multiple identity statuses intersect (Healy, 2009). This approach is justified based on our
theoretical understanding of what the intersection of identities means for stigmatization (UN,
2011). Identity related stereotypes are not additive. The stereotypes associated with “teenage
mother”, for instance, differ substantially from those for “teenager” and “mother” when they are
considered separately. Therefore we cannot make assumptions about the compound effects of
gender, age, ethnicity, and immigration status, each relationship needs to be explicitly tested.
This approach has been further validated in the field studies outlined in the literature review
(page 32), which demonstrated the complex interactive effects anticipated (Bradley and Healy,
2008; Syed, 2007; Baldridge and Swift, 2011) .
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The following predictors were tested:











gender X immigration status
gender X visible minority status
gender X age
gender X immigration status X visible minority status
gender X immigration status X visible minority status X age
immigration status X visible minority status
immigration status X age
immigration status X visible minority status X age
visible minority status X age
age X gender X immigration status

The following intersectional predictors were significantly associated with accommodation
requesting, verifying that compound aspects of identity do impact accommodation requesting
patterns:








Job Changes
o Immigration status x gender (ExpB 1.515, p<.05) (Appendix C, Graph B)
o Immigration status x age (ExpB .764, p<.030) (Appendix C, Graph C)
Technical interventions
o Visible minority status x age (ExpB 1.984, p<.05) (Appendix C, Graph D)
o Visible minority status x gender (Exp .383, p<.01) (Appendix C, Graph E)
o Immigration status x age (ExpB .755, p<.05) (Appendix C, Graph F)
o Immigration status x gender (ExpB 1.938, p<.01) (Appendix C, Graph G)
Human Support: nothing significant
Structural Changes
o Immigration status x gender (ExpB 2.760, p<.05) (Appendix C, Graph J)
Transportation Assistance
o Immigration status x age (ExpB .403, p<.001) (Appendix C, Graph K)
o Immigration status x gender (ExpB 4.849, p<.001) (Appendix C, Graph L)
For more detailed information about the nature of these interactions, including graphs,

please see Appendix C. Despite the relatively low amount of variance explained it is worth
noting the complex intersectional effects were observed. For example “Immigration status x
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age” was negatively associated with requesting 3 different types of accommodations while
“immigration status x gender” was positively associated with requesting 4 of the 5
accommodation types. Graphing of the data indicates that immigrant women are more likely to
request their accommodations than immigrant men while domestic born men are more likely to
make requests than domestic born women. This behaviour pattern is not compatible with a
rational choice perspective based on stigma avoidance since in some cases more heavily
stigmatized groups request more frequently.

R6: Among people with disabilities, prior experience with disability-related
discrimination will be negatively associated with requesting needed accommodations.
This hypothesis was thoroughly disconfirmed and strong evidence of the opposite
relationship emerged. Past experiences with discrimination were positively associated with
requesting all 5 types of accommodations (the ExpB ranged from 1.235-1.394, p<.001,
indicating that each unit increase in prior experience of discrimination was associated with an
increased likelihood of requesting accommodations of between 1.235 and 1.394 times). It was
the only variable that showed a consistent relationship across all accommodation types.
Research into responses to discrimination may help explain this finding, please see “explanation
of divergent findings” in the discussion section.

Organizational Hypotheses
R7: Tenure is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
Tenure was positively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB 1.023, p<.001),
technical interventions (ExpB 1.017, p<.01), and transportation assistance (ExpB 1.020, p<.05).
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R7 was therefore partially supported since each year’s increase in tenure was associated with an
increased likelihood of requesting accommodations of 1.023 times, 1.017 times, and 1.020 times
respectively.

R8: Being trained in one’s job is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
Being trained in one’s job was positively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB
1.195, p<.05) but negatively associated with requesting technical interventions (ExpB .828,
p<.05), providing mixed support for R8. Workers who have been trained were 1.195 times more
likely to request job changes than untrained workers but they were 1.207 times less likely to
request technical interventions.

R9: Being a fulltime employee is positively associated with accommodation requesting.
Being a fulltime employee was positively associated with requesting job changes (ExpB
2.409, p<.001) and human support (ExpB 1.851, p<.01) but was negatively associated with
requesting technical interventions (ExpB .692, p<.01). This provides mixed support for R9 since
it indicates that fulltime employees were 2.409 times more likely than part-time workers to
request job changes and 1.851 times more likely to ask for human support, but they were also
1.445 times less likely to request technical interventions.

R10: Being a permanent employee is positively associated with accommodation
requesting.
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Being a permanent employee was negatively associated with requesting job changes
(ExpB .745, p<.05), and technical interventions (Exp .763, p<.05), disconfirming R10.
Permanent employees were 1.342 times less likely to request job changes and 1.310 times less
likely to request technical interventions as compared to temporary employees.

Institutional/Environmental Hypotheses
R11: Being in an industry regulated by employment equity legislation is positively
associated with requesting needed accommodations.
Being in an equity industry was not a significant predictor of accommodation requesting,
disconfirming the hypothesis.

R12: Being a member of a union is positively associated with requesting needed
accommodations.
Being a member of a union was negatively associated with requesting technical
interventions (ExpB .794, p<.05), which disconfirmed R12 since it indicates that unionized
employees were 1.259 times less likely to request needed technical interventions when compared
to non-unionized employees.

R13: Being in an occupational role impacted by a skill shortage is positively associated
with requesting needed accommodations.
Being in a scarce occupation was not a significant predictor of accommodation
requesting, disconfirming this hypothesis.
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Table E: Summary of Results for Accommodation Requesting Hypotheses
Hypothesis
Variable
Support (all accommodation types)
R1a
Type: hearing
partial support
R1b
Type: seeing
partial support
R1c
Type: communication
partial support
R2a
Type: pain
partial support
R2b
Type: mobility
partial support
R2c
Type: agility
partial support
R2d
Type: mental
mixed support
R3
Disability severity
disconfirmed
R4
Age at onset
mixed support
R5a
Gender
partial support
R5b
Immigrant status
not supported (not significant)
R5c
Visible minority
not supported (not significant)
R5d
Age
partial support
R6
Discrimination exp.
disconfirmed (opposite results)
R7
Tenure
partial support
R8
Trained in job
mixed support
R9
Fulltime
mixed support
R10
Permanent
disconfirmed (opposite results)
R11
Equity industry
not supported (not significant)
R12
Union member
disconfirmed (opposite results)
R13
Scarce occupation
not supported (not significant)
*“Partial support”: some accommodation types show the anticipated relationship with a predictor but others are not significant.
“Mixed support”: some accommodation types show the anticipated relationship but others show the opposite relationship.

6.1d Requesting Accommodations Supplementary Analysis: Technical Interventions and
Evidence for Industry and Occupation Specific Logics
Some unexpected findings emerged during the analyses that warranted further investigation.
One of the most interesting unexpected findings is the extent of the variation in the models
predicting requests for each type of accommodation (see Tables C and D in Appendix B). It is
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clear that one model cannot be used to explain requesting for all of the different types of
disability accommodations. This is especially true when you compare technical interventions to
all other types of accommodations. Technical interventions are different from other types of
accommodations in the following ways:


Women are less likely to request technical interventions but gender is not relevant for
requesting other types of accommodations.



Being fulltime and trained are negatively associated with requesting technical
interventions but are positively associated with requesting other accommodations.



Being a union member is negatively associated with requesting technical interventions
but is not a significant predictor of requesting other types of accommodations.



The control variables of occupation and industry were significant contributors to model
fit in accommodation requesting in the first step of all models. In the final model,
however, they were not statistically significant predictors of requesting for most
accommodation types, with technical interventions being a notable exception. (Working
in tourism or trades were both positively associated with requesting transportation
assistance but those types of jobs often mandate travel to client sites so the atypical result
is easy to explain.)
There are two possible explanations for the observed differences between technical

interventions and other accommodations. The perceived costs associated with the
accommodation may be influencing requesting patterns. The nature of the data available in
PALs does not enable testing of a cost-related hypothesis but write-in responses indicate that
some of the differences in requesting patterns may be due to concerns about the financial
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investment required. For example seven respondents wrote in that they did not ask for an
accommodation because they worried it would be too expensive or was not in the budget. It is
not clear, however, why technical interventions would be more expensive on average than other
accommodations when the others require either adding head count (human support) or
construction (structural changes). So cost seems less likely to be the salient factor contributing
to the observed differences.
Another possible explanation for the differences in accommodation requesting patterns
by accommodation type is the existence of differences between industries and occupations in
institutional logics. Logics are defined as broad cultural beliefs and rules that guide decisionmaking (Ocasio, 1997). Institutional logics are dominated by the “logic of appropriateness”
(Meyer & Rowan, 1977). These logics focus decision-makers on a set of issues and solutions
that reinforce organizational identities and strategies (Thorton, 2002; Ocasio, 1997). What
emerges from this process are structures and practices that are reflections of the conventions of
the institutional environment (Powell, 2007).
Industry and occupational sub-cultures and their associated logics of appropriateness
may make it more likely that certain types of accommodations will be provided in specific
industries and for specific occupations. There is evidence that this may be happening for
technical interventions but not other types of disability accommodations. Recall that the control
variables of industry and occupation remained significant for technical interventions after the
other variables were added to the model. This did not occur with other types of
accommodations, with a few notable exceptions (such as working in tourism being positively
associated with requesting transportation assistance). That suggests that industry and occupation
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specific logics influence requesting patterns for technical interventions but not for other types of
accommodations. In order to more fully understand the relationship between industry,
occupation, and requesting technical interventions separate regressions (identical to the primary
regression except for the sample selected) were run predicting “requesting technical
interventions” for the industries with a sufficient sample size and for each occupational category.

Results By Occupation
For the regression predicting “requesting technical interventions” by occupation
numerous differences between occupations were observed. The overall model had the best
model fit for managers (Nagelkerke of .476) and labourers (.415). Model fit, as indicated by the
Nagelkerke score, was .322 for trades people, .277 for technical workers, .271 for clerical
workers, .216 for professionals, and .213 for sales and service workers.
Full results are in Appendix B, Table J. The relatively small sample sizes for managers
(N=167), trades people (N=186), and labourers (N= 200) mean those findings should be
interpreted with caution. The significant predictors for accommodation requesting within each
occupational category were as follows:
 Managers: requesting technical interventions was positively associated with having a
hearing impairment (ExpB 5.730, p<.05) and being permanently employed (ExpB 7.282,
p<.05). It was negatively associated with being trained (ExpB .300, p<.01). Managers
with hearing impairments were 5.73 times more likely to request technical interventions
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than managers with other forms of impairment, those who were permanently employed
were 7.282 times more likely to make requests than temporary managers, while those
who received training were 3.333 times less likely to make requests than untrained
managers.
 Professionals: being in the professional services industry (ExpB 1.941, p<.01) and
having a communication impairment (ExpB 3.335, p<.05) were positively associated
with requesting while having a pain (ExpB .591, p<.05) or agility impairment (ExpB
.448, p<.001), being female (ExpB .592, p<.01), working fulltime (ExpB .335, p<.001),
and being trained (ExpB .676, p<.05) were negatively associated with requesting.
These odds ratios indicate that professionals who work in the professional services
industry were 1.941 times more likely to request technical interventions than
professionals working in government (the reference group). Those with communication
impairments were 3.335 times more likely to make requests than professionals with
other impairments while those with pain and agility impairments were 1.692 and 2.232
times less likely to do so. Female professionals were 1.689 times less likely to make
requests than males, fulltime workers were 2.985 times less likely to request than parttimers, and professional who were trained were 1.479 times less likely to make requests
than the untrained.
 Technical workers: those working in the technical services industry were more likely to
request technical interventions (ExpB 3.642, p<.001), as were people with more severe
disabilities (ExpB 3.581, p<.05) and people who had experienced discrimination
previously (ExpB 1.436, p<.001). Pain (ExpB .232, p<.001) and agility impairments
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(ExpB .411, p<.001) were negatively associated with requesting, as was the curvilinear
disability severity measure (ExpB .732, p<.05). Graphing of the disability severity
measures (see Appendix C, graph H) showed the anticipated relationships since workers
with a medium score were more likely to request accommodations than those with high
or low scores. The other significant odds ratios indicate that, among technical workers,
working in the technical services industry made respondents 3.642 times more likely to
request technical interventions than those working in government. Meanwhile each one
unit increase in prior experience of discrimination was associated with a 1.436 time
increase in the likelihood of requesting their needed accommodation. Technical workers
with pain and agility impairments were 4.310 and 2.433 times less likely to make
requests respectively when compared to technical workers with other types of
impairments.
 Clerical workers: tenure was positively associated with requesting technical
interventions (ExpB 1.032, p<.05) while pain (ExpB.496, p<.05) and agility
impairments (ExpB .459, p<.01), being female (ExpB.402, p<.001), and working
fulltime (ExpB .548, p<.05) were negatively associated with making accommodation
requests. These odds ratios indicate that each unit increase in tenure (one year) is
associated with a 1.032 time increase in the likelihood of requesting technical
interventions. Those with pain and agility impairments are 2.016 and 2.178 times less
likely to make requests than clerical workers with other impairments, females are 2.487
times less likely to request than males, and fulltime clerical workers are 1.824 times less
likely to make requests than part-time clerical workers.
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 Sales and service workers: those in the trades industry were 2.732 times more likely to
request needed technical interventions (ExpB 2.732, p<.05) than sales and service
workers in government. Prior experience was discrimination was also positively
associated with making requests (ExpB 1.345, p<.001), with each unit increase in the
discrimination index increasing the likelihood 1.345 times. Those who worked in equity
industries were 2.680 times less likely to make requests than sales and service workers
in non-equity industries (ExpB .373, p<.05).
 Trades people: those working in the trades industry were 5.227 times more likely to
request technical interventions (ExpB 5.227, p<.05) than trades people working in
government, meanwhile workers who had experienced discrimination in the past had a
1.410 time increased likelihood of requesting accommodations for each unit increase in
experienced discrimination (ExpB 1.410, p<.05). Having a mobility impairment
decreased the likelihood of requesting by 2.865 times as compared to other impairments
(ExpB .349, p<.05), being a union member decreased it 3.759 times (ExpB .266, p<.01),
and working in an equity industry by 5.208 times (ExpB .192, p<.05).
 Labourers: having memory impairment increased the likelihood of requesting technical
interventions 8.139 times when compared to other impairments (ExpB 8.139, p<.05).
Among labourers each unit increase in prior experience with discrimination increased
the probability of requesting 1.642 times (ExpB 1.642, p<.001). Age at the onset of
disability was negatively associated with making requests, each year increase in age
decreased the likelihood 1.036 times (ExpB .965, p<.05).
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Results by Industry
For the regression predicting “requesting technical interventions” by industry numerous
differences between industries were observed. The overall model fit, as indicated by the
Nagelkerke score, was highest for the natural resources (.533), manufacturing (.541), and
tourism (.512) industries. The Nagelkerke score was .382 for the business services industry, .290
for trades, and .250 for professional services.
Full results are in Appendix B. Table I. Natural resources, manufacturing, and tourism had
smaller sample sizes (Ns of 151, 175, and 147 respectively) so results should be interpreted with
caution. Significant predictors for each industry were as follows:


Natural resources: having a hearing (ExpB 3.904, p<.05), seeing (ExpB 23.237, p<.05),
or memory (ExpB 8.977, p<.05) impairment was positively associated with requesting
technical interventions. These impairments were associated with an increased likelihood
of accommodation requesting of 3.904, 23.237, and 8.977 times respectively as compared
to people working in natural resources with other impairments. Being a permanent
employee increased the likelihood of requesting 5.455 times when compared to
temporary workers (ExpB 5.455, p<.05). Being a professional (ExpB .063, p<.05), and
having a mobility impairment (ExpB .190, p<.01) were negatively associated with
requesting, decreasing the likelihood of requesting by 15.873 and 5.263 times
respectively. (For control variables related to occupation the reference sample was
supervisors.)



Manufacturing: being female (ExpB .433, p<.05), having a pain impairment (ExpB
.201, p<.05), and being professional (ExpB .009, p<.001), technical (ExpB .018, p<.001),
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or clerical worker (ExpB .081, p<.05) were negatively associated with requesting
technical interventions. They decreased the likelihood of requesting by 2.309, 4.975,
55.555, and 12.345 times respectively when compared to their relevant alternate
category(ies). Previous experience with discrimination (ExpB 1.488, p<.01) and tenure
(ExpB 1.507, p<.01) were positively associated with requesting. Each unit change in
these latter variables was associated with an increased likelihood of requesting of 1.488
times (discrimination) and 1.507 times (tenure).


Trade: being in sales and service (ExpB 2.680, p<.05) or a labourer (ExpB 5.910, p<.05)
were positively associated with requesting technical interventions, increasing the
likelihood by 2.680 and 5.910 times respectively when compared to supervisors in the
trade industry. Communication impairments (ExpB 3.623, p<.05) and age at onset
(ExpB 1.035, p<.01) also increased likelihood of requesting by 3.623 times as compared
to other impairments and 1.035 times per year respectively. Seeing (ExpB .513, p<.05)
and pain (ExpB .209, p<.001) impairments were negatively associated with requesting, as
were age (ExpB .950, p<.001), fulltime status (ExpB .528, p<.05), having been trained
(ExpB .517, p<.01) and being a union member (ExpB .265, p<.001). These odds ratios
indicate decreased likelihoods of requesting of 1.949, 4.784, 1.052, 1.893, 1.934, and
3.773 times respectively when compared to their relevant alternate category(ies).



Business Services: being a manager (ExpB .136, p<.01), professional (ExpB .093,
p<.01), technical worker (ExpB .105, p<.01), clerical worker (ExpB .148, p<.01), or
labourer (ExpB .042, p<.001) were negatively associated with requesting technical
interventions. They decreased the likelihood of requesting by 7.352, 10.752, 9.523,
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6.756, and 23.809 times respectively when compared to supervisors. Workers with
emotional (ExpB .528, p<.05), pain (ExpB .515, p<.05), and agility (ExpB .220, p<.001)
impairments were 1.893, 1.941, and 4.545 times less likely to make requests than workers
with other impairments. The curvilinear severity measure (ExpB .530, p<.001), being
female (ExpB .437, p<.001), fulltime (ExpB .487, p<.01), and longer tenure (ExpB .965,
p<.01) also had negative associations with requesting. Women were 2.288 times less
likely to make requests than men, fulltime workers were 2.053 times less likely to make
requests than part-timers, and each yearly increase in tenure decreased requesting 1.036
times. When graphed (see Appendix C graph I) the combined severity measures indicate
that people with a medium score on severity are the most likely to make accommodation
requests. Having a communication (ExpB 10.918, p<.001), memory (ExpB 4.662,
p<.01), or mobility (ExpB 1.739, p<.05) impairment and the main effect of the severity
measure (ExpB 22.297, p<.001) were positively associated with requesting, indicating
increased likelihoods of 10.918, 4.662, 1.739, and 22.297 times respectively.


Professional Services: Having a hearing (ExpB 2.253, p<.01), emotional (ExpB 2.082,
p<.05) or mobility (ExpB 1.947, p<.01) impairment was positively associated with
requesting technical interventions, increasing the likelihood of requesting by 2.253,
2.082, and 1.947 times respectively. Each unit increase in prior experience with
discrimination increased the likelihood of requesting by 1.667 times (ExpB 1.667,
p<.001). Being fulltime (ExpB .172, p<.001) was negatively associated with requesting,
decreasing the likelihood by 5.813 times when compared to part-timers.
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Tourism: Having a hearing (ExpB 42.379, p<.05) or pain (ExpB 9.878, p<.05)
impairment was positively associated with requesting technical interventions, as was the
linear disability severity measure (ExpB 276.228, p<.05). Each increased the likelihood
of requesting 42.379, 9.878, and 276.228 times respectively. Being a professional (ExpB
.005, p<.05), having a mobility (ExpB .195, p<.05) impairment, and being fulltime
(ExpB .035, p<.01) were negatively associated with requesting, decreasing the likelihood
200, 5.128, and 28.571 times respectively when compared with their relevant alternate
category(ies).

There are no obvious overarching patterns to the differences in accommodation requesting by
occupation and industry but the extensive differences do clearly support the theory that
occupational and industry norms influence accommodation requesting patterns. This set of
findings suggests that some currently unidentified institutional logics may be influencing
requests for technical interventions. Further assessment requires researching each occupational
and industrial subculture to determine their attitude towards disability and their associated logics
of appropriateness. That information could then be used to inform the statistical patterns
observed in the PALs data.

6.2a Summary of the Overall Results Predicting Accommodation Granting
The results of the regressions predicting accommodation granting showed some
similarities to the results for accommodation requesting. Each type of accommodation showed
different relationships with the predictors, again emphasizing that they should not be treated as if
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they are the same. Important differences from “requesting accommodations” were also observed
though, particularly regarding intersectional aspects of identity.
6.2b Details of the Overall Model Predicting Accommodation Granting
For the regression predicting “being granted job changes” see Table G, column 2. The
overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of .205. The institutional
factors were a significant but not very substantive predictor of accommodation granting,
explaining only .004 of the model fit associated with granting beyond that explained by the other
predictors. Individual factors directly related to disability explained .094 of the model fit related
to accommodation granting above and beyond that explained by other factors, while individual
factors related to intersectional identities explained only .009. Organizational variables
explained a unique .037. Significant predictors that were positively associated with “being
granted job changes” included having a hearing or communication impairment, disability
severity, age at the onset of disability, having prior experience with discrimination, being a
visible minority, working full-time, tenure with the organization, and being in a scarce
occupation. Significant predictors that were negatively associated with “being granted job
changes” included having memory, pain, or agility impairments, the curvilinear severity
measure, age, and being a union member. The control industries of agriculture, natural
resources, trade, tourism, and personal services were all negatively associated with being granted
job changes, as were all occupations (note that supervisors were the comparison category for
occupations).
For the regression predicting “being granted technical interventions” see column 3 in
Table G. The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of . 263.
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Institutional variables explained .007 of the model fit in accommodation granting above and
beyond that explained by other factors while individual factors directly related to disability
explained an additional .079, individual factors related to intersectional identities explained
another .019, and organizational variables explained .015 of the total model fit. Significant
predictors that were positively associated with “being granted technical interventions” included
all industries except agriculture (which was non-significant), having an emotional or
developmental impairment, being a visible minority, having prior experience with
discrimination, tenure with the organization, and being a union member. Significant predictors
that were negatively associated with “being granted technical interventions” included being in a
professional, technical, or clerical occupation, having a pain or agility impairment, being female,
age, having a permanent job, working full-time, being trained in the job, and having a scarce
occupation.
For the regression predicting “being granted human support” see column 4 of Table G.
As seen previously the sample size for this category is small (N=169) so results should be
interpreted with caution. The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score
of .449. Among the 4 categories of variables both the institutional and organizational factors
were not statistically significant predictors of accommodation granting. Individual factors
directly related to disability explained .191 of that model fit in accommodation granting beyond
that explained by other factors while individual factors related to intersectional identities
explained an additional .064. Significant predictors that were positively associated with “being
granted human support” included having emotional or pain-related impairments, disability
severity, being female or a visible minority, prior experience with discrimination, and working
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full-time. Significant predictors that were negatively associated with “being granted human
support” included being a professional, age at onset of disability, age, and being an immigrant.
For the regression predicting “being granted structural changes” see column 5 of Table G.
The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of .271. Institutional
factors uniquely explained .004 of that model fit related to accommodation granting while
organizational variables explained an additional .017 above and beyond other factors. Individual
factors directly related to disability uniquely explained .156 of the overall model fit while
individual factors related to intersectional identities explained another .025. Significant
predictors that were positively associated with “being granted structural changes” included
working in the professional services industry, having hearing, seeing, communication, memory,
pain, or emotional impairments, age, being a visible minority, and having prior experience with
discrimination. Agility and mobility impairments were negatively associated with “being
granted structural changes”, as was age at onset of the disability, being female, fulltime, trained
on the job, working in a scarce occupation, and being either a professional or in a technical
occupation.
For the regression predicting “being granted transportation related accommodations” see
column 6 in Table C. The overall model including control variables had a Nagelkerke score of
.331. Institutional factors uniquely explained .009 of the model fit related to accommodation
granting while organizational variables explained an additional .01. Individual factors directly
related to disability explained .191 of the model fit related to accommodation granting above and
beyond that explained by other factors while individual factors related to intersectional identities
explained an additional .24. Significant predictors that were positively associated with “being
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granted transportation related accommodations” included being in a trade occupation, having a
hearing, seeing, memory, pain, developmental or emotional impairment, disability severity, age,
and prior experience with discrimination. Significant predictors that were negatively associated
with “being granted transportation related accommodations” included being a professional,
having agility or mobility impairment, being female, working fulltime, and being in a scarce
occupation.
6.2c Hypotheses Results for Accommodation Granting
G1a: Hearing impairment is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Hearing impairments were positively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB
1.764, p <.001), structural changes (ExpB 2.607, p<.001), and transportation assistance (ExpB
6.064, p<.001), providing partial support for hypothesis G1a. The odds ratios indicate that people
with hearing impairments are 1.764 times more likely be granted job changes, 2.607 times more
likely to be granted structural changes, and 6.064 times more likely to be given needed
transportation assistance when compared to workers without hearing impairments.

G1b: Seeing impairment is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Seeing impairments were positively associated with being granted both structure changes
(ExpB 1.539, p<.05), and transportation assistance (ExpB 1.830, p<.001), increasing the
likelihood of receiving accommodations by 1.539 and 1.830 times respectively when compared
to workers without seeing impairments. This provides partial support for hypothesis G1b.

G1c: Communication impairment is positively associated with accommodation granting.
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Communication impairments were positively associated with being granted job changes
(ExpB 1.486, p<.05), and structural changes (ExpB 8.957, p<.001), increasing the likelihood of
receiving needed accommodations by 1.486 and 8.957 times when compared to workers without
communication impairments. This provides partial support for hypothesis G1c.

G2a: Pain impairment is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
Pain impairments were positively associated with being granted human support (ExpB
2.507, p<.05), structural changes (ExpB 2.057, p< .01), and transportation assistance (ExpB
6.186, p<.001), but they were negatively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB .674,
p<.001) and technical interventions (ExpB .340, p<.001). Hypothesis G2a therefore received
mixed support since workers with pain impairments were 2.507 times more likely to be granted
human support, 2.057 times more likely to get structural changes, and 6.186 times more likely to
get transportation assistance as compared to workers without pain impairments but they were
also 1.483 times less likely to receive job changes and 2.941 times less likely to receive technical
interventions.

G2b: Mobility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
Mobility impairments were negatively associated with being granted structural changes
(ExpB .399, p<.001), and transportation assistance (ExpB .384, p<.01), reducing the likelihood
of receiving each by 2.506 and 2.604 times respectively when compared to workers without
mobility impairments. These findings provided partial support for G2b.
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G2c: Agility impairment is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
Agility impairments were negatively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB
.717, p<.001), technical interventions (Exp .601, p<.001), structural changes (ExpB .271,
p<.001), and transportation assistance (ExpB .314, p<.001), providing partial support for G2c.
Having an agility impairment reduced the likelihood of receiving accommodations by 1.394,
1.663, 3.690, and 3.184 times respectively when compared to workers without agility
impairments.

G2d: Mental impairments (including memory, learning, developmental, and emotional
impairments) are negatively associated with accommodation granting.
Learning impairments were not significantly associated with being granted
accommodations. Memory impairments were negatively associated with being granted job
changes, reducing the likelihood of granting 2.242 times (ExpB .446, p<.001), but they were
positively associated with being granted structural changes (ExpB 4.063, p<.01), and
transportation assistance (ExpB 3.089, p<.05). People with learning impairments were 4.063 and
3.089 times more likely to receive those two accommodations than workers without learning
impairments. Developmental impairments were positively associated with being granted
technical interventions (ExpB 2.392, p<.05), and transportation assistance (ExpB 16.091, p<.05),
increasing receipt of accommodations by 2.392 and 16.091 times respectively. Emotional
impairments were associated with a 2.073 time increased likelihood of being granted technical
interventions (ExpB 2.073, p<.001), a 2.714 time increased likelihood of receiving human
support (ExpB 2.714, p<.05), a 2.438 time increase in receiving structural changes (ExpB 2.438,
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p<.001), and a 4.180 time increase in being granted transportation assistance (ExpB 4.180,
p<.001). The results provide mixed support for G2d.

The findings related to emotional impairments are especially surprising given the heavy
stigma associated with these disabilities. For more detailed assessment of these results please
see “explanation of divergent findings” in the discussion section.

G3: Disability severity exhibits a curvilinear relationship with accommodation granting
such that people with mild and severe impairments are less likely to be granted
accommodations than people with a moderate level of impairment.
Disability severity was positively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB
3.197, p<.001), human support (ExpB 6.142, p<.05), and transportation assistance (ExpB 4.713,
p<.01). In addition, the curvilinear severity measure was negatively associated with being
granted job changes (ExpB .861, p<.001). The quadratic effect was significant, indicating that
the rate of increase in accommodation requesting decreases as disability severity goes up. This is
exactly what was hypothesized. Graphing of the job changes data (see Appendix C, graph M),
however, demonstrated that the people most likely to receive job changes were those with the
highest score on severity, the anticipated downward curve as severity increases is not visible,
instead the curve appears to flatten. This suggests that the difference in requesting between
workers with medium and severe disabilities is unlikely to be substantive, even if it is significant.

G4: Age of disability onset is negatively associated with accommodation granting.
Age at onset of disability was positively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB 1.015,
p<.001), with each year increase in age improving the likelihood of being granted the
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accommodation by 1.015 times. It was negatively associated with being granted human
support (ExpB .941, p<.001), and structural changes (ExpB .986, p<.01), with each year increase
in age decreasing the likelihood of receiving the accommodation by 1.062 and 1.014 times
respectively. This set of findings provided mixed support for the hypothesis.

Intersectional Hypotheses
G5a: Among people with disabilities, gender will be associated with being granted
needed accommodations such that women will be less likely to receive needed
accommodations than men.
Being female was negatively associated with being granted technical interventions (ExpB
.538, p<.001), structural changes (ExpB .477, p<.001), and transportation assistance (ExpB .485,
p<.001). Females were, respectively, 1.858, 2.096, and 2.061 times less likely to receive these
needed accommodations than men. Being female was positively associated with being granted
human support (ExpB 2.064, p<.05), women were 2.064 times more likely to receive needed
human support than men. This provides mixed support for the hypothesis, although it should be
noted that the one accommodation that women are more likely to receive (human support) is
highly congruent with stereotypes of communal feminine behaviour. This role congruence may
explain why it has a different relationship to gender than other types of accommodations.

G5b: Among people with disabilities, immigration status will be associated with being
granted needed accommodations such that immigrants will be less likely to receive
needed accommodations than domestic born workers.
Immigration status was negatively associated with being granted human support (ExpB
.190, p<.001), decreasing the likelihood by 5.263 times when compared to domestic born
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workers, providing partial support for G5b. It is worth noting that the accommodation that
immigrants are less likely to receive is also the only one that necessitates direct contact with
another person. This could be interpreted as an effort to minimize or avoid interpersonal contact
with immigrant employees, which would be expected if interpersonal behaviours were being
subconsciously impacted by social identity effects.

G5c: Among people with disabilities, visible minority status will be associated with being
granted needed accommodations such that visible minorities will be less likely to receive
needed accommodations than white Caucasian workers.
Visible minority status was positively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB
1.375, p<.05), technical interventions (ExpB 1.375, p<.05), human support (ExpB 4.983, p<.05),
and structural changes (ExpB 2.035, p<.05). These odds ratios indicate that, compared to
Caucasians, visible minorities are 1.375, 1.375, 4.983, and 2.035 times more likely to receive
each respective accommodation. This thoroughly disconfirmed G5c and gave strong evidence of
the opposite relationship. Managerial motivation to avoid prejudice may explain these results as
outlined in the discussion section under “concise summary of results”.

G5d: Among people with disabilities, age will be associated with being granted needed
accommodations such that older workers will be less likely to receive needed
accommodations than younger workers.
Age was negatively associated with being granted job changes (ExpB .987, p<.01),
technical interventions (ExpB .989, p<.05), and human support (ExpB .962, p<.05), such that a
one year increase in age decreased the likelihood of receiving each of these accommodations by
1.013, 1.011, and 1.039 times respectively. Age was positively associated with receiving
structural changes (ExpB 1.025, p<.01), and transportation assistance (ExpB 1.027, p<.05), such
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that a one year increase in age increased the likelihood of receiving each of these
accommodations by 1.025 and 1.027 times respectively. This hypothesis therefore received
mixed support.

All possible combinations of identity variables were also used as predictors of being granted
accommodations in a separate series of regressions run for that purpose. The following
predictors were tested:











gender X immigration status
gender X visible minority status
gender X age
gender X immigration status X visible minority status
gender X immigration status X visible minority status X age
immigration status X visible minority status
immigration status X age
immigration status X visible minority status X age
visible minority status X age
age X gender X immigration status

The following intersectional predictors were significantly associated with being granted
accommodations, verifying that compound aspects of identity do impact accommodation
granting patterns:



Job Changes: nothing significant
Technical interventions
o Visible minority status x immigration status (ExpB 3.409, p<.01) (Appendix C,
Graph N)
o Visible minority status x gender (Exp .410, p<.01) (Appendix C, Graph O)
o Immigration status x age (ExpB .707, p<.01) (Appendix C, Graph P)
o Immigration status x gender (ExpB 2.421, p<.001) (Appendix C, Graph Q)
o Visible minority status x immigration status x gender (ExpB .282, p<.05)
(Appendix C, Graph R)
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Human Support: nothing significant
Structural Changes: nothing significant
Transportation Assistance
o Visible minority status x gender (ExpB .145, p<.01) (Appendix C, Graph Y)
Immigration status, age, and gender showed complex interactions with accommodation

granting across types of accommodations. Surprisingly, visible minority status was significantly
positively associated with accommodation granting, particularly when combined with other
stigmatized identities (such as also being female and an immigrant). This finding was very
consistent and is analyzed in more detail in the discussion section.

Organizational Hypotheses
G7: Tenure is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Tenure was positively associated with granting job changes (ExpB 1.011, p<.05), and
technical interventions (ExpB 1.012, p<.05), increasing the likelihood of receiving each by 1.011
and 1.012 times for each year increase in tenure. G7 was therefore partially supported.

G8: Being trained in one’s job is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Being trained in one’s job was negatively associated with being granted technical
interventions (ExpB .747, p<.001), and structural changes (ExpB .677, p<.01), indicating that
workers who had been trained were, respectively, 1.338 and 1.477 times less likely to receive
those accommodations than untrained workers. This provides disconfirmatory evidence for G8.

G9: Being a fulltime employee is positively associated with accommodation granting.
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Being a fulltime employee was positively associated with being granted job changes
(ExpB 3.027, p<.001), and human support (ExpB 1.971, p<.05), increasing the likelihood of
receiving these accommodations by 3.027 and 1,971 times when compared to part-time workers.
Being fulltime was negatively associated with being granted technical interventions (ExpB .531,
p<.001), structural changes (ExpB .390, p<.001), and transportation assistance (ExpB .434,
p<.001), reducing granting by 1.883, 2.564, and 2.304 times respectively. This provides mixed
support for G9.

G10: Being a permanent employee is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Being a permanent employee was negatively associated with being granted technical
interventions (Exp .720, p<.05), disconfirming G10. Permanent employees were 1.388 times less
likely to receive technical interventions than temporary employees.

Institutional/Environmental Hypotheses
G11: Being in an industry regulated by equity legislation is positively associated with
granting needed accommodations.
Being in an equity industry was not a significant predictor of accommodation granting.
G12: Being a member of a union is positively associated with accommodation granting.
Being a member of a union was positively associated with being granted technical
interventions, increasing the likelihood 10.777 times compared to non-union workers (ExpB
10.777, p<.001), but membership was negatively associated with being granted job changes,
decreasing the likelihood 1.394 times (ExpB .717, p<.001). These results provide mixed support
for G12.
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G13: Being in an occupational role impacted by a skill shortage is positively associated
with accommodation granting.
Being in a scarce occupation was positively associated with being granted job changes,
increasing the likelihood 1.849 times compared to workers in occupations that are not scarce
(ExpB 1.849, p<.05). Scarcity was, however, negatively associated with being granted technical
interventions (ExpB .657, p<.05), structural changes (ExpB .284, p<.05), and transportation
assistance (ExpB .193, p<.001), decreasing the likelihood of receiving these accommodations by
1.522, 3.521, and 5.181 times respectively These results provide mixed support for G13.

Table D: Summary of Results for Accommodation Granting Hypotheses
Hypothesis
Variable
Support (all accommodation types)
G1a
Type: hearing
partial support
G1b
Type: seeing
partial support
G1c
Type: communication
partial support
G2a
Type: pain
mixed support
G2b
Type: mobility
partial support
G2c
Type: agility
partial support
G2d
Type: mental
mixed support
G3
Disability severity
disconfirmed
G4
Age at onset
mixed support
G5a
Gender
mixed support
G5b
Immigrant status
partial support
G5c
Visible minority
disconfirmed (opposite results)
G5d
Age
mixed support
G6
n/a
n/a
G7
Tenure
partial support
G8
Trained in job
disconfirmed (opposite results)
G9
Fulltime
mixed support
G10
Permanent
disconfirmed (opposite results)
G11
Equity industry
not supported (not significant)
G12
Union member
mixed support
G13
Scarce occupation
mixed support
*“Partial support”: some accommodation types show the anticipated relationship with a predictor but others are not significant.
“Mixed support”: some accommodation types show the anticipated relationship but others show the opposite relationship.

6.2d Granting Accommodations Supplementary Analysis: Technical Interventions and
Evidence for Industry and Occupation Specific Logics
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Some unexpected findings emerged during the analyses that warranted further investigation.
One of the most interesting unexpected findings is the extent of the variation in the models
predicting accommodation granting for each distinct type of accommodation (see Tables G and
H in Appendix B). Clearly not all accommodation needs are treated in the same way. This is
especially true when you compare technical interventions to all other types of accommodations.
Technical interventions are different because of the following:


Being a permanent employee is significantly negatively associated with being granted
technical interventions but not other accommodation types.



Being a union member is strongly positively associated with receiving a technical
intervention but is either non-significant or negatively associated with receiving other
types of accommodations.



The control variables of occupation and industry were significant contributors to model
fit in accommodation granting in all of the models. They explained comparatively more
fit for technical interventions though, with a Nagelkerke score of .124 as compared to
.028 (job changes), .067 (human support), .054 (structural), and .066 (transportation). In
addition 3 occupations and 7 industries were significantly associated with granting
technical interventions while most other accommodation types showed significant effects
with only one or two industries/occupations. Job changes were significantly associated
with a large number of occupations and industries but these findings were not substantive
when compared to the degree of model fit contributed by occupation and industry for
technical interventions.
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Industry and occupational sub-cultures and their associated logics of appropriateness
may make it more likely that certain types of accommodations will be provided in specific
industries and for specific occupations. The findings associated with granting technical
interventions provide further evidence for the existence and relevance of these logics. In order to
more fully understand the relationship between industry, occupation, and requesting technical
interventions separate regressions (identical to the primary regression except for the sample
selected) were run predicting “granting technical interventions” for the industries with a
sufficient sample size and for each occupational category.

Results By Occupation
For the regression predicting “requesting technical interventions” by occupation
numerous differences between occupations were observed. The overall model had the best fit for
managers (.694) and trades people (.691). The Nagelkerke score (model fit) was .558 for
labourers, .353 for technical workers, .298 for clerical workers, .324 for professionals, and .320
for sales and service workers. The sample sizes for managers, trades people, and labourers were
smaller (Ns of 141, 140, and 154 respectively) so results should be considered with caution.
Full results are in Appendix B Table K. The significant predictors for accommodation
granting within each occupational category were as follows:
 Managers: receiving technical interventions was positively associated with being in the
manufacturing, trade, professional services, or tourism industry (government was used
as the reference sample). It was positively associated with having an emotional
impairment (ExpB 1.182E8, p<.01), the curvilinear severity measure (ExpB 7.878,
p<.05), being a visible minority (ExpB 241.395, p<.01), and being an immigrant (ExpB
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10.599, p<.05). When the disability severity measures were graphed (see Appendix C
graph S) it became clear that the most severely disabled were the most likely to receive
their accommodation. Receiving technical interventions was negatively associated with
pain impairments (ExpB .042, p<.01), being trained in one’s job (ExpB .013, p<.001),
and being in a union (ExpB.026, p<.001). These odds ratios indicate that managers with
pain impairments are 23.809 times less likely to receive their needed accommodations
when compared to managers with other impairments, trained managers are 76.923 times
less likely to get accommodations than untrained managers, and unionized managers are
38.461 times less likely to receive accommodation than non-unionized ones.
 Professionals: being in the trade, business services, professional services, or personal
services industries were positively associated with being granted technical interventions
when compared to government services. Having a hearing (ExpB 2.256, p<.01) or
communication impairment (ExpB 4.556, p<.05) were positively associated with
receiving accommodations, increasing likelihoods by 2.256 and 4.556 times
respectively. Having a pain (ExpB .408, p<.01) or agility impairment (ExpB .403,
p<.001), being female (ExpB .445, p<.001), age (ExpB .975, p<.05), working fulltime
(ExpB .130, p<.001), and being unionized (ExpB .218, p<.001) were negatively
associated with receiving accommodations. Each reduced the likelihood of receiving an
accommodation in comparison to their relevant alternate category(ies) by 2.450, 2.481,
2.247, 1.025, 7.692, and 4.587 times respectively.
 Technical workers: those working in the natural resources, trade, business services,
professional services, and tourism industries were more likely to be granted technical
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interventions than government workers. Communication (ExpB 4.272, p<.05), memory
(5.072, p<.05), and emotional impairments (ExpB 11.236, p<.001) were positively
associated with receiving technical interventions. The curvilinear severity measure
(ExpB 1.363, p<.05) was significant and when graphed demonstrated that the most
severely disabled were the most likely to receive accommodations (see Appendix C
graph T). Pain impairments (ExpB .303, p<.001) were negatively associated with
accommodation granting, reducing the likelihood 3.3 times, as did being female (ExpB
.579, p<.05) and being an immigrant (ExpB .387, p<.05). The latter two reduced the
likelihood of receiving technical interventions by 1.727 times when compared to men
and 2.583 times compared to domestic born workers.
 Clerical workers: working in the professional services industry was positively
associated with receiving technical interventions (2.628, p<.01), as was having a seeing
impairment (ExpB 2.324, p<.01). Workers with seeing impairments were 2.324 times
more likely to receive technical interventions than workers with other impairments.
Pain (ExpB .393, p<.01) and agility impairments (ExpB .438, p<.01), being female
(ExpB .292, p<.001), being an immigrant (ExpB .247, p<.01), being unionized (ExpB
.483, p<.01), and working fulltime (ExpB .427, p<.01) were negatively associated with
receiving accommodations. They decreased the likelihood of receiving needed
accommodations 2.544, 2.283, 3.424, 4.048, 2.070, and 2.341 times when compared to
their relevant alternate category(ies).
 Sales and service workers: those in the trades, business services, professional services,
and tourism industries were more likely to be granted needed technical interventions
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than government workers. Hearing impairments (ExpB 6.516, p<.01), emotional
impairments (ExpB 3.748, p<.01), being a visible minority (ExpB 7.297, p<.01), and
tenure (ExpB 1.044, p<.05) were also positively associated with receiving
accommodations. Those who had pain impairments (ExpB .246, p<.01) were 4.065
times less likely to receive accommodations. Age was also negatively associated with
accommodation granting (ExpB .935, p<.001), with each year increase in age reducing
granting 1.069 times.
 Trades people: Having a seeing impairment (ExpB .071, p<.001), mobility impairment
(ExpB .053, p<.001), the curvilinear severity measure (ExpB .405, p<.05), age (ExpB
.897, p<.05), being female (ExpB .139, p<.05), and being a union member (ExpB .192,
p<.05) were negatively associated with receiving technical interventions. They reduced
the likelihood of receiving technical interventions 14.084, 18.867, 2.469, 1.114 per year
of age, 7.194, and 5.181 times compared to their relevant alternate category(ies).
Disability severity (ExpB 95.376, p<.05) and tenure (ExpB 1.094, p<.01) were
positively associated with being granted technical interventions. Each year increase in
tenure increased the chances of receiving needed accommodations by 1.094 times.
When graphing the disability severity and curvilinear severity measure (see Appendix C,
graph U) it was clear that workers with a medium level of disability severity were most
likely to receive their accommodation, followed by the severely disabled.
 Labourers: Having a hearing (ExpB .265, p<.01), communication (ExpB .045, p<.01),
or agility impairment (ExpB .064, p<.01) was negatively associated with being granted a
technical intervention, reducing the likelihood by 3.773, 22.222, and 15.625 times
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respectively. Being an immigrant (ExpB .194, p<.01) or female (ExpB .319, p<.05) was
also negatively associated with accommodation granting, reducing receipt of needed
accommodations 5.154 times compared to domestic born workers and 3.134 times
compared to men. Tenure was positively associated with receiving accommodations,
with each year increase in tenure increasing the probability of accommodation 1.083
times (ExpB 1.083, p<.01).

Results by Industry
For the regression predicting “requesting technical interventions” by industry numerous
differences between industries were observed. The overall model had the best fit in the natural
resources (.582), manufacturing (.540), and tourism (.543) industries. The Nagelkerke score was
.384 for the business services industry, .315 for trades, and .278 for professional services.
Full results can be seen in Appendix B, Table M. Natural resources, manufacturing, and
tourism had smaller samples sizes (Ns of 113, 141, and 120 respectively) so results should be
interpreted with caution. Significant predictors for each industry were as follows:


Natural resources: Disability severity (ExpB 119.997, p<.01) was positively associated
with receiving technical interventions. Being a professional was negatively associated
with the dependent variable, decreasing the likelihood of receipt 12.82 times compared to
the reference group of supervisors (ExpB .078, p<.05). Having a mobility impairment
was also negatively associated with granting technical interventions, reducing likelihoods
9.9 times (ExpB .101, p<.01). The curvilinear severity measure (ExpB .401, p<.05) was
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negatively associated with being granted accommodations. When graphing both severity
measures (see Appendix C graph V), the hypothesized relationship emerged. People
with medium severity scores were more likely to be granted accommodations than people
with mild or severe impairments.


Manufacturing: Numerous predictors were negatively associated with technical
accommodation granting including being a professional or technical worker, having a
hearing (ExpB .310, p<.01), pain (ExpB .206, p<.05), or agility impairment (ExpB .125,
p<.001), being female (ExpB .192, p<.001), and being trained on the job (ExpB .397,
p<.05). These odds ratios represent reduced likelihoods of receiving technical
interventions of 3.225, 4.854, 8, 5.208, and 2.518 times respectively when compared to
their relevant alternate category(ies).



Trade: being in sales and service, trade occupations, or being a labourer were positively
associated with receiving technical interventions when compared to supervisors in the
trade industry. The curvilinear severity measure was significant (ExpB 1.028, p<.01),
with graphing indicating that the most severely disabled were the most likely to be
accommodated (see Appendix C graph X) . Seeing (ExpB .404, p<.01) and pain
impairments (ExpB .071, p<.001) were negatively associated with accommodation
granting, reducing granting 2.475 and 14.084 times respectively. Each year increase in
age decreased granting 1.063 times (ExpB .940, p<.001), while having been trained
decreased it 1.842 times (ExpB .542, p<.01) and being a union member decreased it by
3.773 times (ExpB .265, p<.001).
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Business Services: being a professional or technical worker was negatively associated
with receiving technical interventions as compared to supervisors working in business
services. Hearing (ExpB .599, p<.05), and agility impairments (ExpB .263, p<.001), age
(ExpB .971, p<.05), being female (ExpB .390, p<.001), and working fulltime (ExpB
.571, p<.05) also had negative associations with granting. Odds ratios indicate reduced
likelihoods of 1.669, 3.802, 1.029 per year increase, 2.564, and 1.751 times respectively
when compared to their relevant alternate category(ies). Having a communication (ExpB
9.059, p<.001) or memory impairment (ExpB 6.385, p<.01), the curvilinear severity
measure (1.327, p<.05), and being an immigrant (ExpB 3.501, p<.001) were positively
associated with accommodation granting. They increased the likelihood of granting by
9.059, 6.385, 1.327, and 3.501 times respectively when compared to their relevant
alternate category(ies). When graphed the severity measure demonstrated that the most
severely disabled were the most likely to receive accommodations (see Appendix C graph
W).



Professional Services: Having a hearing (ExpB 3.716, p<.001), emotional (ExpB 2.986,
p<.01) or mobility (ExpB 1.934, p<.05) impairment is positively associated with
receiving technical interventions. Being female (ExpB .591, p<.05) and being fulltime
(ExpB .168, p<.001) were negatively associated with accommodation granting,
decreasing the likelihood of receiving 1.692 times compared to men and 5.952 times
compared to part-time workers.



Tourism: Being a professional (ExpB .004, p<.05), having a mobility impairment (ExpB
.033, p<.05), and working fulltime (ExpB .005, p<.05) were negatively associated with
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receiving technical interventions. They reduced the likelihood of receiving technical
interventions 250 times for being a professional, 200 times for working fulltime and
30.303 times for having a mobility impairment. These are compared to the rates for
supervisors, part-time workers, and other impairments respectively.
There are no obvious overarching patterns to the differences in accommodation granting by
occupation and industry but the extensive differences do clearly support the theory that
occupational and industry norms influence accommodation granting patterns. This suggests that
some currently unidentified institutional logics may be influencing the provision of technical
interventions. Further assessment requires researching each occupational and industrial
subculture to determine their attitude towards disability and their associated logics of
appropriateness. That information could then be used to inform the statistical patterns observed
in the PALs data.

7.0 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
7.1 Concise Summary of Results
One of the most notable findings of this study is the extent of the variation in the
regression results by accommodation type. The variables predicting accommodation requesting
and granting vary substantially between accommodation types, with technical interventions
being a particularly conspicuous outlier. This difference reinforces the need to be careful when
generalizing about accommodation provision from studies using limited samples or studies that
focus on one particular intervention. Because such works currently constitute the majority of the
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published studies in this area, this lack of generalizability represents a serious limitation that
should be addressed in future research programs.
Interesting patterns emerge when examining the overall models of requesting and
granting accommodations. Some categories of variables clearly play a larger role than others.
Institutional variables were non-significant predictors for most types of accommodations and,
when significant, they explained very little of the model fit. These findings can be interpreted in
two different ways. One interpretation is that the non-significance of institutional factors
indicates that policy interventions at the institutional level have little or no impact on
accommodation requesting and granting patterns. If this interpretation is correct, it would imply
that workers with disabilities are either unaware of their legislated and union mandated rights or
that they anticipate that these rights are difficult to enforce and/or are poorly protected.
The negative association between between being a union member and both
accommodation requesting and granting offers some support for the idea that workers with
disabilities lack confidence in the ability (or interest) of their union to support them. For example
being unionized was negatively associated with requesting technical interventions and with
receiving job changes. It was positively associated with receiving technical interventions in the
full sample and among professionals and managers but negatively associated with granting
technical interventions within particular industries, such as trades. These negative results are
difficult to explain since the explicit intent of unions is to serve as a vehicle for channeling
grievances and insuring due process (Gospel and Wood, 2003; Lewin and Mitchell, 1992).
Literature on the impact of unions on voice may help explain these counter-intuitive findings.
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Callus, Morehead, Cully, and Buchanan reviewed practices in unionized workplaces in
Australia and found that the union structure and communication processes allowed for individual
voice in only a third of unionized workplaces. Benson and Brown (2010) investigated further,
distinguishing between individual voice and organizational voice among 2,942 workers in an
Australian public sector research organization. Individual, or work group voice, was defined as
ability to approach one’s immediate supervisor with concerns or needs while organizational
voice indicated a broader group negotiation context (such as influencing corporate direction).
Being a union member was not significantly associated with perceived individual voice and it
was negatively associated with perceived organizational voice. Landau (2009) surveyed 225
American workers in a variety of industries. She found that propensity to use one’s voice was
positively associated with both self-efficacy and the perception that one’s immediate supervisor
was an effective voice manager. Formal organizational voice supports, such as official grievance
processes, had no impact on voice propensity. This brief review indicates that the negative
findings related to unionization and disability accommodation requesting and granting are not as
surprising as they first appear, instead they are consistent with emerging work that takes a more
nuanced view of voice in the workplace, distinguishing organizational voice from individual
voice.
This speculation is further reinforced by four write-in answers in the PALs survey in
which respondents reported that they did not receive requested technical intervention-based
accommodations because their unions were not supportive of their claim. There were also three
write-in responses that indicated that presence of the union itself inhibited workers from
requesting accommodations. That said it is also possible that some unions implement large scale
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programs that are universally available, making requesting accommodations redundant and
therefore negatively impacting requesting rates while still actually providing accommodations.
These individuals would not have been captured in my variable creation process so this
possibility cannot be eliminated from consideration with the present data.
Finally, both unionized and non-unionized workers may fear social consequences
associated with accommodation requesting and granting, as suggested in prior work by Baldridge
and Veiga (2006). Subtle social costs cannot be legislated or mandated away, so if social costs
are a major concern then formal regulations about accommodations may be less effective.
Baldridge and Veiga (2006) found that willingness to make recurrent accommodation requests
was heavily influenced by the perceived imposition on others and attendant fear of social
consequences. If lack of confidence in the enforcement of mandated rights combined with fear of
social consequences is indeed inhibiting accommodation provision, that suggests that current
policy efforts focusing on legislation and legalistic compliance are unlikely to have a positive
impact on the rate of accommodation requesting and granting. Formal policies may, in fact, be
counter-productive because they may encourage assessments based on strict legalistic
compliance as opposed to focusing on equality and inclusion.
There is, however, an alternate interpretation for the non-significant results related to
institutional variables. Overall the data indicate that roughly 80-85% of needed accommodations
are ultimately provided. While this still leaves many workers unsupported, it does indicate that
for the majority of employees with disabilities, needed accommodations are available. Perhaps
the existence of the more broadly applicable Canadian Human Rights Act minimizes the impact
of targeted legislative efforts. It is impossible to determine what the accommodation rates would
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have been without the targeted efforts, especially since the western, developed nations with
comparable workforces and labour environments all have similar legislation. Employment
equity legislation also helps to further establish a widespread social norm that could easily
influence both employee requesting patterns and employer granting patterns, even in unregulated
industries. The process of norm creation (which was already started with the implementation of
the Canadian Human Rights Act), would, once established, lead to exactly the type of nonsignificant results seen in this study because the existence of the norm across industries would
diminish the relative impact of actually being in an equity industry. Qualitative interviews with
workers with disabilities who have not requested needed accommodations could help determine
which interpretation for the surprising findings related to institutional factors is correct.
Organizational variables showed a highly inconsistent pattern of associations with
accommodation requesting and granting. As a category, they influence the requesting of job
changes and to a lesser extent technical interventions but they do not predict the requesting of
human support, structural changes, or transportation assistance. Organizational variables do
significantly influence accommodation granting for all types of accommodations, however, this
association is only substantive for job changes. Reasons for these inconsistent findings will be
explored under “links to theory”.
The intersectional analysis suggests that variables related to non-disability related
stigmatized identities (visible minority, immigration status, etc.) are not substantive predictors of
accommodation requesting. Exceptions include gender and technical interventions and age and
job changes. Despite the relatively low amount of model fit associated with these variables, it is
worth noting that complex intersectional effects were observed. For example “Immigration
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status x age” was negatively associated with requesting 3 different types of accommodations
while “immigration status x gender” was positively associated with requesting 4 of the 5
accommodation types. Graphing of the data indicates that immigrant women are more likely to
request their accommodations than immigrant men while domestic born men are more likely to
make requests than domestic born women. This behaviour pattern is not compatible with a
rational choice perspective based on stigma avoidance since in some cases more heavily
stigmatized groups request more frequently, but it does make sense when viewed through a role
theory lens. That connection will be outlined in more detail when discussing the theoretical
contribution of this dissertation.
Variables related to intersectional aspects of identity were more salient for
accommodation granting than accommodation requesting. Immigration status, age, and gender
showed complex interactions with accommodation granting across types of accommodations.
Visible minority status was significantly positively associated with accommodation granting for
4 out of 5 types of accommodations. I speculate that this positive association relates to the
decision-makers’ fear of being perceived as being biased. Managers who are motivated to
appear unprejudiced (or actually be unprejudiced) may be more likely to grant accommodations
to members of visible minority groups, because managers are aware of the status of visible
minorities as people who have historically experienced discrimination and are likely to be
sensitized by that realization. Since a great deal of diversity training and awareness initiatives
have focused on race, it is possible that people are more cognizant of the potential to appear
discriminatory when making negative decisions about accommodations for visible minorities
than when making decisions for other historically marginalized groups. This increased
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awareness may trigger a strong motivation to be unprejudiced (or at least appear to others to be
unprejudiced), resulting in a higher number of favourable decisions for visible minorities. There
is evidence of such motivation from prior studies. Lab experiments have shown that motivation
to control prejudice can operate implicitly or explicitly (Hausmann & Ryan, 2004; Glaser &
Knowles, 2008). In either case it acts as a regulatory device preventing discriminatory
behaviours that arise as a result of social identity biases. This effect has been well documented
in studies of race (e.g. Park, Glaser, & Knowles, 2008; Glaser & Knowles, 2008; Ziegart &
Hanges, 2005), and ethnicity (e.g. Hausmann & Ryan, 2004). The results for “visible minority
status x immigration status x gender” predicting the receipt of needed technical interventions
support this interpretation, because the group with the most heavily stigmatized compound
identity (visible minority, immigrant, and female) was the most likely to receive their
accommodations. These findings further emphasize the need to assess multiple aspects of
identity simultaneously in order to fully understand the impact of compound identities on
workplace experiences.
The greatest contributor to model fit in both accommodation requesting and granting was
individual factors directly related to being disabled. The particular disability types that were
significant predictors varied greatly by type of accommodation. On the surface this pattern of
findings may be attributed to accommodation needs being associated with certain types of
disability, however since only respondents who reported needing the accommodation were
included during the variable creation process that would be an erroneous interpretation. In fact,
all the respondents included in each regression believed that they needed the given
accommodation so variance in requesting and receipt must be due to factors other than self113

perceived need as dictated by disability type. The directionality of the relationship between
accommodation requesting/granting and specific variables changes between accommodation
types so few over-arching patterns are readily identifiable, although there is general support for
the hypothesis that people with stigmatized disabilities are less likely to request and receive
accommodations than people with non-stigmatized disabilities. (Emotional impairments being a
notable but readily explainable exception. See the discussion section entitled “explanation of
divergent findings”). The findings related to stigmatized disabilities suggest that education
aimed at combating stereotypes related to specific types of disabilities may be a more effective
intervention than additional legislative efforts (beyond those already done) when seeking to
improve accommodation provision rates for people with disabilities. These findings also confirm
that disability type and the nature of the needed accommodation are very important in
determining accommodation patterns. We cannot, therefore, readily generalize findings across
disabilities. This limitation makes it especially important to sample broadly when conducting
disability accommodation research and avoid generalizing from one sub-population to another.

7.2 Linkages to Theory
Overall the findings failed to clearly support or disconfirm a rational choice perspective
influenced by stigmatization management when applied to accommodation requesting and
granting. Some results were consistent with the theory of planned behaviour, which states that
attitudes, norms, and behavioural controls predict behavioural intentions, which in turn predict
actual behaviour. The people with the disabilities that are least likely to be stigmatized (such as
hearing, seeing, communication) do both request and receive more of their needed
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accommodations than people with heavily stigmatized disabilities (such as mobility, agility,
learning), supporting the idea that attitudes influence accommodation patterns. Disability
severity shows a curvilinear relationship with accommodation requesting and granting among
some occupational and industry sub-samples. These findings also supports a rational choice
perspective since they indicate that people with very mild disabilities (ones that may be readily
overlooked by colleagues) are less likely to risk being stigmatized by requesting
accommodations. The comparatively mild nature of their disabilities may allow them to address
their limitations in alternate ways without needing to risk a formal request for accommodation.
People who are the most likely to be heavily stigmatized (the more severely disabled) are also
inhibited from making requests and are less likely to receive their needed accommodations
among certain sub-samples. The overall sample, however, showed a slightly different
relationship between disability severity and accommodations. The curvilinear measure was
significant but when graphed the slope associated with severe disabilities did not visibly curve
downwards and instead appears to flatten such that the most severely disabled being most likely
to both request and receive job changes. So, in the case of disability severity, the rational/stigma
avoidance perspective was supported for some components of the sample but not others.
The complexity continues when examining organizational variables. For some types of
accommodations, being fulltime, trained, and long tenured were positively associated with
accommodation requesting and granting. These findings support the theory of planned
behaviour because the outcomes are attributed to norms surrounded perceived organizational
support. There are well established norms of greater support for employees who are fulltime and
long-tenured, making it rational for these workers to anticipate receiving and being granted more
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accommodations. Employers also want to protect their investment in training. Other
accommodation types, however, showed different relationships with these variables. There were
many instances of negative associations between accommodation requesting/granting and being
permanent, fulltime, and trained on the job. These negative associations are the opposite of what
was hypothesized and they are very difficult to explain using the theory of planned behaviour
and a perceived organizational support perspective.
The help-seeking literature may offer some explanation for these findings, particularly
regarding accommodation requesting. Field studies have found that willingness to engage in
help-seeking depends on the perceived costs of asking for and receiving help (Lee, 2002; Nadler,
Ellis, and Bar, 2003). One possible explanation, therefore, is that permanent and fulltime workers
may simply have more to lose by revealing their limitations than temporary or part-time workers,
inhibiting requesting (although that explanation does little to explain the findings related to
accommodation granting). Anticipated social and self-esteem costs are very much a part of the
help-seeking equation (Anderson and Williams, 1996; Galdas, Cheater, and Marshall, 2005). It
is possible that temporary and part-time employees have less to lose if they are stigmatized
because they spend less time in the workplace and may have more time for alternate esteemgenerating activities. Temporary workers in particular may derive less of their self esteem from
their role in the organization since the role is not intended to be on-going. This lessened
exposure could influence the perceived impact of negative social consequences associated with
requesting accommodations, possibly increasing their willingness to request accommodations. If
true, this logic makes predicting the impact of job status on accommodation requesting very
difficult because it is likely that individual personality factors would help determine whether
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temporary and part-time status made a worker more likely to request accommodations (since
they perceive they have less to lose if stigmatized), or less likely to request accommodations
(since they do not anticipate support). Personality traits such as risk tolerance could therefore
moderate the relationship between job status and accommodation requesting. This interpretation
is still compatible with a rational choice perspective but it implies a slightly different type of
rational calculation than the one anticipated. The comparatively large amount of variance
explained by disability-related factors further supports the idea that attitudes may be more salient
than norms related to organizational support when making accommodation decisions. Qualitative
interviews with workers with disabilities would be the best way to illuminate these puzzling and
counter-intuitive relationships between organizational variables and accommodation requesting.
The equally counter-intuitive accommodation granting findings for organizational
variables are even more difficult to explain. It is possible that providing permanent fulltime
employment and training are seen as sufficient from a social exchange perspective, making the
employer feel less obliged to provide other supports. This interpretation, however, goes against
the norms of greater supportiveness generally exhibited for permanent and fulltime employees
when providing other forms of benefits. It seems more probable that occupation and industry
specific logics and norms are at play, creating inconsistencies in the results across occupational
and industrial sub-groups. Strong evidence of these logics appeared, particularly for technical
interventions. Further research, particularly interviews with employees with disabilities and their
managers who are from a range of industries/occupations, may help identify some of those logics
and help illuminate some of the more puzzling findings to emerge from this study.
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In addition to a further investigation of institutional logics, there are other theories that
may be helpful in understanding various findings that failed to clearly support the hypothesized
rational choice/stigmatization perspective . The findings related to intersectional aspects of
identity failed to support a stigmatization avoidance/discrimination perspective but do provide
strong evidence that social roles influence accommodation requesting and granting. The
interactions between gender and immigration status, for example, suggest that role expectations
influence accommodation requesting patterns because female immigrants are significantly more
willing to ask for their needed accommodations than male immigrants. Gender role norms are in
a well documented state of flux in contemporary western nations, however the nations who have
been sending the most immigrants to Canada in the last two decades, such as India and several
South-East Asian nations, are dominated by more traditional gender roles (Immigration Canada
2007, Hofstede 2001). Males raised in these cultures may be especially reluctant to display
what they perceive as weakness by asking for an accommodation whereas women, due to
differing gender norms, are much more comfortable doing so (Hofstede, 2001).

Other studies

of help-seeking behaviour have noted similar role-based effects, with gender roles being
particularly salient in determining perceptions of the social appropriateness of help-seeking
(Ang, Lim, Tan, and Yau, 2004; Mackenzie, Gekoski, and Knox, 2006). There was also
evidence of gender role congruency effects on the accommodation granting side. Both domestic
born and immigrant females were significantly more likely to receive human support-based
accommodations than males. Women who need this form of personal support may receive it
more often because, stereotypically, women are expected to work communally whereas men are
under greater pressure to excel as individuals.
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While the role-based perspective does explain the intersectional results another
interpretation is also possible. The Stereotype Content model outlined in the literature review on
page 26 has been tested in the lab (Lee and Fiske, 2006; Cuddy et al., 2000; Fiske et al., 2002)
but it has not been validated in the field. In is worth noting that the Stereotype Content Model
predicted that people who are perceived as being low competence and high warmth would be
treated with paternalistic prejudice (pity, sympathy) while those perceived as low warmth and
low competence would be treated with contempt. It is possible therefore that the patterns
observed relate to forms of experienced prejudice. For example immigrant women are the most
likely to be granted accommodations while immigrant men are least likely. Perhaps immigrant
men are perceived as both incompetent and lacking warmth while female immigrants are viewed
as incompetent but warm, suggesting they are granted accommodations out of pity. A further
assessment of intersectional effects that considers the country of origin of the immigrants may
help determine if this data validates the Stereotype Content Model.

7.3: Explanation of Theoretical Contribution
To summarize the analysis presented above, this research partially supported a rational
choice perspective based on the theory of planned behaviour and stigmatization
avoidance/prejudice. The theory of planned behaviour states that behavioural intentions (and
subsequent behaviour) are influenced by attitudes, norms, and behavioural controls. There was
evidence that stereotypical attitudes about particular types of disability did indeed influence both
accommodation requesting and granting. Norms were also clearly salient in determining
accommodation requesting and granting, particularly for technical interventions. The relevant
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norms, however, appear to be based on occupation and industry specific logics rather than the
anticipated generalized norms related to organizational supportiveness. Norms in the form of
compliance with gender roles also seemed to influence both accommodation requesting and
granting. Behavioural controls, in this case employment equity legislation and unionization, did
not seem to influence behaviour as anticipated, although the reasons behind this are subject to
interpretation as outlined in the discussion above. (The negative findings related to unions are
especially interesting since they could contribute to the further development of a more nuanced
theory of voice in the organization, one that distinguishes between perceptions of individual and
organizational voice.)
It is not clear if, overall, these findings disprove the rational choice perspective or simply
clarify the criteria used to determine what is considered rational. The assessment of norms,
which suggested that industry and occupation specific norms are more relevant than generalized
norms related to organizational supportiveness, is an excellent example. That still represents a
rational decision, just not the type of rational calculation that was originally anticipated since the
decision-makers appear to be focused on different criteria than expected (i.e. specific industry
norms rather than broader organizational supportiveness norms).
The findings that failed to support the hypotheses suggest other theories and literatures
that may be highly relevant to understanding accommodation requesting and granting,
particularly institutional theory (logics of appropriateness), help-seeking, role theory, and
cognitive psychology theories related to motivation to appear unprejudiced. The data suggest
that institutional logics of appropriateness influenced accommodation decisions since there was a
great deal of variation in significant predictors of accommodation requesting and granting across
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occupational and industrial sub-samples, especially for technical interventions. The help-seeking
literature, meanwhile, emphasizes the importance of identity when evaluating the broader social
costs of making accommodation requesting decisions (this also relates to voice). A temporary
worker, for example, may not care if coworkers shun them because their temporary status makes
them identify less with the organization such that co-workers’ opinions have less impact on their
self-esteem. As such, the help-seeking literature can assist with interpretation of the findings
related to organizational variables (especially job status) and intersectional aspects of identity.
Motivation to be unprejudiced can be seen as the flip side of that coin, because it represents a
fear of negative social costs on the part of the decision-maker rather than the requestor. As such,
that literature may also help inform our understanding of the accommodation granting patterns
related to organizational variables and intersectional aspects of identity. Finally role
expectations, particularly gender-based norms, also seem to be influencing accommodation
requesting and granting patterns as demonstrated in the graphs presenting in Appendix C. As
such an in-depth examination of role expectations may further illuminate the results related to
intersectional identities.

7.4: Explanation of Divergent Findings
There were several surprising findings that warrant more attention. The results for
emotional impairments are counter-intuitive given that psychiatric impairments are generally the
most misunderstood and heavily stigmatized of all disabilities (Hinshaw, 2007). The strong
positive associations between emotional impairments and requesting certain types of
accommodations are therefore difficult to explain. If stigmatization were salient in
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accommodation requesting, we would expect to see strong negative associations between these
impairments and requesting, the opposite of the pattern actually observed. While this finding
may indicate a lack of support for the rational choice perspective, other explanations are
possible. Some of the symptoms associated with emotional impairments may make selfmonitoring and impression management more difficult such that people with emotional
impairments are less likely to alter their behaviour due to anticipated stigmatization. There is
some support for this speculation. Lamanna (2001) surveyed 100 adult women and
demonstrated a negative association between depression and emotional self-awareness. A survey
of 250 students also found that emotional intelligence was negatively associated with depression
( Fernandez-Berrocal, Alcaide, Extremera, and Pizarro, 2006). Meanwhile a survey conducted
with 62 patients suffering from depression and 39 matched control subjects showed such a
consistent and strong negative association between depression and emotional
management/control that the emotional intelligence index they used in the study was
recommended for use as an early detection diagnostic tool (Downing, Johnston, Hansen,
Schembri, and Stough, 2008). Studies with small samples of patients with bipolar disorder
(N=10) show that people with this ailment make more emotional recognition errors (McClure,
Pope, Hoberman, Pine, and Leibenluft, 2003), and fMRi scans show that they have disturbances
in affective processing circuitry that causes difficulties with social cognition and emotional
regulation (Pavuluri, O’Connor, Harral, Sweeney, 2007). Experiments with 37 bipolar patients
and 25 control subjects show that the people with bipolar disorder have deficits in face-emotion
recognition (Brotman, Skup, Rich, Blair, and Pine, 2008).
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All these findings suggest that the emotional awareness and regulation required to engage
in impression management may be less available to individuals with emotional impairments.
They may therefore be less likely to modify their behaviour in anticipation of stigmatization,
explaining the counter-intuitive findings about emotional disabilities and accommodation
requesting. The other forms of mental disabilities (learning, developmental, and memory
impairments) did show the anticipated relationship with accommodation requesting so the
emotional impairment finding may be an outlier due to the symptoms associated with the
disabilities themselves.
Emotional impairments were also associated with increased probability of receiving
accommodations, another counter-intuitive finding. Social exchange theory is an extension of
rational choice theory that, much like the help-seeking literature, explicitly extends the costbenefit analysis into social-emotional contexts. As such it acknowledges that affect is salient,
cost-benefit is not a purely material calculation (Blau, 1964; Cook and Emerson, 1978; Roloff,
1981). Evidence of social exchange was found when examining the findings related to
provision of accommodations for workers with emotional impairments. A rational perspective
based on stigmatization theory would expect this group to experience lower rates of
accommodation granting yet they actually have higher rates. I believe this represents a costbenefit analysis based on avoidance of negative affect on the decision-makers part rather than
material issues. There is a widely held stereotype that people with psychiatric illnesses are more
prone to extreme outbursts and even physical violence than other people (Hinshaw, 2007). The
mainstream entertainment industry’s focus on mental health patients as villains in all manner of
popular movies and crime-oriented TV programs helps ensure the persistence and easy cognitive
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accessibility of this stereotype (Paterson, 2006). Managers and HR personnel who have
stereotypical ideas about the behaviour of people with emotional impairments may therefore
prefer to avoid all possibility of confrontation. Decision-makers may immediately provide
requested accommodations as an avoidance mechanism. Denial of accommodations would
necessitate direct communication with the worker with the emotional impairment in order to
explain the reasoning behind the denial. Ironically people with emotional impairments may
receive their requested accommodations because of the extremely negative stereotypes
associated with their particular disability rather than because of a rational belief that the
accommodation will assist them in performing job tasks. Given these complications emotional
impairments should be assessed separately and not be lumped in with other impairments when
conducting accommodation research.

The discrimination index showed very surprisingly robust results. Experiencing
discrimination in the past was positively associated with requesting accommodations across all
accommodation types. This pattern of findings is counter-intuitive because it would seem that
experiencing discrimination would result in withdrawal in order to avoid further discrimination
and the associated negative affect. Instead, experiencing discrimination seems to have the
opposite effect, perhaps politicizing employees such that they are more aware of their rights.
Carter and Forsyth (2010) surveyed 260 visible minorities. They found that direct experiences
with racism engendered hypervigilance and feeling of empowerment and motivation. Jennings
(1999) observed that, in the context of discrimination, pain and loss can lead to politicization.
Hofsetter and Schultze (1989) also documented this tendency: among people with disabilities
they found that experiences of discrimination tended to motivate and politicize. Schur (2003)
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collected survey data on 650 women with disabilities and 482 men with disabilities. She
reported that 14.9% of the women and 14.5% of the men considered themselves disability
activists. While she did not directly test the relationship, qualitative interview data suggested
that increases in the level of activism were strongly positively associated with prior experiences
of discrimination. 62.2% of the women who reported experiencing discrimination took action
against it while 18.5% of men did. After having gone through the process of taking action once
the overwhelming majority (94.5% of women and 100% of men) responded that they would
actively fight discrimination if they experienced it again. These findings suggest that prior
discrimination, rather than engendering fear of further stigmatization, actually motivates
employees to defend their rights more assertively, including requesting needed accommodations.
If true this may be a reflection of the previously described social change from a biomedical or
economic model of disability to a socio-political model focused on social injustice. That
paradigm shift, once recognized and embraced by an individual with a disability, may increase
politicization due to differing understandings of what disability actually is: a physical limitation
or a socially defined construct. Further research into this phenomenon may help in the analysis
of the psychology of stigmatization and the psychology of politicization.
Even more fascinating, however, was the relationship between the requestor having
experienced discrimination in the past and the decision-maker choosing to grant
accommodations. Experiencing discrimination in the past was positively associated with being
granted all types of accommodations (ExpB ranged from 1.177 to 1.560, p<.001), a relationship
that was not hypothesized but emerged as a surprise in the data. This is surprising because it
implies that the employee’s prior experiences impact the manager’s decision. This result
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suggests that politicization may indeed be occurring since a politicized employee may make a
manager more likely to fear push-back and appeals if they refuse an accommodation, making it
more rational for them to provide the accommodation than deny it.

7.5: Practical Implications
The most important thing for practitioners to take from this research is that disability type
is the single largest determinant of accommodation requesting and granting. Because all
respondents included in each regression reported needing the relevant accommodation, this
finding is not simply due to natural differences in need that are a direct result of the disability
itself. The findings presented in this dissertation imply that, as far as accommodations go, not all
disabilities are created equal. This state of affairs is a concern, because it implies that
stereotyping about particular disabilities poses a barrier to accommodation. Education aimed at
dispelling stereotypes may therefore be helpful. Experiential learning has been shown to be
especially effective when trying to foster attitudinal change about people with disabilities (Center
for Mountain Health Services, 2004). Programs that have employees use a wheelchair for a few
hours, or run an errand while blindfolded, or spend a day wearing a headset that mimics the
auditory hallucinations of people with schizophrenia are costly and unconventional but they are
also highly effective, although thus far, they have been tested primarily in formal mental health
contexts with very small samples of newly hired mental health workers (Center for Mountain
Health Services, 2004). These programs, if offered, must be part of standard diversity training.
If they are only offered when a person with a disability begins to work there the programs would
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be likely to call undue attention to them as individuals and generate resentment since employers
may perceive that “now we have to take this course just because of them”.
Practitioners should also be mindful of things that may inadvertently create barriers to
requesting accommodations. It is impossible to help employees who do not identify their needs.
Groups that may need special encouragement to make requests include immigrant males and the
youngest, domestic born workers. Ironically, particular care needs to be taken to reassure
permanent workers and union members that accommodations are available. Workers
transitioning from other industries or occupational categories may also have very different
expectations regarding accommodation due to differing institutional logics so managers should
be particularly mindful of the need to establish appropriate expectations with employees
undergoing a career transition in order to encourage accommodation requesting. When making
accommodation granting decisions, managers also need to be aware of unconscious prejudices
and attribution errors. Managers should take particular care to ensure their decisions are
consistent since the data currently indicates that one group in particular, visible minorities,
receive their accommodations at significantly higher rates than other workers, creating potential
for perceptions of unfairness and accusations of discrimination.
Finally all practitioners should take note of the results related to perceived discrimination.
There is strong evidence that perceived workplace discrimination leads to politicization.
Employers wishing to avoid some of the symptoms associated with employee politicization,
notably the formation of unions and strategic leveraging of the media, would be well served by
ensuring that discrimination, deliberate or otherwise, does not impact accommodation decisions
and, equally importantly, is not perceived as impacting accommodation decisions. Consistent,
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transparent accommodation decision processes can help protect against perceptions of
unfairness, although the regression results for equity industries and union members suggest that
policies are not sufficient in and of themselves to encourage requesting. It is worth noting that
prior studies have associated employment status with perceived discrimination such that
permanent employees with disabilities who are underutilized on the job are more likely to
perceive workplace discrimination than temporary workers with disabilities or fully utilized
permanent workers with disabilities (Konrad, Moore, Ng, Doherty, and Breward, 2012; Konrad,
Moore, Ng, Doherty, Breward, in press). In fact, the underutilized workers perceive the same
level of discrimination as unemployed workers with disabilities. Because lack of
accommodation can led to underutilization, these findings suggest that accommodating
employees can lead to two benefits: providing support for the worker and avoiding negative
affect and undesirable outcomes associated with extreme degrees of politicization.

7.6: Strengths
This study makes a contribution because it studies accommodation requesting and
granting across a representative sample of Canadian workers with disabilities. As such it
addresses the sample limitations associated with much of the prior research in this area.
Furthermore many prior studies focused on only one or two types of disability and/or only one or
two types of accommodations. By analysing a broad and diverse sample, this research enables a
more comprehensive understanding of accommodation requesting and granting, a point brought
home by the extent of the variation in the models across accommodation types and by the
interactions observed between identity related variables. Smaller samples would not have had
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the statistical power to reliably identify those differences. Identifying them is important because
it helps direct future research into productive directions.
Another strength of this study is that it compares the relative model fit contributed by
categories of predictors. This analytic method makes the study more relevant to policy makers
because it focuses and directs attention towards policies that are most likely to have a meaningful
impact on rates of accommodation requesting and granting. Overall, the findings suggest that
education efforts aimed at combating common disability-related stereotypes may be an effective
strategy. For example, the results of this study strongly suggest that, among unionized workers,
educational programs aimed at combating stereotypes associated with stigmatized disabilities
may be more effective at improving accommodation rates than enhancing the existing formal
policies. This conclusion is reached because disability type explains far more model fit related
to accommodation requesting than institutional factors, people with stigmatized disabilities are
less likely to make requests, and unionization (with the associated formalized rules about
accommodations) is negatively associated with requesting some types of accommodations.
This study also makes a contribution because the breadth of variables considered enables
multiple layers or levels of analysis, from individual factors to the organizational and
institutional. All three levels have clear reasons for influencing accommodation decisions and
this study is the first to examine all of them simultaneously, integrating literature from numerous
sub-disciplines. Baldridge and Veiga’s (2001) proposed framework for accommodation
requesting decision-making explicitly stated that workplace attributes (such as the organizational
factors and institutional logics explored here), accommodation attributes (the type of
accommodation needed), and requestor attributes (disability type and other aspects of identity)
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are all considered when making decisions. There is no reason to expect less complexity with
accommodation granting decisions. This dissertation is one of few to explicitly address each of
these categories (and more) in a single study, providing a more nuanced and comprehensive
picture of accommodation granting and requesting in Canada today.

7.7: Limitations and Future Research
This study has several limitations. Interpretation of some of the results, although well
supported by prior research and theory, is difficult because multiple interpretations are possible.
This ambiguity emphasizes a broader problem with taking a rational choice perspective: given
enough time, a creative person can make almost any decision sound rational in some way using
some criteria. Evolutionary theory, although very valid and useful, suffers from similar
limitations – an explanation for why something could be adaptive can always be found, but
validating that explanation is more difficult. This reality makes it even more important that
predictions are made prior to data analysis and that the explanations provided for findings are
well supported by theory and prior research. The post-hoc explanations for surprising findings
that appear in the discussion section should therefore be considered speculative until confirmed
by qualitative interviews. Those surprising findings include the politicizing effect of prior
discrimination, the relevance of job status to requesting and receiving accommodations
(including being a temporary worker), and the effect of unionization on accommodation
requesting and granting. Further qualitative work examining accommodations for people with
emotional impairments would also be of theoretical interest because it is possible that their
increased rates of accommodation granting actually reflects, ironically, an avoidant response
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based on negative stereotyping rather than a desire to accommodate. As such “gains” made by
people with emotional impairments may not actually indicate greater acceptance and inclusion in
the workplace. That would be relevant knowledge for practitioners as well as theorists.
Another factor limiting the ability to draw clear conclusions from this research, is the
lack of any consistent pattern in the occupation and industry specific analysis examining
requesting and receiving technical interventions. The sheer difficulty of identifying an overarching pattern suggests that previously unidentified industry and occupation specific logics have
a profound impact on accommodation requesting and granting patterns. These findings therefore
suggest that identifying the logics associated with disability accommodation would be a fruitful
avenue for further research. A mixture of qualitative interviews and statistical analysis could
help determine the reasons for these differences across occupations and industries. Qualitative
interviews may help identify unspoken norms and logics. Meanwhile a rigorous statistical
assessment of moderation effects associated with industry and occupation may help narrow focus
on the nature of their impact on accommodation requesting and granting. Hierarchical linear
modeling may also be a useful tool in this regard since industry characteristics (such as capital
intensity) could be measured and treated as the group level variable, enabling more nuanced
analysis of the role of industry in accommodation provision.

7.8: Conclusion
In conclusion this dissertation generated more questions than answers because there was
much more variation in accommodation requesting and granting by accommodation type,
industry, and occupation than anticipated. While the rational choice perspective was supported
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in some ways, counter-intuitive findings also emerged. These inconsistent findings are difficult
to interpret because they may represent rational decision-making using criteria that were not
anticipated (i.e. industry and occupation specific logics) or they may be indicators that another,
yet unidentified psychological process is the primary determinant of accommodation requesting
and granting. There are indicators that institutional logics of appropriateness, managerial
motivation to control prejudice, and social roles based on personal identity may be influencing
accommodation requesting and granting. Further research is required in order to more fully
interpret these findings.
It is clear, however, that factors directly related to the individual’s disability, such as
disability type and severity, continue to be the most substantive influence on accommodation
requesting and granting. This finding in and of itself suggests that not all disabilities are being
accommodated to an equal degree. This supports the socio-political view of disability that has
emerged in the last several decades because it emphasizes that accommodation is about more
than a medical solution or token economic integration, accommodation efforts must address
broader societal barriers to inclusion in order to be successful in accomplishing equity goals.
There are particular types of disabilities, notably mobility, agility, and mental impairments, that
seem to present more challenges. Focused education efforts aimed at dispelling stereotypes
associated with these disabilities and informing people about how the associated impairments
can be accommodated (which may not be obvious for mental impairments in particular) may
help improve outcomes for these sub-groups of workers with disabilities.
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APPENDIX A
CREATION OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Requested Accommodations: The creation of this variable is complex due to limitations
associated with the wording of the PALS questions. Respondents were not asked about
accommodation requesting directly. Instead they were asked which accommodations they
needed, which ones they had received, and the reasons that any needed accommodations were
not received. “Requested Accommodations” was therefore derived by combining data from
several PALS questions.


HH1a of the PALS, which asks which accommodations the respondents require in
order to perform their job. The 14 types of accommodations considered were job
redesign, modified hours, human support, technical aids, specialized computers or
software, communication aids, modified workstations, a particular type of chair,
handrails, accessible parking, elevators, accessible washrooms, accessible
transportation, and other. Handrails were removed from the sample due to
categorization difficulties; depending on the size, nature, and number of the
handrails required they could be considered major structural investments or
merely minor personal aids.



HH2a-m of the PALS, which asks whether needed accommodations were
received or not.



JJ5 of the PALS, which asks if, in the past 5 years, the respondent had been
denied a workplace accommodation because of their condition.
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HH3a-b of the PALS, which asks why their accommodations were not granted.
Options offered include that it was too expensive, the request was refused, they
were afraid to ask, the employer was not aware of their condition, they have not
asked for it, their condition is not severe enough, they are on a waiting list, the
accommodation was not available locally, and other (with write-in).

A Graphic Representation of the Variable Creation Process for “Requested Accommodation”
Did not request
(HH3)
No
Accommodation
Required? (HH1)

Yes

No
Accommodation
Received? (HH2)

Yes

Did request
(HH3)
Employer
provided (acc
type + JJ5)
Non-employer
provided (acc
type + JJ5)

Accommodation
Requested

Respondents who reported needing an accommodation were identified and their
responses to HH2a-m were cross referenced in order to determine whether they received their
needed accommodation(s) or not. Respondents who reported needing accommodations but not
receiving at least one of them had their responses to HH3a-b analyzed. Workers who reported
that the accommodation was not provided due to them being afraid to ask, their employer not
being aware of their condition, and not asking for it were categorized as individuals who did not
request their needed accommodation. Respondents who said that accommodations were denied
based on cost, having the request refused, their condition not being severe enough, or the
accommodation not being available locally were categorized as individuals who did request their
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needed accommodation. People who reported not receiving an accommodation because they
were on a waiting list were removed from the sample since this delay may be beyond the control
of the employer and is therefore not representative of employer willingness to accommodate.
The write-in responses were assessed individually to determine the appropriate categorization.
The end result of this process was that each individual who had not received a needed
accommodation was categorized such that a binary variable was created with 1 representing
accommodation requesting and 0 representing a lack of accommodation requesting.
After this process was complete the workers who had received all their accommodations
still needed to be categorized into people who requested their accommodations and people who
did not. One of the reasons that previous researchers working with PALS data have not
generated a “Requesting” variable is that it is difficult to determine with certainty whether
accommodations that have been received were actually formally requested and received from the
employer or were self-purchased. The wording of questions HH2a-m implies that the
accommodations are employer-sponsored. The questions are worded as follows: “has this
accommodation been made available to you”, the passive wording implies provision by an
outside party. There is a possibility, however, that some respondents who report receiving their
accommodations actually bought their own. In an effort to minimize systematic error introduced
by this possibility two steps were taken.
Firstly the type of accommodation was considered. There are some accommodations that
would be extremely difficult to self-provide without assistance or formal employer permission.
Those include job redesign, modified work hours, a modified work station, accessible parking,
elevators, and accessible washrooms. Since it is highly unlikely someone could buy, install, or
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arrange these things themselves it seems reasonable to assume the employer was involved in
provision. That leaves only one sub-group of respondents for whom it remains difficult to
determine whether they requested their needed accommodations: the respondents who reported
receiving tech aids, specialized computers, communication aids, specialized chairs, and
accessible transportation. Respondents who reported receiving these types of accommodations
had their responses cross-referenced with JJ5, which asked if they have been denied a workplace
accommodation in the last 5 years. If they reported that their accommodations had been made
available to them AND also answered “no” to JJ5 it was assumed that they received their
accommodation from their employer and hence requested their needed accommodations. Those
with inconsistent response (i.e. they say that all needed accommodations have been provided but
then answer yes to JJ5) were removed from the sample since they could not readily be
categorized. The end result of this process was that each individual who had received all their
needed accommodations was categorized such that a binary variable was created with 1
representing accommodation requesting and 0 representing a lack of accommodation requesting.
Finally the data from the people who were denied accommodations and the data from the people
who received all their accommodations were combined. The end result of the entire process was
5 binary variables. They represented the requesting of accommodations in each category:
changes to the job, material/tech supports, human support, structural changes, and transportation
support.
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APPENDIX B: RESULTS TABLES
Table C: Nagelkerke Scores For Each Stage in the Hierarchical Binary Regressions Predicting
Accommodation Requesting
Industry & Occupation
Nagelkerke
IndA, IndB, Org
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
Add Institutional
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
IndA, IndB, Instit
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
Add Organizational
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
IndB, Org, Instit
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
Add Ind. Disability
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
IndA, Org, Instit
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change
Add Ind. Intersection
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

Job Changes

Tech Interv.

Human Sup.

Structural

Transportation

.013***

.114***

.029**

.029***

.029***

.186***
.173***

.254***
.140***

.330***
.301***

.176***
.147***

.212***
.183***

.186***
.000

.256***
.002*

.331***
.001

.177***
.001

.213***
.001

.156***
.143***

.247***
.133***

.325***
.296***

.176***
.147***

.210***
.181***

.186***
.030***

.256***
.009***

.331***
.006

.177***
.001

.213***
.003

.110***
.097***

.167***
.053***

.176***
.147***

.069***
.040***

.075***
.046***

.186***
.076***

.256***
.089***

.331***
.155***

.177***
.108***

.213***
.138***

.164***
.151***

.240***
.126***

.303***
.274***

.164***
.135***

.200***
.171***

.186***
.022***

.256***
.016***

.331***
.028***

.177***
.013**

.213***
.013***

IndA = Individual variables related to disability IndB = Individual variables related to intersectional identity
Org = Organizational variables Institi = Institutional variables
*** = regression step significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05
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Table F: Binary Regressions Predicting Accommodation Requesting
Job Change
N = 2,391
Variable

Exp(B)

Agriculture
Nat. Resource
Manufacturing
Trade
Business Svcs
Pro. Svcs
Tourism
Personal Svcs
Management
Professionals
Technicals
Clericals
Sales/Svc
Trades
Laborers
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Curvilinear sev.
Age at onset
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

.778
1.004
.915
.891
1.058
.925
.961
1.091
.859
.677
.767
.741
.700
.794
.831
1.621
1.245
.899
.795
1.197
.768
.746
.656
.777
.910
2.862
.862
1.017
.898
.991
1.185
.928
1.315
.745
2.409
1.195
1.023
.927
.983
1.157

Sig

***
*

*
**
*
**
***
**
***
*

***
*
***
*
***

Technical Int.
N = 2,183
Exp(B)

1.125
1.709
1.937
2.364
1.247
2.329
2.788
2.345
.628
.445
.687
.501
1.594
1.847
1.568
1.303
.966
1.402
1.079
1.149
1.284
.484
1.092
.506
.853
1.424
1.011
.996
.660
.992
1.298
1.004
1.249
.763
.692
.828
1.017
.794
.918
2.027

Human Sup
N = 210
Exp(B)

Sig

*
**
***
***
***
**
*
***
**
*
**

*

***
***

***

***
*
**
*
**
*

2.381
.917
.819
1.155
1.214
.449
1.549
.631
.797
.727
1.394
1.626
1.136
1.145
1.661
1.254
.681
.837
1.461
.548
2.246
2.039
.285
.711
1.577
2.556
.978
.967
1.344
.986
.776
.770
1.394
.856
1.851
1.066
1.004
1.043
.844
1.893

Sig

*
**
**
***

***

***
*

Structural
N = 468
Exp(B)

1.069
.903
1.302
1.313
.868
1.097
1.833
1.410
.800
.563
.989
.752
1.161
1.742
1.328
1.700
1.830
1.627
1.653
1.042
2.140
1.362
.994
.588
.409
1.674
1.052
.986
.838
1.011
1.532
1.091
1.235
1.066
.910
.840
1.006
.942
.810
.587

Sig

*
**

**

**
***

*

***

Transport
N = 448
Exp(B)

.614
1.821
1.172
1.554
1.304
1.545
2.486
2.421
.987
.750
1.313
.921
1.462
2.576
1.486
2.558
1.243
.985
1.444
1.199
3.300
1.488
.537
.811
.426
3.413
.939
.985
.961
1.008
.917
.940
1.264
.963
.875
1.004
1.020
.905
1.331
.884

Sig

*

*
***

***
*
***
**
**

***

*

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table G: Nagelkerke Scores For Each Stage in the Hierarchical Binary Regressions Predicting
Accommodation Granting
Job Changes

Tech Interv.

Human Sup.

Structural

Transportation

.028***

.124***

.067***

.054***

.066***

.201***
.173***

.256***
.132***

.439***
.372***

.267***
.213***

.322***
.256***

.205***
.004***

.263***
.007***

.449***
.010

.271***
.004*

.331***
.009**

.168***
.140***

.248***
.124***

.443***
.376***

.254***
.200***

.321***
.255***

.205***
.037***

.263***
.015***

.449***
.006

.271***
.017***

.331***
.010**

.111***
.083***

.184***
.060***

.258***
.191***

.115***
.061***

.140***
.074***

.205***
.094***

.263***
.079***

.449***
.191***

.271***
.156***

.331***
.191***

.196***
.168***

.244***
.120***

.385***
.318***

.246***
.192***

.307***
.241***

.205***
.009***

.263***
.019***

.449***
.064***

.271***
.025***

.331***
.024***

Industry & Occupation
Nagelkerke

IndA, IndB, Org
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

Add Institutional
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

IndA, IndB, Instit
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

Add Organizational
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

IndB, Org, Instit
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

Add Ind. Disability
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

IndA, Org, Instit
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

Add Ind. Intersection
Nagelkerke
Nagelkerke change

IndA = Individual variables related to disability IndB = Individual variables related to intersectional identity
Org = Organizational variables Institi = Institutional variables
*** = regression step significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05
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Table H: Binary Regressions Predicting Accommodation Granting
Job Change
N = 2,022

Technical Int.
N = 1,770

Variable

Exp(B)

Sig

Exp(B)

Agriculture
Nat. Resource
Manufacturing
Trade
Business Svcs
Pro. Svcs
Tourism
Personal Svcs
Management
Professionals
Technicals
Clericals
Sales/Svc
Trades
Laborers
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

.280
.591
.852
.632
.813
.968
.626
.490
.387
.267
.434
.452
.402
.571
.487
1.764
1.055
1.486
.446
1.126
.921
.674
1.252
.717
1.175
3.197
1.015
.861
.963
.987
1.375
.954
1.177
.796
3.027
1.064
1.011
.717
.986
1.849

***
*

2.339
3.171
2.071
2.411
1.959
4.807
5.356
3.759
.622
.350
.626
.571
1.540
1.553
1.114
1.062
.858
1.429
1.195
.978
2.073
.340
2.392
.601
.977
1.177
.993
1.046
.538
.989
1.375
1.059
1.217
.720
.531
.747
1.012
10.777
.845
.657

**

*
**
***
***
***
***
***
*
**
***
*
***

***
***
***
***
***
**
*
***
***
*
***
*

Exp(B)

Sig

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*
**

***
***
*
***

***
*
*
***
*
***
***
*
***
*

Human Sup
N = 169
.657
22.578
.319
.080
.567
.128
.211
.192
.021
.009
.015
.016
.048
.088
.021
.504
.650
.900
2.180
.650
2.714
2.507
.429
.683
1.641
6.142
.941
.903
2.064
.962
4.983
.190
1.560
.627
1.971
.921
.992
.654
18.583
.482

Sig

*

*
*

*
***
*
*
*
***
***
*

Structural
N = 399
Exp(B)

8.008
1.046
1.471
1.835
.787
1.867
1.296
1.386
.379
.287
.342
.688
.615
1.532
.439
2.607
1.539
8.957
4.063
.639
2.438
2.057
1.392
.271
.399
1.048
.963
1.160
.477
1.025
2.035
.689
1.263
1.214
.390
.677
.985
.909
1.127
.284

Sig

*

**
*

***
*
***
**
***
**
***
***
**
***
**
*
***
***
**

*

Transport
N = 375
Exp(B)

.199
.605
1.378
2.194
.775
1.616
2.686
.751
.887
.363
.801
1.802
.661
75.794
.758
6.064
1.830
2.046
3.089
.760
4.180
6.186
16.091
.314
.384
4.713
.989
.936
.485
1.027
.960
1.241
1.327
.962
.434
.914
1.010
.920
1.654
.193

Sig

*

*
***
**
*
***
***
*
***
**
**

***
*

***
***

***

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table I Part 1: Binary Regressions Predicting “Requested Technical Intervention” by
Industry
Natural Resource
N = 151
Exp(B)
Sig
Managers
Professionals
Technical
Clerical
Sales/Service
Trades
Labourers
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

.167
.063
.547
.184
7.782E8
1.478
1.016E8
3.904
23.237
1.224
8.977
3.236
.597
.584
7.604
2.422
.190
8.572
.997
.826
.727
1.013
1.098
4.465
1.432
5.455
1.173
.831
1.018
1.296
.689
2.313E7

*

*
*
*

*

*

Manufacturing
N = 175
Exp(B)
Sig

Trade
N = 265
Exp(B)
Sig

.353
.009
.018
.081
.169
.376
.118
.403
2.141
.621
2.937
.903
.559
.201
2.252E9
.277
.749
.521
.976
1.465
.433
.977
1.447
.751
1.488
.939
.668
.507
1.057
.666
n/a
1.424E7

1.555
1.178
1.065
.946
2.680
2.095
5.940
.840
.513
3.623
.750
.711
1.124
.209
1.009
.868
1.017
.906
1.035
.942
.716
.950
1.146
1.186
1.191
1.502
.528
.517
.995
.268
.806
2.134E8

***
***
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

***
n/a

*
*
*
*

***

**

***

*
**
***

*** = regression step significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table I Part 2: Binary Regressions Predicting “Requested Technical Intervention” by
Industry
Business Svc
N = 503
Exp(B)
Sig
Managers
Professionals
Technical
Clerical
Sales/Service
Trades
Labourers
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

.136
.093
.105
.148
.605
1.091
.042
.984
1.084
10.918
4.662
1.131
.528
.515
.831
.220
1.739
22.297
1.009
.530
.437
.982
1.108
1.441
1.101
.767
.487
.972
.965
.940
1.249
.670

Pro. Service
N = 436
Exp(B)
Sig

**
***
***
**

***

***
**
*
*
***
*
***
***
***

**
**

2.253
1.118
2.286
2.447
.803
2.082
.656
.373
.838
1.947
2.399
1.007
.962
.697
.989
.888
1.567
1.667
.599
.172
.770
.999
1.264
.511
15.304

***

*

*

***
***

Tourism
N = 147
Exp(B)
Sig
.219
.005
2.171
4.485
3.286
.422
.000
42.379
1.459
.393
4.495
1.727
.629
9.878
346.964
.514
.195
276.228
.970
.438
.563
1.012
215.593
.304
1.591
3.209
.035
3.861
.943
1.352
n/a
6.992

*

*

*

*
*

**

n/a

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table J Part 1: Binary Regression Predicting “Requesting Tech Intervention” by
Occupation
Managers
N = 167
Exp(B)
Sig
Agriculture
Nat. Resource
Manufacturing
Trade
Business Svcs
Pro. Svcs
Tourism
Personal Svcs
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

1.291E8
3.538
11.394
1.755
1.522
2.829
4.810
1.703
5.730
.343
.259
8.088
28.966
.899
.369
4.783E8
.534
.686
1.239
.988
1.202
.792
1.017
1.465
1.798
1.041
7.282
.000
.300
1.034
.555
1.548
.017

*

*
**

Professionals
N = 472
Exp(B)
Sig

Technicals
N = 337
Exp(B)
Sig

1.210E9
.819
.958
1.511
.888
1.941
1.659
1.992
1.207
.975
3.335
.439
.755
1.245
.591
1.912
.448
1.247
1.823
.998
.970
.592
.982
1.175
.731
1.127
.640
.336
.676
1.011
1.034
.864
5.510E8

4.463E8
.911
.701
1.510
.826
3.642
4.739
5.861E8
.919
.694
1.456
1.182
.765
1.346
.282
2.646
.411
.712
3.581
.995
.732
.645
1.005
1.096
.985
1.436
.998
.743
.805
.998
.617
1.365
.587

*

*

*
**

**

***
*

**

***
**
*
*

***

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table J Part 2: Binary Regression Predicting “Requesting Tech Intervention” by
Occupation
Clerical
N = 412
Exp(B)
Agriculture
Nat. Resourc
Manufacture
Trade
Business Svcs
Pro. Svcs
Tourism
Personal Svcs
Hearing
Seeing
Comm
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Development
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear se
Female
Age
Visible minor
Immigrant
Dis. experie
Permanent
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union mem
Equity industr
Scarce occ.

1.467
.879
2.845
1.936
1.279
.974
4.175
1.061
1.452
1.671
.955
1.966
1.241
1.176
.496
.733
.459
.723
2.187
.992
.913
.402
.983
1.506
1.398
1.158
.641
.548
1.119
1.032
.680
1.132
1.532E
8

Sales/Service
N = 270

Sig

*
**

**

*
*

Exp(B)

1.765E8
2.649
2.732
1.068
2.010
2.495
.970
1.551
.968
1.686
.671
1.179
1.783
.629
1.151
.577
.772
.634
1.010
1.247
1.052
.981
1.250
.774
1.346
.815
1.045
1.038
1.013
.880
.373
3.641

Sig

*

***

*

Trades
N = 186
Exp(B)
.890
1.066
2.167
5.227
1.598
.547
.101
2.633
2.418
.547
9.026
2.133
2.378
.344
.318
6.230E7
.482
.349
3.138
.986
.784
.504
1.011
3.044
.803
1.410
1.142
1.387
1.241
1.005
.266
.192
.082

Labourers
N = 200
Sig

*

*

*

**
*

Exp(B)
.000
.157
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.984
2.669
.349
8.139
2.122
.804
.414
1.144
.339
.651
.462
.965
1.339
.704
1.006
.607
.969
1.642
1.238
1.225
.701
1.048
.738
2.371E8
5.108E8

Sig

*

*

***

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table M Part 1: Binary Regression Predicting “Granted Technical Interventions” by
Industry
Nat Resources
N = 113
Exp(B)
Sig
Managers
Professionals
Technical
Clerical
Sales/Service
Trades
Labourers
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

.179
.078
.932
.165
1.076E9
3.327
1.505E8
1.248
5.247
.491
190.680
3.686
.876
.358
3.527E8
1.830
.101
119.997
.996
.401
.338
.980
1.880
3.148
7.715
1.125
.128
.694
1.024
2.565
1.353
797351.732

*

**
**
*

*

Manufacturing
N = 141
Exp(B)
Sig
.354
.006
.041
.208
.179
.686
.253
.310
1.088
.377
.764
.316
1.815
.206
8.351E8
.125
1.072
2.685
.992
.974
.192
1.009
1.270
1.057
1.584
.570
.982
.397
1.025
.732
n/a
5557051.842

**
*

*

*
***

***

*

Trade
N = 210
Exp(B)
Sig
2.230
.763
1.684
1.965
5.074
3.789
9.626
.691
.404
1.314
.439
.527
1.031
.071
5.083
.785
1.413
1.398
1.028
.879
.737
.940
1.078
.646
2.051
1.809
.745
.542
1.004
.265
.758
2.296E8

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table M Part 2: Binary Regression Predicting “Granted Technical Interventions” by
Industry
Business Svc
N = 416
Exp(B)
Sig
Managers
Professionals
Technical
Clerical
Sales/Service
Trades
Labourers
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

.303
.113
.274
.430
1.292
2.083
1.377
.599
.791
9.059
6.385
1.234
1.539
.781
2.702
.263
1.204
.633
.997
1.327
.390
.971
1.203
3.501
.873
.579
.571
.994
.985
1.191
1.504
3.421

Pro Service
N = 346
Exp(B)
Sig

***
*

*
***
**

***

*
***
*
***

*

3.716
.975
2.031
1.356
.658
2.986
.636
.626
.638
1.934
2.114
1.003
.989
.591
1.008
.951
1.691
4.279
.564
.168
.930
1.000
1.225
.367
10.422

***

**

**

*

***
***

Tourism
N = 120
Exp(B)
Sig
.715
.004
.511
2.315E8
1.018
.007
.000
14.076
4.472
1.206
1.074
.782
.287
.673
.552
.297
.033
30.166
.929
.468
5.495
1.034
822.890
.330
39.081
2.681
.005
4.984
.940
29.463
n/a
2620.014

*

*

*
*

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table K Part 1: Binary Regression Predicting “Granted Technical Interventions” by
Occupation
Managers
N = 141
Exp(B)
Sig
Agriculture
Nat. Resource
Manufacturing
Trade
Business Svcs
Pro. Svcs
Tourism
Personal Svcs
Hearing
Seeing
Communication
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Developmental
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at onset
Curvilinear sev.
Female
Age
Visible minority
Immigrant
Dis. experience
Permanent job
Fulltime
Trained in job
Tenure
Union member
Equity industry
Scarce occ.

1978293.679
28.370
55877656.775
19.901
4.525
36.321
14.552
1.338
3.608
.779
.049
.034
4.362E15
1.182E8
.042
4.453E8
.308
1.608
.001
.938
7.878
.569
1.079
241.395
10.599
1616788.381
21.551
.000
.013
.992
.026
2.808
.000

Professionals
N = 397
Exp(B)
Sig

Technicals
N = 268
Exp(B)
Sig

2.704E9
1.559
1.024
8.076
2.729
5.380
2.701
5.198
2.256
1.936
4.556
1.775
.404
1.536
.408
1.173
.403
1.412
1.771
.996
.990
.445
.975
1.017
1.251
.964
.702
.130
.879
1.018
2.218
1.967
5.629E8

1.652E9
5.312
2.398
4.305
2.342
13.049
18.063
1239E9
.865
.571
4.272
5.072
.901
11.236
.303
24.065
.781
.884
.532
.994
1.363
.579
1.008
1.224
.387
.724
1.594
1.176
.700
.987
.721
1.179
1.955

*
**
**
*

**
*

*

**
*
*

***
***

***
**
***
**
**
*
*
**
***

***
*

***

***

**
**
*
***
**

*
*
***
***

*
*

*

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Table K Part 2: Binary Regression Predicting “Granted Technical Interventions” by
Occupation
Clerical
N = 350
Exp(B)
Sig
Agriculture
Nat. Resou
Manufact.
Trade
Business Sv
Pro. Svcs
Tourism
Personal S
Hearing
Seeing
Communic
Memory
Learning
Emotional
Pain
Develop
Agility
Mobility
Severity
Age at on
Curvilinear
Female
Age
Visible min
Immigrant
Dis. exper
Permanent
Fulltime
Trained
Tenure
Union
Equity ind
Scarce occ.

14.377
.522
1.750
1.781
1.461
2.628
5.972E8
.998
1.452
2.324
.719
1.220
1.361
1.187
.393
2.362
.438
1.170
2.553
.989
.846
.292
1.003
.681
.247
.469
.602
.427
.808
1.001
.483
1.311
1.001E8

Sales/Service
N = 204
Exp(B)
Sig

Trades
N = 140
Exp(B)
Sig

n/a
62677859.190

**

**

**
**

***

**
*
**

**

3.792
6.099
4.444
6.981
12.393
3.295
6.516
.762
1.008
.651
.550
3.748
.246
4.174
.574
1.034
.741
1.026
1.213
.605
.935
7.297
.883
4.544
.925
1.072
1.190
1.044
.809
1.483
109.792

***
**
***
***
**

**
**

***
**
***

*

.199
1.019
.547
.548
1.295
.621
.006
12.108
1.451
.071
6.268E8
12.330
.806
1.001
.091
4.331E8
2.943
.053
95.376
.980
.405
.139
.897
11.695
3.937
2.118
.248
1.016
.716
1.094
.192
.201
.013

Labourers
N = 154
Exp(B)
Sig

***

***
*
*
*
*

**
*

.005
.046
.046
.007
435.775
.015
36312467.790
7871051.056
.265
1.761
.045
1.554
1.868
1.678
.273
5.905
.064
1.458
9.006
1.020
.746
.319
.971
.194
.519
6.278
.148
.343
2.160
1.083
.809
9.210E8
5.013E8

*
**

**

*
*
***

**

*** = regression coefficient significant at p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05

Note that the significance level noted for Exp(B) is actually the significance level of the Wald
statistic. Since the actual Wald statistic does not provide useful information to aid in
interpretation it has not been included in these tables.
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Appendix C: Graphs
Requesting Job Changes
A) Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph shows us that, as disability severity increases, the probability of requesting job
changes also increases. The effect levels off somewhat as higher severity levels are reached.
B) Immigration Status X Gender

This graph shows us that domestic born females are the least likely to request needed job
changes while immigrant females are the most likely to make such requests. Males are more
likely to make requests than females if they are domestic born but the opposite is true if they
are immigrants.
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C) Immigration Status X Age

This graph indicates that there are interactions between immigration status and age such that
younger workers are more likely to request needed job changes if they are immigrants and
older workers are more likely to make requests if they are domestic born.

Requesting Technical Interventions
D) Visible Minority Status X Age

This graph indicates that there are interactions between visible minority status and age such
that younger workers are more likely to request needed technical interventions if they are
Caucasian and older workers are more likely to make requests if they are visible minorities.
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E) Visible Minority Status X Gender

This graph indicates that being a member of a visible minority increases the probability of
requesting technical interventions for men but decreases it for women.
F) Immigration Status X Age

This graph indicates that, among younger workers, being an immigrant increases the probability
of requesting a needed technical intervention. Among older workers the opposite relationship
is true.
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G) Immigration Status X Gender

This graph indicates that, among domestic born workers, men are more likely to request
needed technical interventions than women. Among immigrant workers, however, the
opposite is true.

H) Sample of Technical Workers: Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph indicates that, among technical workers, people with a medium level of disability
severity are the most likely to request needed technical interventions.
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I) Sample of Business Services Industry: Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph indicates that, among workers in the business services industry, people with a
medium level of disability severity are the most likely to request needed technical
interventions, followed by people with the most severe levels of impairment.

Requested Structural Changes
J) Immigration Status X Gender

This graph demonstrates that immigration status interacts with gender such that domestic born
males are more likely to request needed structural changes than immigrant males. The
opposite relationship is true for women.
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Requesting Transportation Assistance
K) Immigration Status X Age

This graph shows us that younger workers are more likely to request needed transportation
assistance if they are immigrants whereas older workers are more likely to request
transportation assistance if they are domestic born.

L) Immigration Status X Gender

This graph shows us that immigration status interacts with gender such that women are more
likely to request needed transportation assistance if they are immigrants and men are more
likely to make requests if they are domestic born.
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Granting Job Changes
M) Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph demonstrates that the workers most likely to be granted job changes are those workers who
are most severely disabled.

Granting Technical Interventions
N) Visible Minority X Immigration Status

This graph indicates that immigrants are more likely to be granted needed technical
interventions if they are also visible minorities. The opposite is true for domestic born workers.
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O) Visible Minority X Gender

This graph show us that males are more likely to be granted needed technical interventions if
they are also visible minorities whereas women are more likely to be granted the
accommodation if they are Caucasian.
P) Immigration Status X Age

This graph demonstrates that younger workers are more likely to receive needed technical
interventions if they are immigrants whereas older workers are more likely to receive them if
they are domestic born.
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Q) Immigration Status x Gender

This graph demonstrates that females are more likely to be granted technical interventions if
they are immigrants whereas men are more likely to be granted technical interventions if they
are domestic born.

R) Visible Minority X Immigration Status X Gender

This graph indicates that when broken down into 6 sub-categories similar effects can be
observed for each group. Visible minorities are always more likely to receive needed technical
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interventions than Caucasians. Females are more likely to receive their needed technical
intervention than males. The group most likely to receive their accommodation is, surprisingly,
the group you would expect to experience the most stigmatization since the individuals in it are
female, an immigrant, and a visible minority. The group least likely to receive their
accommodation are males who are also immigrants and Caucasian.
S) Sample of Managers: Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph shows that, among managers, those with the highest disability severity levels are the
most likely to receive needed technical interventions.
T) Sample of Technical Workers: Curvilinear Disability Severity
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This graph shows that, among technical workers, those with the highest disability severity levels
are the most likely to receive needed technical interventions.

U) Sample of Trades Workers (occupation): Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph indicates that, among trades workers, people with a medium level of disability
severity are the most likely to request needed technical interventions.

V) Sample of Natural Resources Industry: Curvilinear Disability Severity
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This graph shows that, among people working in the natural resources industry, the group most
likely to receive a needed technical intervention are those with a medium disability severity
score.

W) Sample of Business Services Industry: Curvilinear Disability Severity

This graph shows that, among people working in the business services industry, those with the
highest disability severity levels are the most likely to receive needed technical interventions.
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X) Sample of Trades Industry: Curvilinear Severity Measure

This graph shows that, among people working in the trades industry, those with the highest
disability severity levels are the most likely to receive needed technical interventions.

Granted Transportation Assistance
Y) Visible minority x Gender

This graph shows that men are more likely to receive needed transportation assistance if they
are visible minorities whereas women are more likely to receive the accommodation if they are
Caucasian.
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